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ABSTRACT

Simian agent 8 (SA8) has considerable genetic similarity to other primate herpes

simplexviruses. but differences in virulence are obserued during infection ofxenogeneic

hosts. simplexvirus genes are expressed in a tightly controlled cascade, depending on the

requirement for de novo protein synthesis or viral DNA replication for their expression.

Although SA8 is genetically similar to its more virulent counterparls, critical differences

may be found at the level of viral gene expression.

An oligonucleotide microarray was developed in order to study SAg viral gene

expression. A novel protocol for the analysis ofviral gene expression microanays is

presented, as well as preliminary analysis ofpatterns in viral gene expression.

Results frorn the SA8 microarray, as well as analysis of transcription by quantitative

RT-PCR and northern blot, revealed that the kinetics of expression of the SAg

immediate-early genes differs greatly ftom that ofthe prototype simplexvirus, HSV-1.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Herpes virology

Human infection with herpes simplex virus type I (HSV-1), and simian herpesviruses

Cercopithecine herpesviruses I, 2, and 1ó (CeHV-1 (B virus), CeHV-2 (SAg), and

ceHV-16 (HVP-2) result in disease with a wide range of severity. These four viruses

have significant gene homology despite differences in pathogenicity in humans which

ranges from asymptomatic (SA8) to fatal encephalitis (B virus). A complete description

and comparison ofthe gene expression patterns ofthese viruses in the human host will

add to our understanding ofthe mechanism ofpathogenesis of lethal infection \ /ith B

virus. The prirnary objective of this project is to study the gene expression ofSAg by

DNA oligonucleotide microarrays and compale expression in SAg to the well-studied

prototype simplexvirus. HSV- 1.

Because of their close genetic similarities, a comparative analysis ofhuman and

simian simplexviruses may identify the subtle differences thar are responsible for their

dramatically different virulence in xenogeneic hosts. candidate virulence genes may be

identified and this would contribute to our understanding ofthe pathogenic mechanisms

of simplexvirus infection in humans and the development of attenuated HSV strains for

vaccine purposes.

1.1.1. Clinical syndrome & virology

Monkeys of the genus Macac.) are Ilte na.rtral host of B virus (named .'8" after the

farnily name ofthe first person infected) (175, 180). Baboons (genus paplo) are the

natural hosts of both SA8 (Sirnian Agent 8) (104), and HVp-2 (Herpesvirus papio 2)



(43). Humans are the natural host of both type 1 and type 2 herpes simplex viruses

(HSV-1 and HSV-2). More than 900% of baboons are seropositive for HVp_2 (41,42).

The prevalence of B virus in captive macaques is 45-50% (6, 176, 1 s0), which presents

an occupational rìsk for humans in contact with infected animals. current seroprevalence

rates in humans of HSV-1 and HSV-2 in developed nat ions are 57.7o/o and 17.0%c,,

respectively (186).

In their natural hosts, all four ofthese simplexviruses cause mucosal and neuronal

infectìons with a range of symptoms similar to HSV in humans. They are transmitted

through sexual or oral contact (including bites). Adult primates tend to acquire genital

lesions, while oral lesions are more common among the yorurg (96). In humans, HSV-1

is predominantly found in oral lesions, while HSV-2 is more often the cause of genital

infectiori, although the reverse does occur (186). Disseminated disease caused by SAg, B

virus & HVP-2 is sometimes obser-ved in young animals, similar to neonatal infection

with HSV-2 (42). In humans, disseminated neonatal herpesvirus infection affects many

organ systems including the liver, lungs, skin and/or mouth, and CNS (encephalitis),

resulting in mortality of 61% (179).

All herpesviruses are capable ofestablishing latent infection in their natural host and

infected individuals suffer periodic reactivation ofdisease. Simplexviruses establish

latency in the sensory ganglia which innervate the site of primary infection. Reactivation

can result in asymptomatic shedding or recunence of lesions (145, li'g).

The severity ofdisease caused by these four primate herpesviruses depends on the

infected host. In xenogeneic primate hosts, both HSV-1 and B virus cause severe

infection. Human infection with B virus causes encephalitis which, untreated, leads to



70-80% mortality (175, 180), and is therefore characterized as a biosafety level 4 agent

(138). SA8 and HVP-2 are not known to cause disease in primates other than their

natural host.

Different levels ofpathogenicity can also be observed during infection of mice with

these primate alphaherpesviruses (140). All but SA8 cause severe encephalitis in mice,

although for B virus and HVP-2 disease severity varies by strai. (141). Interestingly,

different strains of HVP-2 do not display a range of virulence in mice, but fall into two

distinct phenotypes, either highly neurovirulent or entirely non-pathogenic (141). Table

1A illustrates the genome and virulence traits ofthese simplexviruses.

The variable disease outcomes of primate alphaherpesvirus infection in different hosts

provides a number of options for analysis of virus-host interactions in order to better

understand the mechanisms of pathogenesis ( 140). For exatrple, lethal HVp-2 infection

of mice has been proposed as a model system for study ofB virus infection in humans

(142).

L1.2. Virology and taxonomy

Despite the variable clinical preserÍations, members of the family Herpesviridae have

remarkable structwal homology. They are icosahedral, enveloped, DNA viruses with a

1 00- 1 1Onm diameter capsid surounded by an amorphous protein tegume't layer. The

double-strand DNA genome ofthe five primate viruses previously mentioned is 152-

157kb in size, with a G+c conrent of 680/o Ío 76yo (see Table 1) (144). Herpesviruses are

characteristically widespread in their natural hosts and have been identified in a great

variety of animal species. They also share the ability to initiate a latent infection capable

of periodic reactivation ( 1 44).



Table 1 - Features of select human and simian simplexviruses

A - comparison ofgenome characteristics and pathogenicity of two human and three

B - Comparison of

HSV-2 75.7 100

B virus 59.4 60.5 1 00

sA8 64.1 68.8 83.3 100

HVP-2 60.1 61..4 79.1 85.5 100

HSV: Herpes Simplex Virus; SA8 : Simian Agent 8; HVp-2 : Herpes Virus papio 2

stmlan

Designation
Nafural
primate

host

Genome G+C
(%)

Pathogenicity

(kbp) in other
primates ln mlce

HSV-1
(Human herpesvirus

HSV-2
(Human herpesvirus

B virus
(Cercopithecine
herpesvims 1)

SA8
(Cercopithecine
herpesvirus 2)

HVP-2
(Cercopithecine
herpesvirus 16)

l) Human

Human

Macaque

Baboon

Baboon

152 68.3 Severe infection Encephalitis

69 Severe infection Encephalitis

74.5 Encephalitis Encephalitis

76 None None

t57

151

156 16.5 None Encephalitis

t522)

- L Ompanson o five tluses
Sequence
homologr

(%)
HSV-1 HSV-2 B virus SA8 tt!?-2

HSV-1 100



Three subfamilies of Herpesvirid ae, Alpha-, Beta-, and Gammaherpesvirinae have

been identified based on their speed of infection in culture, host-specihcity, duration of

the replicative cycle, and site of latency within the host. Herpes simplex viruses 1 and 2

(HSV-1 and HSV-2), cercopirhecine herpesviruses 1,2, and 16 (B virus, SAg, and HVp_

2, respectively) are all membe¡s of the genus Sintplexvirus wirhin rhe Atphaherpesvirinae

subfamily (144).

1.1.3. Viral genes involved in pathogenesis

Herpesviruses manage a sophisticated balancing act with the antiviral host response.

Numerous viral functions contribute to evasion of the immune response, as well as

repression ofcellular pathways unfavourable to viral replication, such as apoptosis and

activation ofthe interferon response (144). Three genes are ofparticular inferest in the

analysis of differential gene expression between the simplexviruses, 1cp34.5, uS1t, and

ICP0 (see section g. for discussion ofthe immediate-early proteins).

1.1.3.1. rCP34.5

one ofthe cellular host responses to viral infection is activation ofproteirr kinase R

(PKR) (52). PKR phosphorylates cellular translation initiation factor 2a (elF2cr), and

phosphorylated eIF2c¿ inhibits protein synthesis (3 6). pKR is activated in the presence of

dsRNA as well as by rhe IFNo/p response (11). Although interferon has limired effect

on HSV replication in culture, it is a key lactor in development ofinfection in vivo (94,

1 19).

Although many viruses evade the host response by inhibiting the activation ofpKR,

HSV-1 infection stimulates PKR r.r'hile producing proteins to prevent the pKR-induced



pliosphorylation oftranslarìon factor eIF2a (28, 59). In HSV-1, the RL1 gene encodes

infected-cell protein 34.5 (ICP34.5, or y134.5), which is expressed wirh late gene kinerìcs

during lytic infection (143). ICP34.5 recruits cellular protein phosphatase 1cr (pplcr) to

dephosphorylate elF2c¿. This negates the antiviral pKR response and allows the

production of viral proteins (28, 61, 62).

Interestingly, the C-terminal domain of ICp34.5 contains a domain which is

homologous to both a cellular growh arrest and DNA-damage protein, GADD34, and a

gene which induces differentiation of myeloid leukemia cells, MyD116 (16, 30, 60). The

stress-response protein, GADD34, acts in a feedback loop with elF2o to dephosphorylate

elF2cr and pennit continued protein translation (120). In addition to the production of

ICP34.5, HSV-1 infection also produces an increase in levels of GADD34 protein, either

by inducing its expression (independent of phosphorylation of eIF2cr), or by influencing

its degradation (25).

In addition to PKR activation, HSV-1 infection also induces a stress response in the

endoplasmic reticulum which induces the ER resident kinase, pERK to phosphorylate

elF2c¿ in order to shutolfprotein synthesis (25).

The imporlance of maintaining protein synthesis in an infected cell is illustrated by

the variety of mechanisms used by HSV-1 to counteract this antiviral response (1 15).

ICP34 5 has been designated a neurovirulence gene in HSV-I, as mutants display a

phenotype ofattenuated virulence ln vivo (.13,29). rcp34.5 mutants are replication

deficient in cells with a functional PKR system, but achieve a near-wild-type level of

inlection in PKR'/-cells, demonstrating the specific target ofthis viral protein (95).

HSV-1 viruses carrying large deletions or the introduction ofa stop codon within the



ICP34.5 gene (29) were used to illustrate the sensitivity of different cell lines to the loss

of ICP34.5. Chou ¿/ a/ noted that neuroblastoma cells suffered arrest ofprotein synthesis

and cell death when infected with ICp34.5 mutant HSV-1 viruses, while in cells of non-

neuronal origin, the infection with mutant viruses was indistinguìshable from that of

wild-type HSV-1. ln the absence of ICp34.5, and coincident with viral DNA synthesìs, a

complete cessation of both viral and cellular protein synthesis occurs which is

reminiscent ofapoptotic cell death (31).

\.r.3.2. US 1 1

uS11 is also an inhibitor ofPKR (110, 143), but uses a different mechanism than that

ofICP34.5. uS11 encodes an RNA-binding prorein (g6) present in the tegument at

approximately 2,000 copies per virion (143).

uS 1 1 is normally expressed with late kinetics, following the replication of viral DNA

(73). In HSV-1, the deletion of ICP34.5 can be compensated by a change in rhe

expression kinetics of uS 1 1 from late to imrnediate-early, thus restodng protein synthesis

(21'22,59' 114). ICP34.5 deletion mutants without a compensatory mutation are unable

to synthesize y2 proteins. including US 1 1 (3 1).

A surprising finding following the sequencing of B virus is that despite its lethal

phenotype, B virus lacks the RL1 open reading frame (125). Subsequent sequencing of

SA8 and HVP-2 in our laboratory reveals that this is the case for all three of these simian

simplexviruses (166, 167). These viruses may have altemate mechanisms for disabling

the PKR response which may involve alterations in the expression kinetics of uS11 or

other viral proteins. Despite the lack of RLI oRF in the simian simplexviruses, this

study employs several microarray probes targeted to this region of the genome, in order



to detect transcripts from uruecognized open reading flrames. The possible detection of

ûanscripts from this region, as well as information about the kinetics of uS 1 1 will add to

the understanding ofthe pathogenesis mechanisms of SAg and B virus.

1.1.4. Viral genome structure and homology

complete genome sequences are now available for the simian herpesviruses B virus

(125), SA8 (166) and HVP2 (167). HSV-1, SA8, B virus, and HVp-2 have linear dsDNA

genomes of approximately 155kbp with a GC content of 6g-76%. These primate

herpesviruses all have a "type E" genome arrangement, consisting of two unique

segments (Lrnique long (uL) and unique short (uS)) each flanked by a pair ofinverted

repeats (144). B vims is unique in that it contains duplicate origins ofreplication,

resulting in six origins compared to three in the other alphaherpesviruses (125), although

this may be a strain-specific feature (R. Eberle, personal comrnunication). Figure 1

illustrates the features and ORFs of the SA8 genome.

Only two HSV-1 genes are spliced within rhe coding region, RL02 and UL15. The

intron ofRL02 is transpofied to the cytoplasm. although the reason for this is unknown

(47). The intron of uL15 contaìns oRFs uLl6 and rJLll in antisense orientation (106).

In HSV-2 a third gene conrains a splice site within its oRF, RL1, which encodes the

virulence protein ICP34.5 (105, 133).

A few HSV-1 genes overlap, or a¡e collinear with other genes, including tJL26 and,

uL26.5 in which the 
'RNA 

of uL26.5 ìs iniriated within the uL26 oRF (143). sorne

genes in HSV-1 are produced from an overlapping antisense transcript, for example

HSV-1 RLl and ORFs O and P (131, 143).



Figure I - Map of the open reading frames and features of the SAg genome.
Polyadenylation sites are indicated by single chevrons pointing in the predicted direction
of transcrìption. The region upstream ofRL02 where RL1 is located in HSV-1 is noted
by an open oval. The US 1 1 gene name is framed by an open triangle.

Reproduced from Tyler e/ a1.,2005 (166) with permission from Elsevier.
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Nearly half of all simplexvirus genes are coterminal with at least one other oRF.

Tralscription is initiated at the appropriate promoter for each gene, but it terminates at a

shared poly(A) signal, sometimes resulting in very long mRNA molecules.

Although the majority of HSV-1 oRFs encode a sìngle protein, uL03 is a notable

exception. uLO1, uL02 and uL03 are coterminal transcripts, but while both uLO1 and

uL02 have specific initiation sites, the mechanisr¡ oftranscription ofuL03 has yet to be

described (153).

Prior to the publication of the complete genome sequences, sìm arities were

recognized between the simian and human simplexviruses. The first gene homologies

observed between the HSV-I and the simian viruses were those of the DNA polymerase,

major DNA binding protein, p40 capsid antigen, and thymidine kinase (66). The

antigenic determinants (66) as well as DNA and predicted amino acid sequence (44) of

several segments ofthese alphaherpesviruses were compared. An antigenic subgroup

was identified based on the similarity of response to HSV-I, HSV-2, sAg, and B virus,

but the human herpesviruses continue to show the closest relationship (66). Recently, a

newly described simplexvirus isolated from a chimpanzee (chHV) was shown to be the

closest relative of HSV-2 (100).

Individual genes ofthe unique short (uS) region were compared to those of HSV by

Eberle et al. in 199:^ (\" and these results were confirmed by Tyler et at. in 2005 wiTh

sequencing of the entire SA8 genome (166). sAs genes are collinear and homologous to

those ofHSV with only a few differences. An additional polyadenylation signal is found

between uS5 and us6, and none is present between uS3 and uS4, contrary to their

locations in HSV. This alters the composition of the co-terminal transcript sets of sAg
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compared to HSV. In SA8, US3, US4, and uS5 form one co-terminal transcript set, and

uS5 and uS6 another. In both viruses, the uS8 and uS9 oRFs are also co-teminal (44).

The sequencing ofSAS also revealed a lack of polyadenylation signal between tJL24 and

uL25, thus extending the co-terminal transcript set to include genes uL24, IJL25, tJL26

and uL26.5. In addition, no poly-(A) signal was idenrified fo owing uL53, suggesting a

co-teminal transcript of three genes: uL52 - uL54. The genome location and predicted

function of the SA8 genes, and their homology to the simian viruses and HSV-1 are listed

in Table 2.

GeneMark (gene prediction software) analysis of B virus suggested a putative oRF

antisense to uL53, designated uL53a (125). No such putative oRF was identified in

SA8. However, a polyadenylation signal was identified on the untranscribed strand

complementary to uL52 (166), suggesting the possible presence of a yet unidentified

transcript.

1.1.4.1. Transcripts ofthe L/S junction

The repeat sequences flanking the uL and us regions ofthe HSV-1 genome contain

a number of oRFs transcribed in both directions. The two immediate-early transcripts

mentioned previously, ICP0 (RL02) and ICP4 (RSO1), as well as ICp34.5 (RL1) are

transcribed in the same direction on either side ofthe 'a' sequence which separates the

two repeats. Three latency-associated transcripts (LATs) of different lengths are

transcribed antisense to RL02. The two smaller LATs, 1.45kb and 2kb overlap with

RL02. Transcription of the 8kb LAT continues through the junction into the RS region

(e2).
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Tablc 2 - Open rcading fraures and other

Position

Fcature

nallle S1at 1 End G/C

a seq I 236 88.5
TRL 237 9201 19.7
RL2 79.0

exon I 2178 2225
exon 2 2448 3020
exon 3 3398 4669
uL 9208 114322 74.5
ul-l 9469 10167 66.2

uL2 10235 10990 72.4
uL3 11130 11813 74.s

uL4 11897 12s11 14.5

uL5 12s36 15163 69.3
ur.6 1s162 17198 7s.6
uI.7 17149 18039 73.1
uL8 18213 20489 80.7
uL9 230s0 24402 72.2
uL10 23050 24402 14.6

ull I 24649 24912 74.3
ur.12 24855 26702 76.8

featules of the SA8 genonre.

Prolein hornology (%)

Slrand (codons) B virus HSV-1 HSV-2

+ 631 63.0 36.5 39.8

Length

+ 233 65.2 48.1 46.9

+ 252 86. 1 72.9 1l .7
+ 228 74.9 52.9 52.4

- 20s 85.7 55.8 54.2

- 816 93.3 80.9 81.6
+ 679 90.3 65.4 67 .0
+ 291 85.1 62.8 63.5
- 159 77.6 55.1 58.5
+ 451 90.7 7 5.7 78.0
+ 451 86.7 64.2 63.6

- 88 78.2 44.8 48.3
- 616 79.8 62.1 60.8

Gene product predicled funclionn

Tenninal direcl repeal
Tcrr¡inal Iong repeat legior.r
Lnmediate-early prolein lCP0; lnultifultctional
t egulalory protein

Unique loug rcgion
Vilion rneurblalie glycoprolein L; in cornplex wilh gll;
rnelnbrane fusion
tlracil-DNA glycosylase; DNA repair.
Colocolizalion witl^tICP22 and UL4 in srnall, dense
nucleal bodics
Colocolizalion wilh ICI'22 and UI-3 in surall, dense
nucleal bodies
Conponent of l.relicase-pr.irnase complex
Capsid plolein; DNA cleavage/packaging
Capsid plolein; DNA clcavagc/packaging
Component of hclicase-pt.imase complex
rrri binding protein: helicase activity
Virio¡ membrane glycoprotein M; propose d role iu
capsid er.rveloprnerrt
My istylated tegument protein; capsid en.r,elopment
DNase; endoexonuclease; pr.ocessiltg of DNA
replicalion irfermediales
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uL13 26702 28246
uL14 28018 28662
ULI5

Ilxon I 28761 29789
Exon 2 33312 34490
ul-l6 29948 31036 77.0

ul"t7 31057 33168
uLlS 34642 3559s

72.6
73.4
69.5

uL19 35143 39876 12.7

uL20 40057 40734
uL21 41301 42881

51 5 90.9 65.0
21s 90.7 64.0
736 96.6 gt.s

uL22 43029 4s620 17.0

19.3
7 4.8

uL23 45797 46933
uL24 46868 41650

363 87.8 62.7

uL2s 47847 49s80 1s.0

7 r.1
14.9 +

704 86.7 6s.9
318 94.3 80.4

uL26 49793 s1571
uL26.s s0699 5t517
uL2t 51943 54600

66.9 Vilion protein kinase
68.2 Minor lcguner.rt proleilr
87.2 DNA cleavage/packaging; transientlyassociated with

matut'ing capsids

64.6 Capsid associated; DNA cleavage/packaging; localed itr
ULI 5 intron

67 .7 Tegument protein; DNA cleavagc/packaging
81.1 Capsid protein VP23; for.rns lriplexes rvilh VplgC thal

cormect pelltons and lrexolis in capsids
86.5 Major capsid plotein VP5; forms penlons atid hcxous of

capsid shell
65.8 Virion membrane plotein; vir.ion egress; ,¡,n5 locus
66.0 Nucleotidylylated phosphoprotein; ir.rteracls wi1l.r

microtubules and facililalcs inlracellular tt.alispor.t of the
virus

59.7 Vilion urembrane glycoprotein H; in courplex wilh gL;
membrane fusion, en1ry, cell{o-cell spr.ead

57.4 Thyrnidine kinase
61.9 Nonglycosylaled membt.ane-associated pr.olein; synJ

locus
80.1 Minor capsid prolcin; f)NA packaging; possible r.ole in

DNA auchoring
58.2 Capsid rnaturation proteasc
49.7 Scaffoldingprotein
17 .9 Virion lrernbl ane glycopr.olein B; ccll entry; conlains

syrS locus
82.4 DNAcleavage/packaging; tr.ansielrlly associaled with

rnalurilg capsids
8l .9 Single-strand DN.A-binding proteilt; key role in

14

t 378

226
527

864

uL28 54631 56985 74.2

uL29 s7464 610s4 71.5

72.0 - 319
11.2 + 261

95.s 86.8

89.2 65.3
85.9 6t.2

78.7 -l- 595
80.2 + 293
70.7 - 886

81 .6 57 .4

s78

80.5 5s.3
83.8 63.1

9l .3 19 .l

76.4 60.4
66.1 43.8
88.4 77 4

1197

92.3 81.4

94.4 82.2



olil- 61445 61542 47.8
ut.30 61164 65444 71.3

uL3 r 65389 66303 72.0

uL32 66296 68068 76.0
uL33 68067 68474 70.6
uL34 68s24 69324 75.0

uL35 69442 69186 76.2
ur.36 69965 19171 78.4

uL37 79388 83041
uL38 83508 84887

uL39 852s2 88179
uL40 88237 89214
uL41 89390 90844

1227

305

591
136
267

r15
3011

1218
460

976
326
485

439

382
465

115
681

615

489

uL42 91212 92588 74.8

uL.43 92733 93818 80.0
uL44 94112 95506 18.9

uL45 95717 96241 79.8
llL46 96429 98471 76.8

uL47 98655 100619 79.3

uL48 t01176 102642 72.0

+
+

90.1 '71 .2

90.0 75.3

87.8 13.9
88.6 71.5
86.8 6s.4

79.8 58.0
19.9 58.2

8s.3 68.2
89.7 68.8

83.9 66.7
89.5 83.4
90.1 70.7

65.1 42.9

72.3 42.8
76.1 41 .8

83.3 61.0
83.1 53.2

81.8 58.3

90.8 67.6

16,9
76.8

10.3
66.4
70.7

assernbly of DNA replicalion proteins
Inverted repeat legion oforigin nrú

77.7 DNA polymelase catalytic subunil; con.rplexes with
U1,42

74.3 Nuclear phosphoplolein; inleracls wilh lJL.34; capsid
egless lrom nucleus

73.4 DNA packaging; no1 associaled with capsids
71.5 DNA packaging; no1 associaled wilh capsids
68.4 Typc II nuclealmembrane-associaledplrosphoprolein;

illteracls with UL3l ; capsid egr.ess from nucleus
54.5 Basic phosphor.ylated capsid protein Vp26
58.1 Very large legun.ìellt protein; interacts with tJi_l 9 and

u1.37
67 .1 Milror' legumerf pr.olein
66.9 Capsid protcin VP19C, forms lriplexes wirh Vp23 that

collnecl per.ìtons and hexons in capsids
65.4 Large subunit of r.ibonucleotide reduclasc
83.4 Srnall subunit of ril¡onucleotide reduclase
I1.5 Tegunenl phosphoprolein; virion-associated host

shutoff (vhs) protein
45.2 I)ouble-slranded DNA-bindingprolein,DNA

polyntelase subunit
42.5 Predictedrnerrbr.ane-associaledprotein
48.9 Virion membrane glycoprotein C; cell atlachnrent;

blocking host imrnune response
56.4 1þe II nrernbrane protein; possible r.ole in cell fusiolt
54.7 Tegumerlt phosphopr.olein YP1I /12; nrodulates alpha

I r a n s - inducing factor aclivity
54.2'fegurncr.rt phosphoprotein VP I 3/14; O-glycosylaled;

modulate -TIF aclivity; RNA binding
61 .0 Major legumenl pr.otein VP I 6; 1raÍls-aclivator of genes

l5

+
l-

+
+



ur/g 102951 103718 7s9

uL49.5 t04t65 104398 10.6
uL50 104413 105516 75.9
tJI-51 105673 106359 74.8
uLs2 106397 109558 15.2
ul-s3 l09sl0 110514 71.1

uL54 110190 112322 75.9

uL55 112612 113184 71.2
lJL56 113344 114024 73.8

rRL 114323 123293 79.1
IìL2 79.0

Exor.r 3 118861 120132
Ilxon 2 120510 121082
Ë,xon I 121305 121352
a'scq 123294 123529 89.5
rRS 123530 129918 82.2
RSl 125201 128707 84.1

276

78
368
229
1054
335

+
-l-

73.1 40.4 35.6 Major tegument prolein Vp22; bincls RNA; car.rier of
mRNA fi.orn ìnfected 1o uninlected cells

58.4 37 .1 35.1 Envelope prorein
83.1 55.9 53.1 Deoxyuridilte triphosphatase
736 64.9 63.6 Capsid/tegumenl-associatedpl.rosphoprolein
992 70 1 69.3 Component of l.relicase-primuse co,nplc,
90.4 66.8 68.6 Meurbl.ane glycopr.otein K; vir.ion egr.ess; conlains synl

locus
15.9 50.2 51 .2 Lnmediate-early protein ICp27; regulates some early

and all lale gene expression
84.2 61.8 62.4 Nuclear matrix-associated protein
56.6 29.2 30.1 Type II nten.rbrane protein; involved in vir.us

pa lhogerìic ity
Inler.nal copy oflargc inrrerted repeal region

63.0 36.5 39.8 Lrn.rediate-early prolein lCp0; multifunòrional
regulalor.y protein

lnvelled copy of a sequence
hrleltal copy of snall ir.rverlcd r.epcal r.egion

76.5 60.1 62.4 Lnmediate-early pr.otein ICp4; r.egulalor of gcne

OliS
US
US1

US2
US3
US4

511

191
227

631

129452 129623
129919 144385
130088 131383

131610 132512
132837 134201
134314 136128

41.7
16.3
I -t .:t

78.8
73.8
80.7

1161

432

- 301 78.0 s4.3 50.2
+ 455 82.6 59.3 60.1
+ 605 58.6 17.6 33.1

60.1 34.3 38.5

expression
h.rverted repeat region ofr.eplicalion origin or.rS
Unique small rcgion
Itlulecliate-eally plotein lCP22; r.equiled for. optin.ral
lCP0 explcssion
Tegurnenl prolein
Prolein kinase; antiapoptolic aclivity
Virion rnernblane glycopr.olein G; enu.y inlo polar.ized
cells
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US5
US6

us7 138375 139574 77.6 -t 400 68.2 43.8 46.5

us8 139886 t4ls08 76.2 + 541 73.5 43.9 44.3

136332 1366s2
136982 138169

us8.5 141453 141761 76.1 + 103 79.4 41 .2
us9 141852 142127 75.0 + 92 66.7 48.g
uslO 142s71 143407 75.0 _ 211 69.6 37.3uslr 143205 143552 79.4 _ 116 53.0 36.5

78.2 + 107 54.7 27.2 1i.4
7 5.7 + 396 81 .7 5 3.6 54.5

us12 14358s 143821 70.5 _ 79 s1.7 2g.s 2s.6

]'RS 144083 150419 82.2
oliS 144386 144557 47.7
RSI 14s302 14880s 84.1 + 1168 76.5 60.7 62.4

a seq 150480 150715 88.5 Ter.rninal direcr r.epeal

_:*tl':$:::.1"-î.1i:::f]1T:o8 ç'e p.oductsar: jll::.un':.u' reporred in Pe'elygi'a ct al., 2003 (125) for.lhe tiornorogous
of B vilus. Reproduced from Tyler et al

Glycoprotein .I; block apoptosis
Vilion membrane glycoprotein D; cell enlry; il.ìteracls
with cellulal receplor.s
Virion meurbrane glycoprolein I; in cornplex wilh gE;
basolateral vilal spread
Virion nremblane glycopr.olcir.r Iì; in complex witli gl;
basolaleral viral s¡rread
Nucleolal phosphoprolein
Tegument protein
Teguntent prolcìn
RNA-binding tegument pr.olein; inter.acts willi protein
kinasc R
Lnmediale-early plotein ICP47; inhibils antigen
presentation
Terminal copy olsnrall r.epcat r.egiorr
Inverled repeat region ofreplication or.igin olrs
IuT mcdiale-early prolein lCP4; regulator. of gcne
explessior.r

45.1

52.8
42.0
33.9

ler et a|.,2005 (166) wilh permission t.orn Elscvier..
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Other transcripts, known as L/STs, also span the overlap between long and short

segments of the genome. ORF O and ORF P are overlapping transcripts, the former

being a frameshift ofthe latter (132). Both are transcribed antisense to RL1, a¡d oRF p

has the unique distinction ofbeíng almost entírely antisense to ICp34.5 (92).

one ofthe benefits of oligonucleotide microarrays is that probes can be specifically

designed for each orientation ofthe genome. we have constructed probes for exploration

ofthe expression ofLAT transcripts in SA8, as well as the presence ofany transcript

from the region between the 'a' sequence and the staft ofRL02 (where RLl cannot be

identified).

1.I.5. Viral replication

Attachment and penetration ofthe virus is mediated by the interaction ofseveral viral

glycoproteins with cellular receptors and coreceptors. Following fusion ofthe viral and

cellular membranes, the nucleocapsid is transported to the nuclear membrane along the

microtubular network. Tegument proteins thus released with the capsid may remain in

the cltoplasm, confinue to be associated with the capsid, or be transported to the nucleus.

These proteins play impodant roles in establishing a cellular environment favourable to

viral replication (1 43).

Viral DNA circularizes upon introduction into the nucleus. The cellular RNA

polymerase II (RNApolII) is responsible for transcription ofviral genes, but various viral

factors also play a role (143). The following section describes the cascade ofviral gene

expression in more detail.

Seven viral proteins are required for viral DNA synthesis, which takes place in

replication compartments within the nucleus. HSV has three vi¡al origins of replication,
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oril- and two copies of oriS. DNA synthesis proceeds by a combìnation of rollìng-circle

replication and extensive homologous recombination, resulting in progeny head-to-tail

concatemers of the four viral genome isomers by ìnversion of the two unique sequences

between the invefted repeat sequences (143).

capsid assembly, cleavage ofDNA concatemers, and packaging occur in the nucleus.

The nucleocapsid acquires its tegument and envelope by budding from the inner nuclear

membrane and is transpofted through the Golgi network where final maturation of the

viral glycoproteins takes place. It is unclear whether the initial viral envelope is

maintained thoughout this transport, or whether the virus de-envelops at the outer

nuclear membrane and is subsequently re-enveloped at entry into the Golgi network.

Viral parlicles may be released into the extracellular environment or guided to

intercellular junctions by the viral glycoproteins (143).

During SA8 infection, envelopment ofcapsids is observed at the inner nuclear

membrane as well as during virus budding into the endoplasmic reticulum or cltoplasmic

vesicles, the latter occurring more frequently at late times during infection when the

nuclear membrane staûed to degrade. SA8 capsids containing viral DNA are first

detected at 5-6 hours post-infection (hpi). Enveloped, mature virions are observed in the

extracellular environment no earlier than Shpi (1a). An increase in B virus DNA

replication is noted by 4hpi. Mature virions are detected at 6 to I Ohpi, and peak levels

occvr aL 24 fo 28hpi (67, 180).

l.f .6. Temporal HSV gene expression

Regulation ofherpesvirus gene expression is very complex and reflects the complex

interactions with the host cell and the sophisticated viral pathogenic mechanism. HSV
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gene expression is a tightly regulated cascade and genes can be generally divided into

three categories (77,143). These categories are identified by the requirement for protein

synthesis or viral DNA replication, as determined by inhibitors ofthese processes.

Indeed, their expression in an unmodifìed system does not follow clea¡ temporal

boundaries, but rather illustrates a continuum of expression.

Genes that do not require de novo synfhesis ofviral proteins for transcriptional

activation are designated o (alpha), or immediate-early (IE) genes. Alpha gene products

are all transcriptional regulators and they are required for the expression of B (early)

genes. Beta genes include the proteins required for viral DNA replication and nucleotide

metabolism. within this kinetic class some genes are expressed almost simultaneously

with the immediate-early genes while other transcripts appear later, these kinetics a¡e

described as pl and P2, respectively. The third category of genes can be divided

generally into y1 and y2 (or late (L) genes). The transcription oflate genes is either

enhanced by (y1), or entirely dependent on (y2), synthesis ofvi¡al DNA. These genes

encode many ofthe structural viral proteins. And finally, an additional category of

expression is composed of genes expressed during viral latency, known as latency_

associated rranscripts ILATs¡.

A number ofinhibitors are commonly used to distinguish the kinetic classes ofgene

expression based on the requirement for de novo profein synthesis or initiation ofviral

DNA replicatìon. cycloheximide is commonly used as an inhibitor of protein synthesis

in order to distinguish immediate-early gene expression from that ofearly genes.

Acyclovir is often used to intenupr viral DNA synthesis, thus inhibiting the expression of

many late genes.
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The virion tegument protein vP16 stimulates the transcription of the f,rve immediate-

early genes in HSV-I: ICPO (RL02), ICP4 (RSO1), ICp2j (UL54),ICp22 (USO1), and

ICP47(us12)(18, 131, 143). Promorers of the immediate-early viral rranscripts conrain

a number ofbinding sites for cellular transcription factors, while the early, and late (both

yy and yz) transcript promoters have progressively fewer such sites (143).

A key feature of cr promoter sequences in HSV-I is the TAATGARAT sequence

upstream of the cap site (5 1, 102, 13 1). This sequence serves as a binding site for a

transcription complex composed ofviral protein Vp16, and cellular factors oct-1, host

cell factor 1 (HCF-1), among others (89,12i,143). The initial interaction ofvp16 and

HCF promotes recruitment of oct-1 to the complex, and binding to the viral promotsr

sequence (90). HCF does not interact with viral DNA but stabilizes the enhancer

complex (79,89).

VP16 binds the GARAT region of the promoter (157), while Oct_l binds the

preceding TAAT sequence. oct-1 bi'ding is further enhanced by an ATGC sequence

immediately upsream of TAAT (7, 38). This complete ocramer site (ATGCTAAT) is

found in the promoter sequence of HSV-l ICP0 and is bound more tìghtly by the Vp16

enhancer complex than thar ofICP4 which lacks the additional ATGC (3s). Additional

cellular factors cREBP (cAMP response element binding factor) and transcription factor

F2 are able to bind regions ofthe lCp0 prornorer (179).

GA-binding protein (GABP) and SP1 are also involved in transcription enhancement

(75' 93' 165). GA-rich regions consisting of tandem repeats of the CGGAAR sequence

(165), and SP1 binding sires are observed in IE promoters adj acent to the TAATGARAT

binding site. The shoft distance berween the GA-rich element and rhe TAATGARAT
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sequence is critical to its enhancer role (9). In addition, GABp has been shown to

interact with HCF, thus supporting the idea that HCF is the coordinator ofthe IE

transcription enhancing cornplex (1 7 1).

VP16 is also necessary for the recruitment ofother cellula¡ factors such as TFIIA,

TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIH, and TATA-binding prorein (TBp) ro viral IE promoters (8g, 185).

The 3bp sequence crr, known as the determinant (or D) element, is found downstream

of the GARAT sequence and influences the selectivity of the vp16 interaction in HSV-1

(70). It has been proposed thar although the DNA-binding capacity of Vp 16 is dependenr

on oct-1. VP16 does contact viral DNA at the D element which stimulates formation of

the transcriptional enhancer complex (8).

vP16 also interacts with histone acetyltransferase (HAT) proteins p300, cBp, and the

hGCN5 cornplex (108). Although viral DNA is not associated with nucleosornes during

l¡.tic infection, histone H3 was observed at y promoters (6a). It is proposed that vp16 is

responsible for removing or preventing the accumulation ofhistones on viral IE

promoters (64).

The promoters of B and some yl genes contain CAAT (also known as CCATT)

sequences (131). Strict late (y2) gene promoters do not have activator elements upstream

of the TATA box. However, there are at least two downstream elements, including an

initiator element at the start of tra:rscription. Leaky-late (yl) promoters have features of

both early and late gene promoters, including regulatory elements upstream ofthe TATA

box as well as the aforementioned initiator element of late promoters (17g).

lcP4 interacts with the TATA box ofviral gene promoters in order to activate

transcription (72). However, there are no apparent structural differences between the
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TATA boxes of promoters from different kinetic classes and this interaction seems to

influence transcript abundance rather than expression kinetics (33).

Viral genes may have numerous functions, possibly determined by their posttranslational

processing. Although the maj ority of herpes simplex virus genes may be dispensable for

replication in culture, few are so for efficient infection or reactivation from latency in

animal models. Many herpesvirus proteins play a role in changing the intracellular

environment to favou¡ viral replication.

1.1.7. Immediate-earlygeneproducts

The immediate-early genes of HSV-1 are clustered around the termini of the unique

genome segments, with RL02 and RSO1 oRFs within the inverted repeat, thus these two

genes are present in two copies per viral genome (76, 103, 113). An additional IE gene,

not observed in the simian herpesviruses is uSO1.5, a collinear gene which produces a

protein identical to the c-rerminal domain of the larger protein, ICp22 (usO1) (143). IE

gene transcripts are observed between 2 and 4 hours post-infection in cell culture (143).

r.1.7.1. RL02-ICPO

ICP0 is present in two copies per HSV-1 genome, owing to its location in the repeat

sequence flanking the uL region. As one of the few spliced simplexvirus RNAs, ICpo

contains three exon sequences (143). The introns are important however, as regulatory

sequences have been observed in intron 1 (55).

ICPO is not required for HSV-1 infection in cell culture. ICp0 mutant viruses are able

to express o( genes, but fail to progress through a complete cycle of l¡ic infection. virus

yield from low-Mol (multiplicity of infection) infections is reduced 10- to 1O0-fold.
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however this deficiency can be overcome at higher multiplicities ofinfectio n (49,147).

A challenge presented by analysis ofICPO mutants is that these viruses are by definition

double-mutants for ICPO and LAT transcripts since the LAT sequence is antisense to

ICPO (143). It is therefore diffrcult to attribute the specific loss ofICp0 ro reduced

efficiency of reactivation from latency.

ICPO stimulates transcription ofo, p, and y genes, and ICpO interacts with the

transcriptional regulator, ICP4 ( 190). ICP0 also interacts with cyclin D proteins, and

elongation factor 1ô (eF-1õ) (80) among other cellular proteins, and rnay produce histone

deacetylation (68), possibly during reactivation ftom latency.

In the absence ofICPO, the lytic viral cycle is repressed. In the presence ofICpO,

viral genomes, either recently uncoated or existing in the cell in latent form, can be

replicated (109). It is proposed that among other functions during l1.tic infection, ICpO

interferes with the reanangement of viral DNA into a nucleosomal structure which would

otherwise prevent access oftranscription factors to the viral genome (56).

During ly'tic infection, viral DNA is localized to nuclear domain 10 o¡Dl0) structures

for replication (143). These structures are composed mainly of the pML (promyelocl'tic

leukemia) protein, which recruits other proteins such as Daxx, CBp, Sp100, including a

number of transactivators and transrepressors (135). The interaction ofviral DNA with

ND10 is mediated by association of rcP27 and ICp4 with ND10 component Daxx (161).

ICPO mutants are sensitive to interferon (112), and the success of this antivìral response

is dependent on PML (24).

The structure ofND10 is not required for viral replication, and indeed it is actively

disrupted by ICP0. Newly synthesized ICPO is fansported to the nucleus early in
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infection where it participates in the disruption ofND10 structures, and the degradation

of several other proteins (56). one of the roles of ICpO is as an E3 ubiquitin ligase and it

contains two sites capable of this activity. In keeping with this function, it possesses the

expected ring-finger domain necessary for ubiquination oftarget proteins for proteasornal

degradation (56). Disruption of the ND10 structures requires a functional ring hnger

domain in ICP0, and can be arrested by proteasome inhibitors (46, 123).

Interactions have been noted between ICP0 and several cellular proteins, leading to

the hypothesis that ICPO plays a key role in the degradation of specihc cellular targets,

thus accelerating the recycling ofproteins needed for viral replication (17g). ICp0 exists

in at least six major isoforms during the course ofviral infection. It undergoes a variety

of posttranslational modifications, including phosphorylation by the viral kinase uL13

and cellular kinase cdc2 (1,122). These modifications take place in different cellula¡

compartments, and it has been proposed that these modifications may allow ICpO to

perform multiple roles (l). The diversity ofeffects caused by ICp0 suggests that this

immediate-early protein plays many roles in establishing a cellular environment

conducive to viral gene expression and productive HSV-1 infection (143).

1.1-7 .2. RSO1 - lCP4

ICP4 represses its own transcription ( 1 1 3, 143), and may down-regulate the

transcription ofother IE genes, such as ICPO (53). ICp4 is a potent transactivator ofearly

and late genes (54, 143, \74). rcP4 binding sites have been found upstream of certain B

genes, but there is contradictory evidence that these sites are solely responsible for lcp4

regulation of transcription (143, 151, 152).
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ICP4 contains functional domains involved in transactivation, repression,

dimerization, nuclear localization, and DNA binding (17S). ICp4 is extensively

modified, including phosphorylation at multiple sites (184), as well as nucleotidylylarion.

the latter possibly performed by p or y proteins (12, 143).

icP4 also has binding affinity for cellular transcription factors such as TFIIB (154),

and rFIID (20, 143), the latrer occurring by interaction with the TBp-associated factor

(rAF) 2s0 (20).

Immediately after entry of the viral genomes into the nucleus, both ICp4 and ICp27

as well as ICPO (as previously mentioned), colocalize with viral DNA at the ND10

domains. Indeed, there is evidence that NDl0 substructures may be formed de novo or

recruited from elsewhere in the nucleus to the viral DNA-protein complexes (49).

In the porcine alphaherpesvirus pseudorabies virus (pRV), only the lCp4 homolog

(IE 1 80) is expressed with IE kinetics (71). Genes homologous to HSV- 1 ICpO and

ICP27 a¡e expressed with early kinetics.

1.1,7 .3. UL54 - rCP27

ICP27 is an essential regularory protein in HSV-1 (146) which stimulates the

expression of B genes, parlicularly those i'volved in DNA replication (16g), as well as

enhancing y gene expression (137). This viral regulator also plays a role in inhibiting

host gene expression, and RNA splicing (57, 156). Interesringly, although four HSV-1

mRNAs are spliced, th¡ee ofthese are IE genes and, as such are proposed to be expressed

before ICP27 exerts its full effect, and the fourth, UL15, is a late gene, and its splicing

may occur after removal ofthe ICP27 block or by another mechanism (17g). The
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presence of two RNA-binding motiß, preferential binding of intronless viral mRNA and

a nuclear export signal implicates ICP27 in translocation ofviral mRNA (178).

r.1 .7.4. USOt - tcPtl

ICP22 is responsible for the activation ofcellular cyclin.dependent kinase 1 (cdk1,

also known as cdc2) (3). Cdkl subsequenrly binds rhe viral dsDNA binding protein,

UL42, and this complex binds topoisomerase IIq, in an interaction that continues to

depend on ICP22 (2).

ICP22 is phosphorylated by the viral kinases uS03 and uL13, but other inreractions

also occur. rCP22 anduLr3 are both required for altered phosphorylation of RNA pot

II, as well as for the optimal expression of a subset ofviral genes with late kinetics

including US11, UL41, and UL38 (3, 128). In addition, lCp22 interacrs with anorher

cyclin-dependent kinase, cdk9. The complex formed ofthese (and possibly other)

proteins binds RNA Pol II in a US3-dependent manner (40).

The HSV-1 US1.5 gene is located within the carboxy-rerminal region of the USO1

coding region, which encodes the immediate-early protein ICp22. Mutation of the N-

terminal (ICP22-specihc) region does not affect viral gene expression but attenuates

virulence in mice. Deletion or mutation of the shared c-terminal region of these proteins

reduces expression of some y2 proteins, as well as alterations in nRNA stability such as

that ofICPO (reduced) and cellular. cyclin proreins (increased) (143).
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I -1.7 .5. US 12 - rCP47

The only reported function of uS 12 (lcP47) is to inhibit transporl ofantigens ro the

endoplasmic reticulum and prevent their presentation on the surface ofinfected cells.

This is achieved by ICP47 binding to the TAPl/TAp2 complex (65).

1.2. DNA Microarrays

1.2.1. Principle

Although the microalray platform is being implemented for numerous other analyses

of the stucture & fr.rnction of DNA, RNA and proteins (69), microarays are most

commonly used for sequence and transcriptional profile analysis. DNA microarrays have

been likened to a miniature version of the Southern blot technique. However, microarray

technology provides a much higher density offixed probe sequences than would a

membrane aray, up to the tens ofthousands per experiment (17). In addition. two

samples labelled with different fluorescent dyes may be hybridized to the same slide.

This effectively doubles the amount ofdata collected and allows direct comparison of

samples. other advantages include the use ofless hybridization solution due to the

smaller, non-porous surface of the array; a good tolerance ofglass for high temperatues

during hybridization and washing; and litrited background due to low inherent

fluorescence ofthe surface (116). Microarrays are however the reverse ofa Southem

blot since DNA probes representing the sequences (or open reading frames) ofinterest

are fixed to the solid surface and challenged with the RNA sample under study.

Fluorescently labelled oDNA, reverse transcribed from an RNA sample, is applied to the
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array and individual fanscripts hybridize to their complementary .spot' of DNA at

specific locations on the array surface. Quantification ofthe fluorescent intensity

provides information on the relative amount of the RNA species ofinterest at that site

(17).

L2.2. Applications

DNA microarrays have been used to study host gene expression, host-pathogen

interactions, as well as genomic and gene expression patterns ofbacteria, viruses, and

fungi. The advantage of the microarray platform for these studies is that whole and even

multiple genoûles can be studied simultaneously and the exact sequence of a particular

strain does not have to be known. Diagnostic microarays for clinical or epidemiological

investigation can allow detection ofa wide variety ofdifferent organisms or strains.

Pathways related to virulence, novel classihcation of genes based on common pattems of

regulation, as well as prognostic indicators ofdisease may be examined (for fui1her

review, see (17)). Microanay analysis allows simultaneous study of multiple pathways

(& host interactions), including genes of unknown function and those expressed at low

levels of expression (1 7).

In the host, both adaptive and innate immune responses can be studied, as well as

stress or cell death pathways. and tumorigenesis after infection. In microbial arrays,

genetic pol;nnorphisms, indicators ofpathogen evolution, drug interactions and

synergies, as well as identification ofnovel gene targets can be studied (17).
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1.2.3. Pl¿tformselection

Microarrays exist in two general formats: in situ synthesized oligonucleotide, and

printed (or'spotted') microanays. The best known in siîu synthesízed oligonucleotide

microarrays are those created by Affymetrix (Affymetrix, cA, uSA). oligonucleotides

ofthe exact sequence in question are synthesized on a silicon chip, as well as ,mismatch,

oligonucleotides containing single base-pair changes which allow discrimination between

'true' signal and non-specific backgrou'd hybridization (17). Affymetrix arrays are

single-channel (i.e. one colour) and are distinct from two-colour arrays in their

production, sample preparation, image acquisition, and data analysis. Therefore, for the

remainder of this document I will limit the discussion to the two-colour spotted

microarray technology which was employed in this study.

Spotted microarrays can be created with single-strand oligonucleotides (50-7Obp), or

PCR products (300-800bp) in solution (17). Robotic deposition by microspotring or ink

jetting allows 'printing' of the DNA solution at specific locations on a glass slide with

great precision (up to 20,000 spots per cm'll to¡;. Spotted DNA arrays are convenient in

that they are readily customizable with probes from any organism. However, the

equipment, facility, and trained persomel necessary to print microarrays of good quality

may make commercially available printed slides more feasible lor smaller-scale

investigations.

An advantage ofusing oligonucleotides is that they are single-strand and therefore

bind only one possible transcript, unlike pcR products which are necessarily double-

stranded and may produce misleading results in cases where the organism of study has

antisense overlapping ORFs (173).
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care should be taken in planning the anay layout in order to minimize spatial bias

that may affect the accurate quantification ofsignal intensity. For example, printing an

anay from one side ofthe slide to the other, and placing replicate arrays above and below

in the same orientation may introduce spatial bias between probe measurements. If the

signal intensity varies from one side of the slide to the other, the same probes will be

affected and this may create false differences in intensity between two probes. However.

ifreplicate anays are printed in a different (e.g. mirror-image) orientation, probe

measurements from replicate arrays will incorporate spatial differences in intensity across

the slide.

consideration should also be given to experimental design, replicate measurements

and statistical analyses. These topics will be discussed in the next section.

once the slides are printed, sample preparation must be addressed. Harvest ofRNA

ftom cells or tissues must be done as quickly as possible in order to preserue a ,snap shot,

of RNA abundance as close to the desired biological condition as possible. In addition,

precautions should be taken to preserve the integrity ofthe RNA for optimal labelling and

hybridization elïrciencies. Amplification of small (limiting) amorÌnts of RNA must be

linear, so as not to distort the representation ofRNA species in the original pool (1 16).

Either oligo(dr) or random primers can be used to reverse transcribe RNA into

.DNA, depending on the presence of poly(A) tails on all transcripts of interest and

whether total RNA or mRNA is being used as a template. unlike radioactive detection, a

relatively large amount ofRNA is necessary to overcome the background noise present in

most microarray systems (ì 10 pg of total RNA is needed for each microarray sample,

compared to only 0. 1ug for radioactive detection) ( 1 16).
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Fluorophores can be incorporated into cDNA either directly, by addition of a dye-

tagged nucleotide to the reverse transcriptase (RT) reaction, or indirectly, via

incorporation of an amino-allyl-modified nucleotide followed by binding of the dye

molecule in a subsequent reaction. Indirect labelling reduces the difference in

incorporation efhciencies between the two dyes caused by different degrees ofsteric

hindrance during cDNA synthesis (10, 139, 173).

1.2.4. Experimentaldesign

Many factors contribute to variation among microanay samples. Heterogeneity of the

slide surface, excessive background hybridization, spot size and shape, DNA

concentration per spot. as well as scaming and quantification parameters can all affect

the measurement of a hybridized signal at a given location on the slide. The intensity of

this signal is also influenced during the production ofthe sample, including efficiency of

the reverse transcription, labelling and hybridization reactions (50, 83, 116).

In order to save an experimenter's time, expensive reagents, and extensive repetition

of sample preparation, it is expeditious to determine an experimental design which

provides statistically significant answers to the questions under investigation before

conducting any lengthy experimenrs.

1.2.4.1. Data'cleaning'

some degree of data filtering is often needed in preliminary analysis of microarray

data. The majority of intensities in any system are low and these data can cause

considerable error during further manipulations, such as log ratio comparisons (see

section 1.2.5.1). At the same time, flaws on the array image such as smea¡ed spots, fleck
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of dust, scratches, or high background from insufficient washing can alter the calculation

of signal intensity. Most image analysis programs are equipped with'outlier' detection

protocols which allow the user to flag and discard spots whose signal is rureven across the

spot (implying a flaw) or for which the immediate background is unusually high

compared to other spots. once these obvious errors have been excluded, questions still

remain about the statistical significance of signal intensity. some form of threshold is

applied, such as spot signal greater than two standard deviations above the local

background ofthe spot, in order to flag (or exclude) data which is unlikely to be true

signal (129). The algorithms used for adjusting data based on background signal or

negative controls can affect the conclusions drawn from an affay experiment (50).

I.2.4.2. Replicatemeasurements

Scientists are familiar with the notion oftechnical replicates, and this principle is

applied to microarray analysis in the form of repeated measurements of the same RNA

sample, labelled with different dyes, and hybridized to different slides in order to assess

the amount of variability introduced by the microarray protocol. Multiple replicate arays

are generally included on each slide, which allows measurement ofthe same probe under

identical conditions of sample preparation, hybridization efficiency, and slide effects.

Probe va¡iants of a different sequence but targeting the same transcript are often included

when space permits. Technical replicates allow measurement ofthe .noise, in the

experimental design in order to better distinguish a true change in expression values (50,

83, 116).

The average ofreplicate values may be used for subsequent analysis in order to

reduce the complexity ofcalculation (129)- However, there are calls for better use of the
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information provided by replicate data points, for example analysis oftheir correlation

( 155). Recently, powerful microarray analysis programs are available that maintain

replicate data information due to their advanced computational capacity (e.g. pa'tek

Genomics Suite, Partek Inc.).

Replicate measurements from different batches of cultured cells, different tissue

samples, or different experimental animals constitute biological replícates. Given the

high variability ofthe microarray technique, both technical and biological replicates are

necessary to draw reliable conclusions about gene expression, and there are many

possible calculations to determine the appropriate number of replicates to achieve

statistical validity ( 1 16).

1.2.4.3- Randomization

Sources oftech¡ical variation in the microarray procedure are nume¡ous and can

significantly affect the resulting data. variation can be random, such as heterogeneity of

the slide surface or chemistry, or variation among printer pins, and array spots may be

different shapes or sizes due to printing and DNA concentration inaccuracies (17). Any

factors which may influence signal intensities and cannot be controlled through

experimental design must be reduced to another unbiased source of experimental ,noise'

through careful randomization by the experimenter.

1.2.4.4. Referenceselecrion

Analyses by microarray often present a logical reference to which samples can be

compared. For example, infected cells compared to uninfected cells, treated compared to

untreated individuals in an animal model system, comparative genomic hybridization of a
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variant to the prototype strain. In a two-colour system these are generally hybridized to

the same slide in order to minimize technical effects and facilitate comparison of the two

RNA samples.

There are two general models of comparison of sample to the selected ,control,. A

reference design compares all samples to the same'standard'condition. A loop design

may aim to compare all samples to one reference condition, but it does so through

comparison of samples to each other and some ofthese to the refe¡ence. This is

particularly useful ifthere are many different sample types and/or material for the

reference is limited (83).

In the arralysis of microbial gene expression, however, it may not be easy to identify

an appropriate reference sample. For example, the comparison ofviral gene transcripts

between infected and uninfected samples will yield only information on the increase in

viral expression over 'background' levels oftechnical noise present on the viral gene

spots.

Pooled RNA samples prepared from samples known to express all the genes of

interest can replace a single biological standard. However, the same preparation must be

used for all anays related to this comparison as valid microarray results hinge on its

unchanging composition, as well as adequate representation ofall transcripts (1gg).

commercially available RNA preparations exist for some organisms, such as the human

and mouse Universal Reference RNAs from Stratagene (La Jolla, USA), but for the

majority of analyses, in-house preparations are created which limits comparison ofresults

from one laboratory to another.
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Genomic DNA (gDNA) has been used as a microarray reference condition,

particularly for the study of microbial gene expression incl:uding Mycobacterium

tuberculosis (160), Borrelia burgdorferi (136), and Vibrio cholerae (187). There are

conflicting results on whether using gDNA or pooled RNA as a reference is preferable

(87, 177 , 181), but the choice falls mainly to the availability of reliable pooled RNA

standards. The representation ofgenes ofinterest in these pools is also of concem if
analysis is directed towards genes which are nÕt always expressed such as developmental

factors, or genes specific to minor tissue components (181).

However, the use of gDNA can present technical complications during normalization

and analysis of the data, since the gDNA and oDNA to be compared are by definition not

treated with precisely the same techniques prior to hybridization. precision in

preparation and quantitation ofthe gDNA is critical as it is necessary to make the

assumption that gDNA signals on all slides (and in both Cy3 and Cy5 channels) are

identical.

In addition to a reference sample, exogenous control RNA may be added in orde¡ to

provide another benchmark for microarray accuracy (169). The use ofexogenous spikes

has advantages over other reference systems, in that different sequences can be used to

generate known ratios of control RNA in different samples, which can help to normalize

data during fold-change analysis. The variation in the amount of different controls can

also be designed to span the full range ofsignal intensities, creating a dose-response

relationship that may facìlitate assessment ofthe precision of the array system, as well as

illustrate the sensitivity of each individual slide (1 69).
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For microarray investigations of systems in which broad changes in gene expression

are known to occur, exogenous controls can be invaluable for normalization (170).

During herpesvirus infection, cellular 
'RNA synthesis is inhibited following rapid

degradation of existing cellular mRNA. In addition, viral genes are vigorously

transcribed immediately after infection by the action ofviral and cellular transactivators.

These two characteristics ofRNA abundance during herpesvirus infection make any use

of invariant' cellular genes or global array signals for normalization highly inaccurate.

As described in Results, we employed the Lucidea universal scorecard (GE Healthcare,

canada) system of exogenous RNA spikes for normalization of SAg microanay samples.

There are a variety of experimental design choices as well as statistical analyses

commonly used for microaray data, and misuse of these can drasticallv alter conclusions

(13 0).

The interpretation of microarray data requires extensive use of statistical and pattern

recognition techniques. The commonly used proprietary software associated with DNA

microarray equipment can perform many ofthese techniques, but additional statistical

analyses are needed to hnd higher order patterns in the data. Appropriate choices include

non-linear procedures such as cluster and classification tree analyses. one objective of

this project is to determine an appropriate protocol for analysis of small, highly variable

microarray data such as that generated by the array for SA8.

1..2.5. Determiningdifferentialexpression

The guiding principle for analysis ofgene expression by 2-colour DNA microarray is

generally a comparison of the expression between a control (or untreated) sample labelled

with one dye, and that of a test (or treated) sample labelled with the other dye. The
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difference in the fluorescent intensities oflabelled cDNA to any given probe on the array

provides information on the up- or down-regulation ofthat gene in the test sample

relative to the control sample (17). All repeated measurements, dye-swap experiments,

and data normalization strategies are performed in an effort to separate this comparison in

RNA abundance from confounding effects of the experimental procedure.

1.2.5.1. Lowlevel analysis

As previously mentioned, the majority of signals in any microarray are in the low

range ofintensities, producing a heavily skewed distribution. since many statistical tests

require a normal (Gaussian) distribution of data, applying a logarithmic transformation

can facilitate analysis by producing a'more normal, distribution (1 I6).

A simple comparison of data from the two samples on each slide is to measure the

ratio of the intensity of one over the other. combined with the expression of signals in a

logarithmic scale, this leads to the expression of microarray data in terms of log-ratios.

This is convenient because log-ratios are more intuitive than simple ratio calculations

ftom intensity values because up- or down-regulated ratios are presented in the same

way. The most commonly used log transformation in microarray analysis is 1og base 2.

The expression of a gene whose ìntensity is unchanged between two samples has a ratio

of 1 and a log ratio of0. A gene whose expression is upregulated by a factor of two has a

log ratio of 1 . Similarly a gene downregulated by a factor. of 2 has a log ratio of - 1,

whereas its signal ratio would be 0.5 (129).

The necessity for data normalization, and the type ofbias obserwed in the data is often

illustrated by a scatter plot of log ratio values on the y a-ris (Log2(R rG)) compared to log

intensities on the X axis (Log16(R*G)) where R = red signal intensity and G: green
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signal intensity (otherwise known as an RI plot). This plot illustrates intensity-dependenl

bias in the data based on rhe distribution of scatter plot which bends one way or another

from the theoretical centre around a log ratio of 0 (34, j,29).

A common method for normalization of intensity-dependent bias in 2-colour

microarray data is LowESS (Localty wEighted Scanerplot Smoothing) regression.

Lov/ESS estimates the dependence of the log ratio on log intensity, and tia¡sforms each

value to minimize this effect. LowESS normalization is often conducted on repeated

subsets ofpoints, such as those printed with the same pin during slide printing in order to

accommodate elements ofspatial bias in the correction (129).

However both 'correction' of the data based on the Rl plot, and LOWESS

normalization depend on the assumption that the two samples in each channeÌ are equal

in their intensity values (i.e. globally the samples have the same level ofexpression for

all genes) (130). These tools are valid for microarrays designed to analyse vast numbers

of genes, such as those in a mammalian genome, within which only a handful are

expected to have altered expression following the selected treatment.

1.2.5.2. Statisticaltests

Many microarrays, particularly in the early years of the development of this

technology aim to compare two conditions. As described above, data is ,cleaned' of

flawed spots, and multiple data sets from different dyes, slides, and,/or biological samples

are normalized by an appropriate method. Statistical tests such as t-test (or their non-

parametric equivalents, such as the Mann-Whitney test) are subsequently employed to

determine which genes are statistically different between the two conditions under study

(35, s0, 116).
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comparison of different amounts of RNA present in two sample tJpes has also been

commonly expressed as fold-change (35). However, investigators sometimes disagreed

on what constitutes a statistically significant fold-change of expression. There is often no

biological signifìcance for the selection of a fold-change cut-off, and .,significant,,

differences in expression are an arbitrary determination. For example, a change in log-

ratio in excess of two standard deviations from the mean has been commonly used to

identifli differentially regulated genes. This method guarantees that some genes will be

identihed as statistically significant even if the differences observed are only due to

random variation. For this reason, many researchers are steering away from this analysis

(1 16, 173).

Further refinement of microarray analysis protocols has established measurements of

absolute intensity values as well as improvements to ratiometric methods (50).

For the comparison of multiple conditions by microarray, analysis ofvariance

(ANOVA) procedures have been used (32,84).

The difficulty with the application oftraditional statistical techniques to microarray

analysis is that these tests effectively deal with many data points and few variables.

However due to sample and cost limitations, microarray data often has numerous

variables (genes) to consider, but relatively few measurements (data sets) (1 l6).

1.2.5.3. High-level analysis / pattern recognition

Explorative methods such as k-means clustering, self-organìzing maps (SOM), and

principle component analysis (PCA) are being applied more frequently in microaffay

analysis (50, 116).
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Principal components Analysis (PCA) identifies the key variables that'explain' the

greatest variation among obseruations within the data set (1 16). Both clustering and

classification analysis are used widely in microarray data analysis, often in the context of

identifying samples based on their characteristics (e.g. distinguishing patterns ofgene

expression associated with malignancy) (17, 116).

clustering algorithms seek to group data into categories based on similar behaviour in

some va¡iable. The dissimilarity matrix is the measure of difference between groups used

to divide them into clusters, Generally speaking, clustering algorithms are oftwo types.

Parlitioning methods (such as k-means) seek to mini'rize differences between a given

number ofclusters, and the optimal number ofclusters is explored during the clustering

process. Hierarchical methods produce 'nested' clusters where each division of the data

is made once, and subsequent distinctions are identihed within the previous clusters, thus

producing the commonly recognized image ofa dendrogram (17, 27,116ò.

Intuitively, classification is similar to clustering but the user provides 'guidance' to

the algorithm by identifying k¡own features about the data to be grouped. classification

is described as "superuised leaming" because predefined classes are used in an algorithm

designed to identify the differences between them. Given this a priori knowledge about

the data, the aim ofclassification algorithms is to identiÍ! the variables which best

distinguish one class of data from another (39). Novel assignment of genes can provide

information on possible functions according to the similarity of these genes to other

members of their class.
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1.2.6, Validation of microarrav results

Even in a perfectly planned and executed microarray experiment, there are some

factors over which the experimenter has little cont'ol. contamination of the printing

plates (or multiple PCR products in a reaction used to generate probes), uneven

hybridization across the slide, or very low signal intensity values are some ofa number of

factors that can impair analysis of microanay data despite appropriate normalization

protocols. For this reason, microarray studies are often complemented by other

techniques such as nofthern blot, RT-PCR, ribonuclease protection assays or in situ

hybridization (particularly for analysis of mixed tissue samples) (17,116).

Cellular house-keeping genes are often used for normalization during RT-pCR

quantification. HSV produces marked changes in cellular gene expression due to the

virion host shut-off (vhs) protein encoded by uL41 which induces the degradation of

both viral and cellular nRNA as well as the inbibition of cellular mRNA synthesis (143).

It has been demonstrated that 18S rRNA transcript abundance is less variable than other

house-keeping genes such as GAPDH and p-actin (121).

Dr. Michael Pfaffl has described a new mathematical model for relative quantification

of real-time RT-PCR results based on comparison of the pcR reaction efficiency and

deviation of crossing threshold (cr) for both target and reference gene detection (126).

The advantages of this method are that a) it does not rely on constant expression ofa

house-keeping gene, and b) no development ofan exogenous calibration curve nor

precise quantification of standard oDNA is required.



The inverse relationship ofincreasing cr values to amount of input .DNA in a series

ofcontrol reactions is linear. The PCR efhciency (E) of the reaction is defined by

formula 1, which employs the slope of this linear. relationship.

B : 16Gt/slone) (1)

A reference gene is selected based on the expectation that its level ofexpression will

vary little under different experimental conditions. Reference and target pcR reactions

may be performed under different conditions, so long as the pcR efficiency calculation is

made using the same reaction conditions. A control condition is identified among the

samples to be tested (e.g. mock-infected, or a standardized pooled sample of RNA). The

results are presented as a ratio of differential expression between the control and sample

conditions using formula 2 (126).

Ratio : (E¡.r"r)^tt u.*.f "on*ottunto'") 7 ¡gr.r;Âcr."r(comrol-sanrnle)

By this method, differences in expression ofthe house-keeping reference gene can be

incorporated into the calculation of differences in expression oftarget gene expression

between the control and sample conditions. An ideal reference gene would have no Ácr

difference among experimental conditions. In this case, the denominator of formula 2

would become 1, and could thus be ignored (126).

Although this method was developed using the LightCycler (Roche Apptied Science,

Canada), it is equally applicable to TaqMan (Applied Biosystems, USA) technology,

using either gene-specihc probes or SYBR Green (Applied Biosystems, USA).

1.2.7. SA8 microarray data analysis

Normalization ofviral gene probe intensity data between slides was achieved by

scaling data based on the signal intensity of the Lucidea Scorecard calibration spots (see

(2)
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Results section 5.1.5.3). Mean intensity data provided an easily interpreted picture of

viral gene expression in the presence and absence of cycloheximide and acyclovir. In

addition, a combination ofcluster and classification analysis was developed in order to

identify similarities among viral genes, ofboth signal intensity as well as reduction of

expression in the presence ofan inhibitor (see Results section 5.4.1). This protocol was

conceived by applying statistical techniques previously employed in microarray analysis

to the challenge of identifiing different kinetic pattems of viral gene expression. Briefly

the microarray data from non-overlapping, non-cotenninal genes were subjected to

cluster analysis in order to identify patterns of signal intensity which could be

characteristic of a pafticular type of expression kinetics (IE, E, or L). Classification

analysis was then used to assign genes, the kinetic pattem of which may be complicated

by overlapping or coterminal transcripts, into the previously defined clusters. This

protocol provides an objective analysis of similarities in viral gene expression.

1.3. Herpesvirus microarrays

DNA microarray technology has been used to study the gene expression ofseveral

herpesviruses, including HSV-1, c¡omegalovirus (CMV), and Kaposi,s sarcoma-

associated herpesvirus (KSHV). DNA microarrays are widely used to study pathogen

gene expression patterus as well as host responses to infection. Oligonucleotide

microarrays have the advantage ofproviding DNA strand-specifìcity in detection ofRNA

transcripts, u'hich can be ofcritical importance when studying complex viral genomes.

The first herpesvirus DNA microarray was developed by chambers et al. in 1999 for

the study of human c¡omegalovirus (HCMV), demonstrating the utility of microarrays
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for simultaneous analysis of all herpesvirus transcripts (23). In 2000, Stingley er al

consfucted an oligo-nucleotide microarray for HSV-1, containing probes for both viral

and select cellular genes (158). This HSV-I array was used for analyses ofgene

expression in HSV-1 mutants, as well as to expand on previous knowledge of HSV-1

temporal expression kinetics (158, 189). Aralysis of HCMV microarray data was

conducted by comparison ofsignal intensity ofcellular probe spots between infected and

uninfected samples. whìch is possible since HCMV does not repress host transcription.

In the presence of either cycloheximide or gancyclovir, differentially expression viral

genes demonstrared signal intensities statistically significantly greater (> 3-fold) than

signals from mock-infected celts. HSV-1 oligonucleotide microarray analysis employed

two techniques: 1) Ranking viral signals between conditions (e.g. treatment with

inhibitors) and establishing significant changes by application of a modihed Mann-

Whitney non-parametric test (158); or 2) Scating ofviral signal intensities between

slides, calculation of the relative abundance ofeach transcript compared to the total viral

signal, and subsequent measure of statistically significant changes in expression using

Student's t-test (1 89).

Microanay technology has been applied to several members of the alpha-, beta-, and

gammaherpesvirinae subfamilies. A variety of studies of both cellular and viral gene

expression have been conducted, including analysis of promoter and cofactor

requirements (1\7,159,192); cellular antiviral transcriptional response to infection or

reactivation (82, 111, 134, 193); alteration of the cellular environment by means of

inhibitors (23, 78, 158), analysis and comparison of temporal gene expression pattems of



the whole viral genome (4, 5,23,8 1, 124, 158); and even detecrion of RNA packaged

within virions ( 15, 149).

oligonucleotide microarrays have also been used to analyse the expression ofother

large dsDNA viruses with distinct temporal classes ofgene transcription, such as

bacteriophage T4 (101), Red Sea Bream Iridiovirus (99), and Whire Spot Syndrome

Virus (85).

2. OBJECTIVES

. To develop a DNA microanay and analysis algorithm for the study ofthe viral gene

expression kinetics of the simian simplexvirus SA8.

. To compa¡e the expression pattern of SA8 with thar of the well-studied prototype

simplexvirus HSV- 1 .

3. HYPOTHESIS

Since HSV-1 and SA8 are closely related and all their genes are homologous and

collinear, we expect that sA8 virus will have gene expression kinetics similar to those of

HSV-1. However, given the difference in virulence of these two viruses in humans and

in mice, it is possible that subtle differences in gene expression may identi8, candidate

pathogenesis genes.
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1. Cells and virus

Simian simplexvirus SA8 (strain 8264, ATCC VR-936) was generously donated by

Dr. Heinz Feldman Q.Jational Microbiology Laboratory, Public Health Agency of

Canada, Winnipeg, Canada) for use in this study. SA8 stock was prepared in a biosafety

level 2 laboratory by culture in Vero cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1

PFU/cell, and harvested at 50 hpi. Vero cells were passaged in MEM supplemented with

502 calf serum and 2 mM L-glutamine (L-Glu). For virus propagation the serum

concentration was reduced to 2% FBS, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (penStrep, final

concentration (tc ) 100 ug/ml penicillin, and 100 IU/nL streptomycin) were added (all

reagents from Gibco/lnvitrogen, canada). Infected-cell supernatant was collected after 3

freeze-thaw cycles in a dry-ice/acetone bath. Plaque assays were performed in Vero

cells, overlaid with 0.7 5%o agar and stained with 1.50% neutral red. The working titre of

SA8 viral stock was 1.6 x 10e PFU/mL.

For microarray studies, human lung fibroblasts, Mrc-5 cells (#CCL-171, ATCC,

USA), of a passage number between 10 and 20 were cultured in 185 cm2 flasks Q.{unc,

VWR, Canada). Cells were mock-infected or infected at an MOI of 5 pFU/cell. Mrc-5

cells were passaged in minimurn essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 10% FBS,

2 mM L-Glu, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 nM non-essential amino acids. In the final

passage before infection, 1% PenStrep was added to the medium (all reagents from

Gibco/Invitrogen , Canada). During infection, the serum concentration was reduced to

2% FBS.
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Inhibition ofde novo prolein synthesis, or ofviral DNA synthesis, was achieved by

treatment of cells with 50 or 100 pglml cycloheximide or 10 pglmI- acyclovir,

respectively. stock solutions ol 10 mg/ml cyclohexirnide (Fisher Scientific canada,

Ottawa, Canada) and 1 mg/ml acyclovir (Sigma-Aldrich, Canada) were prepared in

100% DMSO (Fisher Scientific, Canada). 1% DMSO was added to medium without

inhibitors as a control.

cells were treated with medium containing DMSO andlor inhibitors (as necessary),

and chilled to 4'c in a refrigerated room for at least 3 0 mins prior to infection. cells

were maintained at 4"c during virus adsorption (1hr). Time 0 represents the addition of

warm medium to the monolayer and start of incubation at 37"C,5% CO2. Cells were

harvested using 0.05% Trypsin/EDTA (Gibco/Invitrogen, Canada), and all wash &

harvest solutions were collected in the same tube in order to maximize yield and pelleted

by centrifugation at 500 xg for 10 mins at 4'c. The cell pellet was washed once in pBS

pH7 -2 prior to addition of RNAlater (Qiagen Inc., Canada, f .c. 90%; in a total volume of

approximately 500 ¡LL. The concentration of DMSo and,/or inhibitors was maintained in

all solutions (PBS, trypsin/EDTA, rnedium) during harvest, Lrnril the addition of

RNAÌater.

{.2. Construction of SA8 microarra¡

Two oligonucleotides between 50 and 70 bp in length were designed for each ofthe

73 viral oRFs as well as fo¡ 106 cellular genes ofìnterest. In addition, 5 oligonucleotides

(3 sense, 2 antisense) were designed spanning the region of the missing ,.RLl,,gene in

the region of 237 to 2177 bp in the SA8 genome_
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Array Designer (Premier Biosoft Intemational, Califomia, USA) provides an efficient

platform for the selection of microarray probes by simultaneously minimizing secondary

structures such as hairpins and dimers, avoiding sequences with cross-homology, and

designing multiple oligonucleotides for the same transcript. Oligonucleotides of50-70

bp in length were chosen within 400 bp ofthe 3' end ofthe desired ORF, with a Trr of

75"C +l- 14'C, and a minimum of 70 bp between probes, Viral gene sequences were

submitted to a BLAST search Q.Jational Library of Medicine, National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) against human mRNA prior to probe design in order to

avoid sequences with homology to human gene transcripts. Oligonucleotides were

synthesized by Sigma Genosys Canada (Oakville, ON, Canada). Probe sequences and

characteristics are found in appendix A.

Oligonucleotides were resuspended in 50% DMSO at a concenfation of 0.1 mM.

3 84-well master plates of oligonucleotides were prepared using the Biomek FX,

Laboratory Automation Workstation (Beckman Coulter, Canada). These master plates

were used for subsequent array printing. Arrays were printed on Coming UltraGApS

(Gamma Amino Propyl Silane) coated microarray slides (Fisher, Canada), and slides

were stored desiccated at room temperature both prior to, and after printing. Slides were

printed using a VersAnay Chipwriter Pro (BioRad Laboratories, USA), producing spots

of approximately 100 pm in diameter, by the NML DNACore Facility (Ì.{ational

Microbiology Laboratory, Public Health Agency of Canada, Winnipeg, Canada).

Lucidea Scorecard oligonucleotides were prepared and spotted according to the

instructions provided by GE Healthcare for use in normalization and calibration ofthe

arrays.
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Viral and cellular gene oligonucleotides were grouped within each array. Within the

viral and cellular gene areas ofthe array. oligonucleotide placement was randomly

assigned. In the initial array layout, each aray consisted of eight sub-grids and printed in

quadruplicate on each slide. Housekeeping cellular gene oligonucleotides were located a1

the upper left-hand comer ofeach sub-grid in the array in order to facilitate grid

alignment. Lucidea control oligonucleotides were spotted in the last three rows of each

sub-grid, resulting in 32 data sets of Lucidea spot intensities per slide, evenly distributed

throughout the artay arca. Therefore, each array contained 151 viral probes, 212 cellular

probes, 8 replicates of the Lucidea Scorecard containing calibration, ratio, negative, and

blank spots, as well as spots containing only print buffer. This resulted in 604 viral and

848 cellula¡ gene probe spots, 640 Lucidea standardization spots per slide. In the frnal

array layout, after the design ofadditional viral probes, the layout was altered to reduce

spatial bias, resulting in six subgrids per array.

Array data was obtained from th¡ee independent experiments using cycloheximide,

and one experiment using acyclovir. In every experiment, each sample was labelled with

both cy3 and cy5 in different hybridizations to account for differences in spot intensity

due to differences in the chemistry or incorporation efficiency ofthe fluorophores (also

know as a "dye-swap").

4.3. Viral genomic DNA preparation & hybridization

Viral DNA was obtained by extraction from infected cells and purification on a

density gradient. Four 150 cm2 flasks of confluent Vero cells were infected at MOI:1

PFU/cell with SA8 in MEM supplemenred with 2% FBS, 1% pS, and 2 mM L-Glu. At

100% CPE @7 hpl), cells were harvested by banging the flask sharply with the heel of
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one's hand. After centrifugation for 5mins at 500 xg the cell pellet from each 150 cm2

flask of infected cells was resuspended in approximately 5 ml TE buffer (10 mM Tris pH

7.5, 10 mM EDTA). SDS (1 0%) was added ro 0.a% g.c.), proreinase k (20 mg/ml-) to

200 ug/ml (f.c.), and cell lysates were inbubated overnight at 37.C with rotation.

Viral DNA was subsequently purihed based on its density by separation on a NaI

gradienl. A saturated solution of NaI containing 240 ¡Lg/ml ethidium bromide was mixed

af a ratio of 1.5:1 with infected cell lysate. Following ultracentrifugation at 173,502xg

for approximately 48 hours (Optima L70K, Beckman Coulter, Canada), a single band of

viral DNA was visualized under uv illumination that could easily be distinguished from

a less dense band containing the cellular DNA. Approximately I mL of the Nal gradient

containing the viral DNA was removed by carefully puncturing the sìde of the centrifuge

tube with a needle. Ethidium bromide was removed by repeated exfactions with water-

saturated butanol until the butanol phase was the same colour as the aqueous phase.

Remaining salts were removed by dialysis ovemight at 4.C in approximately 2 L of

circulating dialysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 rnM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl), using a 3-

12 mL Slide-a-Lyzer cassette (Fisher Scientific Canada). Purified viral DNA was

precipitated by adding 2 volumes of 95% ethanol ar 4.C, chilling the tubes briefly and

subjecting them to ultracentrifugation ar 72,128 xg at 4"C for 5 mins (Optima L70K,

Beckman Coulter, Canada). DNA pellets were washed in cold 70%o ethanol, dried

overnight at room temperature, and resuspended in 750 pL TE buffer at room

temperature over the course of several days.

Genomic viral DNA (gDNA) was labelled directly by incorporation of Cy3- or Cy5-

dCTP in a reaction with Klenow, using a protocol from The Institute for Genomic
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Research (TIGR) modified to allow direct ¡ather than indirect labelling ("Microbial

Genomic DNA Aminoallyl Labelling for Microarays,' SOp #M009, Rev#0.3, TIGR,

USA, www.tiqr.ors). Briefly, 8 ¡rg of purified viral DNA was passed through a

Qiashredder column (Qiagen Inc., canada) in a volume of30 ¡rL in order to reduce the

size of RNA fragments in order to achieve more efficient labelling. In order to achieve a

2:3 ratro ofdye-labelled to unlabeled nucleotide, a labelling mix was prepared containing

2.78 mM dATP, dGTP, and dTTP (each 100mM, Invirrogen, Canada), and.1.67 mM

dCTP (100 mM, Invitrogen, Canada). 6.6 ¡rL of random hexamer primers (3 mg/ml,

Invitrogen, canada) were added to the gDNA (f.c.0.27 mg/ml), and the reaction volume

was brought up to 72.4 ptL with MilliQ water. Labelling reaction was incubated at 100.c

for 5 mins, snap-frozen on a dry ice / ethanol bath, and centrifuged briefly at 10,600 xg.

Subsequent steps were performed in the dark, in order to protect the integrity ofthe

fluorophore. To the 72.4 pL DNA.4iexamer solution, we added 10 ¡rL of 10x Klenow

buffer,4.8 pL of labelling mix, and 4.8 ¡rL ofCy3- or Cy5ìabeled dCTp, and g pL

Klenow fragment (3 to 5' exonuclease negative, 5,000 U/mL, NEB, USA) for a final

volume of 100 ¡rL. After overnight incubation at37.C, the labelled viral DNA was

purified using Microcon YM-30 columns following the same protocol as described for

labelled-cDNA purification. Quantifrcation and efficiency of labelling of gDNA was

detemined by spectrophotometry using the Nanodrop Qrlanodrop Technologies, USA).

4.4. PFGE of replicating viral DNA & Southern blot

Infected cells were suspended and lysed in agarose plugs and subsequently subjected

to pulsed field gel eÌectrophoresis (PFGE) and Southem blot to visualìze the kinetics of
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increase in replicating viral DNA. Mrc-5 cells were grown in 75 cm2 flasks Q.Junc,

VWR, canada) as described above and mock-infected or infected at a MoI of 5 pFU/cell

Cells were harvested at multiple time points post-infection using 0.05% Trypsin/EDTA

(Gibco/lnvitrogen, canada), and plugs for PFGE were prepared essentially as described

earÌier (150). Briefly, cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 500 xg, at 4.C for 5 mins.

Low-melting point agarose (1.3%) in PBS was melted and maintained at 40.C. 500 ¡rL

of molten agarose was added to the cell pellet, quickly mixed, and plugs were cast

containing approximately 100 pL of agarose-cell suspension using the pFGE disposable

plug moulds (BioRad, USA). Moulds were chilled for 6-10 mins at 4oC to set the plugs,

and the 5-6 plugs per sample were transferred to 3 mL lysis buffer (1OmM Tris, 1OmM

EDTA, 1% SDS). Proteinase k (20 mg/ml, Invitrogen, Canada) was added to the lysis

buffer to a final concentration of 1mg/ml (150 pL), and samples were incubated for 4g

hours at 37'C before plugs were transferred to fresh lysis buffer.

Agarose plugs containing lysed SA8-infected cells were washed in three changes of

1Oml TE buffer, the first two at room temperature over 6 hours, the third at 4.C for 14

hours. A 1% pulsed field ceÉified agarose (BioRad, USA) gel was prepared in 0.5x tris-

borate buffer (TBE, 89 mM tris-base, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA), and plugs were

cut in half in order to be inserted into the wells. The PFGE was run at 6 V/cm, with

switch times ofthe 120'freld changes increasing from 2 sec to 70 sec during the 1g hour

run. Circulating 0.5x TBE was cooled to 14.C throughout.

DNA fragments corresponding to monomers of the viral genome were observed by

ethidium bromide staining of the PFGE gel. The pFGE gel was treared with each of the

following solutions (in order): depurination buffer (0.5 M HCI) for exacrly 30 mins,
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denaturing buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 0.25 M NaOH), and neutralizing buffer (0.7M HCl, 1.5M

NaCl, 0.5 M Tris base) for at least 30 mins each. The gel was subsequently placed .,face

down" on a solid support covered with a sheet of 3MM Whatman paper (Whatman, UK)

whose ends were bathed throughout the t¡ansfer in 7x SSC buffer. A piece ofpositively-

charged nylon membrane (Roche, Canada), pre-wetted with water, followed by several

sheets of 3MM Whatman paper (Whatman, UK), pre-wetred with 2x SSC buffer were

placed on top of the membrane. The capillary transfer system was completed by adding a

stack of paper towel of the same dimensions as the gel, membrane and previous wicking

papers to several inches in height and placing a weight on top of the stack. Capillary

ûansfer was allowed to continue for 20-24 hours, and the membrane was crosslinked to

covalently bind transferred DNA using a UVC Crosslinlier ( 120 mJ/cm2; Hoefer, USA).

Purified genomic SA8 (& CeHV-1) DNA was labelled with digoxigenin (DIG) as

described in the DIG High Prime DNA Labelling & Derection Starter Kit iI (Roche,

Canada). The membrane was incubated with hybridization buffer (6x SSC, 7% SDS) for

approximately 2 hours at 55"C. Heat-denatured Vero cell DNA was added to the

hybridization buffer at a final concentration of 20 ¡rg/ml and the membrane was

incubated a fufther 5mins at 55'c. Heat denatured DlG-labelled SA8 DNA was added at

50 nglml and fhe membrane was incubated at 55"C for approximately 19 hours.

Washing was performed in 0.5x SSC, 0.5% SDS. Two short washes at room temperature

were followed by two 30 min washes at 68"C. Detection of the DlG-labelled DNA was

completed as per the manufacturer's instmctions for the DIG Luminescent Detection Kit

(Roche, Canada), and hybridized DNA was visualized by fluorography.
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4.5. RNA preparation

Immediately following harvest, the cell pellet was stored in 90% RNAlater for up to 7

days. Removal of the cells from RNAlater, and total RNA extraction was performed

using the RNeasy Protect Mini kit, including the optional on-column digestion with the

RNase-free Dnasel kit (both kits from Qiagen Inc., canada). purified RNA was stored at

-80'c.

RNA integrity was analyzed by denaturing agarose gel as well as by capillary

electrophoresis. Briefly, all materials were treated with RNaseZAp (Sigma Canada), and

all water was treated with DEPC. A denaturing 1.5% agarose gel (2% formaldehyde, 1x

MOPS, 8 mM sodium acetate, 1 mM EDTA) was prepared, and run in 1x MOpS buffer

at 75 V for 1-2 hours. Loading buffer was prepared containing 1x MOpS, 50%

formamide, 7% formaldehyde, and 0.04Vo bromophenol blue. Capillary electrophoresis

was performed using the RNA 6000 Nano LabChip on the 2100 Bioanalyzer system

(Agilent Technologies, Canada). Briefly, rhe capillary passages ofthe chip are filled with

polymer to produce a molecular sieve. Upto 5 ng oftotal RNA and a fluorescent dye are

added to each channel. The Bioanalyzer ûreasures fluorescence in each chamel during

the run, and produces an electropherogram. RNA quality was good in several early

experiments, conhrming the extraction technique. RNA quality was not verified for

subsequent experiments.

RNA for microaray analysis was harvested from three independent experiments of

SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells in the presence and absence of cycloheximide. preliminary

microarray data was gathered on the effect ofacyclovir during SA8 infection from one
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independent experiment. Time course data was gathered based on two time points within

the same experiment, both infections in which cycloheximide featment was also studied.

4.6. cDNA synthesis and labelling

Aminoallyl-labelled cDNA was generated from l0 pg of total RNA using random

hexamer primers (Invitrogen, Canada) in a reaction with Superscript III reverse

transcriptase (Invitrogen, Canada), and amino-allyl-modified dUTp (Sigma, Canada).

cDNA synthesis, purification and labelling reactions were performed according to the

TIGR protocol "Aminoallyl Labelling of RNA for Microarrays" (SOP #M004, Rev#2,

TIGR, USA). Some modifications to the protocol include the addition of Lucidea

Universal Scorecard RNA (GE Healthcare, Canada), which was added to the reverse

transcription reaction at the recommended amount of 2 pL per l0 pg oftotal RNA

sample. After oDNA purification by Microcon (Mitlipore, Canada), Cy3 or Cy5 dye

esters (GE Healthcare, Canada) were incorporated into the cDNA product during the

labelling reaction. The yield of cDNA and the efficiency of fluorescent labelling was

defermined by spectrophotometry using the Nanodrop Q.Janodrop Technologies, USA)

and calculated according to the TIGR protocol (SOP #M004, Rei,#2, TIGR, USA).

4.7. Arrry hybridization, washing & scanning

The entire product ofthe oDNA labetling reaction was used for hybridization.

Samples from both 'test' and 'control' conditions were mixed following purification of

fluorescentlylabelled cDNA. Hybridization was performed as described in the TIGR

protocol "Microarray Labelled Probe Hybridization" (SOP #M004, Rev#2, TIGR, USA).

However, for hybridization, the buffer described in the prorocol was replaced with DIG

Easy Hyb buffer (Roche, Canada), conraining 0.33 ,¿,glþL salmon sperm DNA (10
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mg/ml., Invitrogen, Canada), 0.33 p"glp,L yeast tRNA (10 mg/ml, Roche, Canada), and

0-66 ltglþL human Cot-1 DNA (20 mg/ml, Invirrogen, Canada). Lifter slips (Erie

Scientific, Fisher Scientific Canada) were placed so as to cover the array area, and 30 FL

ofhybridization solution was added by capillary action. Slides were placed in a

humidifred hybridization chambe¡ (Generix, UK) and hybridized at 42"C overnight.

Slides were washed according to the same TIGR protocol (SOP #M004, Rev#2,

TIGR, USA). Briefly, two washes of 4 mins each were performed in low stringency

buffer (1x SSC, 0.2% SDS), followed by high stringency buffer (0.1x SSC, 0.2% SDS) at

64'C. Subsequent washes in 0.1x SSC (two washes of 2.5 mins each) and in water

(briefly) were performed at room temperature. Slides were scanned within 4 hours of

completion on an Agilent DNA Microarray scanner (G256584, Agilent, Canada).

Hybridized slides were stored desiccated at room temperature, protected from light.

4.8. Microarray qualify control

In order to identify probes with excessive cross-hybridization (either cellular cDNA

hybridizing to viral gene probes, or vice versa), the net intensity values f¡om relevant data

sets were ranked in descending order, and probes with a mean rank value below the

threshold were redesigned.

Cross-hybridization data for viral probe spots was calculated based on four

hybridizations (two Cy3 and two Cy5) of RNA from uninfected Mrc-5 cells. Cellular

cDNA signal intensity on array spots representing viral genes was ranked in descending

order for each data set. Probes were sorted based on their mean ra¡k ac¡oss several data

sets and those with a mean rank value of <100 were redesigned using Array Designer

according to the criteria previously described.
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Cross-hybridization ofviral cDNA on cellular probes was determined based on

similar calculations of signal ran[<. Signal intensity of cellular probe spots was measured

following hybridization with genomic viral DNA. Dara from 12 hybridizations (six Cy3

and six Cy5) was ranked and mean values sorted as previously described. probes with a

mean rank value of<100 were redesigned using Array Designer under the conditions

previously described. Cross-hybridization thus identihed could also be confirmed by

visual inspection ol rhe array image.

In addition to cross-hybridization. viral probes that responded with weak signal to

hybridization with genomic viral DNA were also redesigned. Probes that did not

consistently achieve signal intensity signiñcantly above the mean background were

identified. Using 12 hybridizations of viral genomic DNA, all net intensity values (local

background subtracted signal) on each slide were hltered to exclude measurements

smaller than the mean background intensity plus two standard deviations. probes were

redesigned if greater than 10% ofspot measurements across all slides were excluded. All

probes, both initial and redesigned continued to be included in the final array.

4.9. Data, processing and analysis

4.9.1. Scanning & quantification

Images were stored in .TIF format for quantif,ication using the Feature Extraction

software (version 8.1; Agilent Technologies, Canada).

Grids containing the appropriate layout and orientation of spots were placed on slide

images. Sub-grid location was adjusted manually to best reflect the orientation of each

image. Default criteria were used for many Feature Extraction measurements.

Modif,rcations included restricting the deviation limit to 30 ¡rm from the spot centroid,
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which limited the area on the array grid within which the program would select the

feature for quantification.

spots were analyzed using the "cookie cutter" method (default setting) that measures

the intensity for the centre of the spot rather thanjudging the exact location of the edge of

the spot. Background subtraction was performed using local background for each spot,

measured in a concentric ring immediately outside the spot.

Data for each slide was exported as a .JPEG image file, and as a.TXT data file.

Subsequent data analysis was completed using Microsoft Excel (2000, Microsoft, USA).

4.9.2. Imageverification

The Feature Extraction software (Agilent Technologies, Canada) calculates many

parameters ofarray intensity values and reports these for both red (Cy5) and green (Cy3)

data.

Non-uniformity outlier spots were defined using default settings for both feature and

background measuÍements for the three terms: CV2, Poisson Noise, and Background,

which describe the pixel 'noise' thresholds for a spot whose intensity is uniform.

visually. it was conhrmed that features identified as outliers often had smearing of fhe

spot, streaks, flecks and other imperfections within the spot or the immediate

background. Population outliers were not identihed since the SA8 anay contains only

four replicates per data set, rather than the minimum offìve required.

Features on the array are described as "positive and significant,, if the intensity is

significantly greater than that of the background (local background of the feature, in the

case of the SA8 anay), based on a two-sided Student's t-test. In addition, features are

identified as "well above background" if they have been described as .,positive and
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significant" and ifthe background-subtracted intensity is larger than 2.6 times the

standard deviation of background pixel intensity. In the SAB anay dala, features were

excluded from analysis if they were identified as non-uniformity outliers, or ifthey did

not meet the "well above backsround" criteria.

4.9.3. Treatment of replicates and variants

Probe replicates are repeats ofthe identical probe sequence at different locations in

the array. For both the SA8 and CeHV-1 arrays, there are 4 probes replicates on each

slide since the array is printed in quadruplicate.

Probes that have different sequences but hybridize to the same cDNA target in the

sample are identified as probe variants. Two to five probe vadants (noted ',a,' through

"e" as necessary) were included for each gene. Probe variants were analyzed separately

throughout the data processing.

Four replicate spots ofeach viral probe are present on each slide, and many slides (in

both Cy3 and Cy5 channels) are hybridized using RNA from the same sample type. The

mean value for each probe location on the slide (maintaining the 4 replicates) was

calculated prior to cluster analysis. Four mean values were used for each probe, each of

which was calculated from all available data sets ofthe same sample type. Final intensity

values reported are calculated for the probe with the highest quality score among the

probes for a given gene or transcript group. This mean intensity is calculated from all

values in one experiment, both replicate spots and multiple slides.
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4.9.4. Inter-slide normalization using a gDNA standard

Genomic DNA (gDNA), labelled with either Cy3 or Cy5 was used as a reference

signal for cDNA hybridization to viral gene probes. Seventy-five nanograms of gDNA

was selected as the optimal amount of gDNA for hybridization. Genomic DNA was

labelled in large batches, sufficient for several array experiments in ord.er to reduce

variation between different arrays. Since the Lucidea RNA spikes could not be added to

the gDNA preparation, Lucidea RNA was also reverse-transcribed a:rd labelled in large

batches for pairing with a gDNA sample. During the hybridization of the arrays, 75 ng of

labelled gDNA and 60 ng Lucidea cDNA were mixed with a oDNA sample labelled with

the other cy dye when mixing of two samples is indicafed, prior to probe denaturing and

hybridization to the anay.

4.9.5. Inter-slide normalization using the Lucidea Scorecard

Because we canrrot make the assumption for these arrays that the majority of genes

will have equal expression in every sample, normalization between slides must be

calculated based on a set ofinva¡iant'control' genes, in this case, the Lucidea Scorecard

probes. Lucidea Universal Scorecard RNA was added to each RNA sample prior to

reverse transcription and labelling.

4.9.5.1. Lucidea Calibration Curve normalization

The 32 calibration points quantified on each array provided ample data for creation of

a Lucidea Calibration curve ofthe logarithm of picograms ofRNA to mean signal

intensity (arbitrary Lrnìts) following the anticipated 4'h- or 5d'-parameter logistic curve.

This curve was applied to sample data intensity values in order to norrnarize between
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slides, since the Lucidea intensity would be representative ofthe sample intensity on each

slide. In addition, Lucidea calibration was intended to normalize for the influence of

different dye on signal intensity since the dose-response curve for oDNA labelled with

Cy3 or Cy5 has a slightly different shape.

4-9.5.2. Averase Lucideaintensitvnormalization

The mean intensities of the Lucidea Scorecard calibration and ratio spots were used to

calculate a normalization factor QrlF) as described by formulae 3 and 4. Dafa sets (Cy3

or Cy5) were analyzed individually.

NF(.\): xL""Cô) (3)
XLUC(A)

NS,j: Sù /NF(,\) (4)

where NF is the normalization factor for an individual array Aj; Xm(A) is the mean of

the Lucidea calibration and ratio values for a given array Aj; Xl""(A) is the mean of

Lucidea values across all data sets from a series of arrays (A); NS¡ is the normalized

signal for spot i on array j; and S¡ is the (unnormalized) signal for the same spot.

Gene intensity values are 'scaled' between slides by the application of NF in order to

be able to compare viral gene signal intensities between slides.

4.9.6. Clustering(k-means)

K-means clustering was performed using two data variables: intensity of signals per

probe replicate from infected cells treated with the inhibitor, as well as the percentage

difference between signals from cells treated and untreated with inhibitor (F, see equation

5).

F = (r-rÐ/r (5)
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where F is the percentage of mean signal change observed between a sample treated with

an inhibitor compared to a non-inhibited sample at the same time post-infection; T is the

mean net intensity from an infected-cell sample; and ri is the mean l1et intensity from an

infected-cell sample treated with an inhibitor.

Only probes whose signal represented a single transcript were used for clustering,

excluding probes that hybridized to coterminal or overlapping transcripts. clustering was

performed using NCSS Q'JCSS and pASS, Hintze, J., 2001, Number cruncher Statistical

Systems, Kaysville, utah, www.NCSS.com). The number of clusters was selected based

on the percentage ofvariation between the sum of squares ofthe values ofthe two

va¡iables within each cluster and the sum of squares ofthe variables with no clustering.

In short, when repeated iterations ofthe clustering algorithm are performed using the

same number of clusters, and the percentage ofvariation remains stable, no further

optimization of the cluster membership is needed (i.e. the movement of data values

between clusters increases the variation). As more clusters are added, the "tightness,,of

the clusters increases, and so the variation of data within each cluster is an increasingly

small percentage of the variation in the data when no clusters are applied. When the

addition of further clusters does not substantially decrease the percentage of variation, the

data are grouped into an "optimal" number ofclusters.

4.9.7. Classificationanalysis

In order to identify threshold values that distinguish clusters of different probes, we

used classificafion analysis. classification And Regression Trees (cART, version 5.0,

Salford systems, san Diego, cA, usA) software was used to predict cluster membership,

given the same two variables used for cluster analysis. The threshold criteria thus
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described were subsequently applied to all viral gene probe values in order to assign

cluster membership to those probes not included in the clustering process because of

coterminal or overlapping transcripts in that region ofthe genome.

4.10. Quantitative RT-PCR

Primers of 18-22 bp in length were designed using VectorNTI Suite (version 10,

Invitrogen) and Primer Express (v2.0.0, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) in

order to amplify a 150-500 bp region ofthe selected gene sequence. Table 3 lists the

primers used for qRT-PCR.

18S IRNA qRT-PCR was performed usíng TaqMan Universal pCR Master Mix,

Ribosomal RNA Forward and Reverse primers (50 nM), and Ribosomal RNA probe,

labeled with the VICrM fluorophore (200 nM), following the manufacturer's protocol

(Applied Biosystems). Cycling parameters were 2 mins at 50.C, followed by 10 mins at

95'C, and 40 cycles of 15 sec at 95.C and 1 min at 60.C (combìned annealing and

extension temperature). 1 8S rRNA was used as an endogenous control for qRT-pCR

reactions because it was determined by Nystrom et al tobethe house-keeping gene with

the mosf stable level of expression during herpesvirus infection (121). Relative

quantification of mRNA between samples was calculated using the method described by

Pfafrl (126).

Pooled RNA samples from five experiments, representing four cycloheximide

treatments at an early time post-infection, as well as three acyclovir treatments at a late

time post-infection, were analysed by qRT-PCR. Total RNA (5 ¡rg) was used as a

template for reverse transcription (SuperScript IlI, Invitrogen) with random hexamer
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primers to generate cDNA for qRT-PCR. The detection of RS01 required the use of

oligo-dT-primed oDNA due to limited abundance of this fanscript.

qRT-PCR reactions were performed in 96-well plate format using SyBR Green dye

on the 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR Sysrem (Applied Biosystems). The reaction mix

contained: 1 x SYBR Green buffer (Applied Biosystems); 3 mM MgCl2 (except for US12

qRT-PCR for which 1.5 mM MgCl2 was used); 0.4 ¡rM dUTp and 0.2 pM dNTps; 5%

DMSO; 0.5 pM each, forward & reverse primers; and 0.625 U AmpliTaq Gold enzyme

(Applied Biosysterns). Table 3 describes the product size, application, %GC content,

melting temperature (Tm), and sequence of all primers used. Cycling parameters for

RL02, US01, US06, and US12 (the latter for both HSV-1 and SA8) were as follows: 10

min at 95'C, followed by 40 cycles of 1 min at 95.C, 30 sec ar 60.C, and 1 r¡in af 72.C.

Amplification of RSO1 was performed as above, but used a combined annealing and

extension step of 1 min at 68".

In order to deterrnine the number of genome copies of IE transcripts in the presence

and absence of cycloheximide, a standard curve was generated using SAg genomic DNA.

Using the PCR method described above, ten-fold dilutions of purified SAg gDNA from

0.4 ngl¡ú to 4 x 10-6 nglpl- were ampliñed using each of the primer pairs for RL02,

us01, RS01, anduS12. The linear relationship of the logarithm of gDNA per reaction ro

mean cr value (mean of duplicate measurements) was used calculate the number of

nanograms of cDNA in each RNA sample based on the cr of the pcR products. There

are approximately 6.14 x 106 copies of the SA8 genome per nanogram of gDNA, so it

was subsequently possible to detemine the number of copies of each IE gene ìn RNA

samples, expressed as copies per microgram of total RNA. In order to standardize the
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data between experiments, the number ofcopies ofeach ofthe SA8 IE genes under

different conditions was compared to the number ofcopies in the sample at 5hpi, using

the calculation ofpercentage change expressed in formula 6.

F: (T-riyT (6)

where F is the percentage change in copies ofan IE gene per microgram oftotal RNA in

samples under different conditions; T is the gene copies / pg oftotal RNA at 5hpi; and Ti

is the gene copies / pg oftotal RNA from cells treated with an inhibitor or at a different

time post-infection. student's t-test was used to determine statistically significant

changes in copy number under different conditions.

Table 3 - Primers used for qRT-PCR validation.

SA8
ORF

Product
size (bp)

RL02 160

RS01 267

us01 405

uL54 375

us12 166

us06 307

Effc * Use

2.12 qRT-PCR

1.80 qRT-PCR

1.60 qRT-PCR

r,, ^ 5 Northernt\/A 
blot

1.69 qRT-PCR

2.08 qRT-PCR

Tm
c+c

87.0 66.0

89.0 16.0

89.5 76.3

88.6 74.4

8s.7 12.9

87.8 73.3

Sequence (5'-3')

TCGACGAGACCCAGCTCT
ATGGTGCTGTACGAGCCG
CGCCAGTACGCCCTCATCAC
GTCGTAGCGGCGGCTCAT
CGTCTGGTCCGCGACTGCTA
AAACTCCCGCCGCAGCCT
CCCGAAAACATCGACCAG
GCACATCTTGCACCACGA
CGAGGTGCGAGTGGTTGG
GCGTTCCTACGGAATCCG
GTGCCCGTCGCCGTGTACT
GCATGAGGAACCCCAGGTCG

HSV-I Product
ORI size (bp)

us 12 101

u Effc : efficiency;

Effc . use Tm 
o/"

G+C

2.03 qRT-PCR ßl 61.4

b N/A = not applicable

Sequence (5'-3')

ATGTCGTGGGCCCTGGA
CGCC CCCTTTTATTGATCTCA
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RESULTS

5.1. Development of microarray normalization protocol

5.1.1. Simian simplex virus microarray design

In order to study the expression ofall viral genes, as well as features ofthe host

response to infection, DNA microarrays were designed with both viral and cellular gene

probes.

Oligonucleotides were designed for each oî the 13 viral ORFs, as well as 106 celÌular

genes ofinterest. The Lucidea Universal Scorecard (GE Healthcare) provides a set of 18

control DNA solutions for spotting within the array, as well as RNA spikes which are

added to sample RNA for use in assessing factors influencing signal intensity such as

reaction yield and hybridization efficiency. Figure 2 shows a representative image (A) of

the initial anay layout.

5.1.2. Test Arrays

Seven independent experiments were conducted to test the efficiency of the array

probes as well as gain preliminary understanding ofideal time points for study and

development of data analysis methods. Hybridizations were conducted using RNA

samples from mock-infected cells, as well as viral genomic DNA, in order to assess the

specificity and sensitivity ofthe oligonucleotide probes. Figure 3 shows the distribution

of microarray signal intensity for each type ofdata point: viral gene, cellular gene,

Lucidea control, or negative (no DNA) spots. The range of Lucidea control intensity

values covers all possible values from 0 to saturation at 65,000. Viral probe signals
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Figure 2 - SA8 oligonucleotide microarray images.

A - The initial anay layout contains 2 probes for each of 73 viral oRFs and 106 cellular
oRFs. Probes from the Lucidea universal Scorecard (GE Healthcare) were spotted in the
bottom three rows of each anay subgrid. Each array consists of 8 subgrids and 4 copies
of the array were printed on each slide. The slide depicted here was hybridized with
oDNA generated from Mrc-5 cells infected with SA8 at Shpi (Cy5, red) and Shpi+CHX
(Cy3, green).

B Thirty-nine additional probes for viral ORFs were added to the affay following
assessment of cross-hybridization and probe performance. All initial probes were
maintained, and the layout of the anay was changed (see text for details). probes from
the Lucidea Universal Scorecard (GE Healthcare) were spotted at the top of each array
subgrid. Each anay consists of6 larger subgrids and 4 copies ofthe anay were printed
on each slide. This figure shows two arrays with the new array layout hybridized with
oDNA generated from uninfected Mrc-5 cells (Cy5, red) and cells infected with SA8 at
13hpi (Cy3
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I'igure 3 - Box plot of signal intensity of different probe types. Representative data
shown is from a single microarray slide hybridized with a cy3labelled .DNA sample
from SA8-infected cells at 5hpi. The central line inside the box indicates the median
signal intensity. The bottom and top of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles,
respectively. The adjacent values (T-shaped lines) extend to the furthest observation that
is not more than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range (IeR) from the edge of the box.
outlier values are outside the gdjacent values and are identified as mild (light grey) for
values within 3 IQR of the 25'h or 75d' percentiles, or severe (dark grey) ioi mã,e extrer,,e
values.
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are considerably brighter than those of either cellular gene probes or negative control

spots.

UnfortLrnately, analysìs ofcellular gene expression was not possible due to the low

signal intensity ofthese probes. This is because the cellular transcripts selected for

analysis are not genes that are commonly expressed at a high level. Alterations in

hybridization temperatu¡e did not substantially improve the ceÌlular gene signals and

analysis ofthese genes was not performed.

5.1.3. Microarray Quality Control

During initial experiments, some probes showed considerable cross-hybridization

andlor poor signal. Additional probes were designed and these were included, along with

all of the initial probes in the new SA8 array. Figure 2 (B) shows a representative image

ofthe new slide layout.

The complete set of SAB probes was subsequently analyzed to quantiô/ probe

specificity and provide a relative score that measures non-specific hybridization. First,

the percentage of signal change observed in a mock-infected sample compared to infected

cells was calculated using the formula:

Q: G-MYT (1)

Where Q is the percentage change between the infected-cell signal and the signal from a

mock-infected sample; T is the net intensity from an infected-cell sample; and M is the

net intensity from a mock-infected cell sample.

Probe cross-hybridization data were compiled from three independenf experiments.

The score for each probe was expressed as a percentage - the higher the score, the more

reliable the probe- Probe quality scores are listed in appendix A.
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5.1.4. Simian simplex virus infection kinetics

In order to determine the optimal time points post-infection for the study of

expression kinetics, replicating viral DNA was detected by pulsed-held gel

electrophoresis (PFGE) and Southern blot (figure 4). At early times post-infection,

amounts of viral DNA are undetectable in the infected cells by this method. At this time.

preceding viral DNA replication, immediate-early genes are expressed. At approximately

5hpi, the start ofviral DNA replication is observed by the appearance of very high

molecular weight DNA which is retained in the wells during pFGE (solid ar.row, figure

4). At this time, early genes are expressed. Shotly after, viral DNA fragments

corresponding to the size ofa single genome length are observed (open arrow, figure 4).

This indicates the beginning of virus maturation and expression oflate genes. In order to

assess viral transcription of IE and E genes (and CHX treatment) by microarray, SAg-

infected cells were harvested at 5hpi. For comparison oflate gene transcriptional profiles

(and the effect of ACV), thpi was chosen as a late time point for microarray analysis.

5.1,5. Development of a reliable microarray normalization protocol

Analysis of SA8 viral gene expression by microarray presents two difficulties, a small

number of data points for analysis (only 1 72 probes). and highly variable signals due to

the dramatic change in viral gene expression during l¡ic infection. The common

ratìometric method of comparing signal to a control condition (such as mock-infected

cells) cannot be applied to viral gene expression as mock-infected cells would provide an

intensity of zero. It would be difficult to prepare a representative pool of viral mRNA for

use as a standard, but purified viral DNA provided a possible reference which would
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Figure 4 - Southem blot of SA8 DNA at various times post-infection. SAg-infected
cells were cast in agarose plugs and lysed prior to pulsed-held gel electrophoresis-
Following capillary transfer to a nylon membrane, hybridization was performed using
DlG-labelled SA8 viral DNA. Times indicated are hours post-infection; M: mock-
infected sample; blank: unused lane; ACV : sample treated with acyclovir. The solid
ar¡ow indicates the gel wells. and the open arrow indicates the size of monomer SAg viral
DNA.
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contain all viral genes. we also included the Lucidea universal Scorecard probes as an

exogenous control for use in normalization.

The Lucidea universal Scorecard (GE Healthcare) is a commercially available set of

artiftcial genes which are employed as an exogenous control for microanays in order to

facilitate data normalization. The Lucidea Scorecard includes a set ofDNA microarray

probes which are spotted within the microarray, and corresponding RNA sequences

which are added to the sample RNA prior to reverse transcription. Ten sequences are

provided in the format of a calibration curve. Each RNA spike mix contains a range of

corresponding RNA fragments, from 1 to 30,000 pg RNA per reaction.

For each spot on the array, intensity values were measured as described in the

methods. A number of algorithms were explored in order to effectively norm alize daTa

between different slides, different dyes, and different sample types (mock-infected, time

points post-infection, and/or treatment of infected cells with an inhibitor). Three ofthese

algorithms are described in the following sections:

5.1.5.1. Inter-slide normalization usins viral genomic DNA as reference

In order to find a common reference signal for viral gene expression in the SAg

microanay, viral genomic DNA was purified, labelled with either Cy3 or Cy5 and

hybridized with a cDNA sample labelled with the other dye. Different quantiries of

gDNA were assayed, and 75 ng was selected as the optimal amount based on

equivalent signal intensity of gDNA and cDNA. gDNA was labelled using direct

labelling (see Methods). The indirect labelling technique used ro label oDNA proved

inefficient for gDNA.
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However, analysis ofthis data proved too challenging for this gDNA comparison

to be ofpractical use in microaray analysis. The genomic DNA signals could not be

compared to the cDNA sìgnals due to their different composition, nor could the

Lucidea Scorecard RNA spike controls be added to the gDNA reference for

norrnalization purposes. Due to the lack of exogenous hybridization control for

gDNA, analysis required the assumption of equal hybridization of gDNA to each

slide. Comparison of cDNA / gDNA signal ratios did not lower the inter-slide

variability. The gDNA normalization protocol was deemed unfeasible due to

difficulties in the comparative analysis between oDNA samples and the gDNA

standard.

The SA8 array contains two or more probes for each gene, and the signal

intensities ofthese probes show wìde variation due to differences in hybridization

efhciency. We developed a technique for applying a normalization factor to cDNA

intensity values of different probes based on the ratio ofgDNA signal intensity of

each probe to the total signal gDNA intensity. However, the variation between probe

signals for the same gene was not signihcantly reduced by employing this

manipulation, and it was not applied to the SA8 microanay analysis.

5.1.5.2. Inter-slide normalization usins Lucidea Scorecard Calibration curve

Because the Lucidea Scorecard RNA spikes are added directly to the sample

RNA, experimental factors that influence cDNA yield or labelling efhciency can be

obserued by changes in the signal intensity ofthe Lucidea controls. The calibration

curve provided in the Lucidea Scorecard follows a sigmoidal dose-response curve of

increasing signal to amount ofLucidea RNA as a proportion oftotal RNA in the
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reaction. In addition, the dose-response curves are slightly different for cDNA

labelled with Cy3 compared to Cy5.

Our goal was to 'calibrate' sample data using the Lucidea dose-response curve in

each dye channel in order to normalize data taking into account dye, sample, slide,

and treatment effects. The Lucidea Scorecard sequences were printed 32 times on

each slide in the initial layout, and 24 times in the final layout. Following image

quantitation, data cleaning, and background subtraction, the mean value for each

calibration point was calculated and plotted against the corresponding relative

picograms of Lucidea RNA. The relationshìp of spot inrensity to Log(pg spike RNA

/ ¡rg sample RNA) follows a 4th- or 5th-parameter logistic calibration curve (also

known as a sigmoidal dose-response curve). The formula for this curve is as follows:

Y:B -(T-B) (B)
Ì rl0lloslcs0-Xr'lls

Where Y is the signal intensity; X is the logarithm of the amount of RNA; T is the

maximum response (or signal saturation), where a plateau ofsignal is reached despite

increasing amounts of RNA; B is the minimum (baseline) response, when no RNA is

presenl; LogEC50 is the amount ofRNA which corresponds to signal at 50% signal

saturation; and HS is the hill slope, a measurement of the steepness of the dose-

response curve.

A critical feature for selection of exogenous controls is that they have the same

length and sequence characteristics as the nRNA (169). The Lucidea control

products used are approximately 1000bp in length, compared to the 50-70mer

oligonucleotide probes on our array. The number of probe molecules per spot is

therefore considerably reduced. and Lucidea controls reach saturation at lower
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intensity value than those of oligonucleotide probes. As a result, application of the

Lucidea calibration curve to viral gene signals increased the variation in the data by

exaggerating signal values plotted on the upper asymptote of the Lucidea curve.

5. 1.5. 3. Normalization p,Ielþçqlfor small. variable microarra)' data

Although the Lucidea calibration curve cannot be used for inter-slide

normalization, the variation of average intensity of Lucidea spots is still proportional

to the inter-slide sample variation. The Lucidea RNA spikes are affected by factors

which influence sample yield as well as labelling and hybridization effrciency. For

this reason, mea¡ Lucidea intensities for each sample on each slide were used to

normalize data for comparison.

We applied a technique similar to the one described by Forster in 2003 (50),

which uses a normalization factor to 'scale' data between multiple slides based on the

mean oftheir Lucidea control values. The equation used for mean Lucidea

(3)

(4)

Where NF is the normalization factor for an individual anay A.¡; XL*(Aj) is the mean

of the Lucidea calibration and ratio values for a given array A¡; Xr"(A) is the mean of

Lucidea values across all data sets from a series of arrays (A); NS¡ is the normalized

signal for spot i on anayj; and S;¡ is the (unnormalized) signal for the same spot.

Figure 5 shows the data from one experiment before (fig. 5A) and after (fig. 58)

normalization. In figure 54, the Lucidea intensity bars (white) show considerable

normalization is as follows

NF(A) = Xr""û\i)
Xr_*(A)

NS¡: S¡ /NF(A)
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Figure 5 - Comparison of mean signal intensity ofLucidea and viral probes before and
after normalization for each slide in experiment 1. Mean Lucidea intensity (+ 1 SD) on
each slide is indicated by the white bars, and viral SA8 signal intensity by the da¡k bars.
Mean signal intensities before norrnalization (A), and after normalization using the mean
Lucidea value for each slide (B). Sample type is noted on the X axis: Mock indicates
uninfected cells; 5h and 13h are samples from 5 and 13 hours post-infection, respectively
Mock or 5h samples noted as "CHX" were treated with 100 pg/ml cycloheximide.
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variation, reflecting the usual inter-slide differences of microarray experiments. In

figure 5B, the Lucidea bars are all nomalized to the same intensitv as a result of the

application of formula 4.

Comparison offigure 5A and B also shows that the intensities ofthe viral signals

(dark bars) become considerably less variable. This is particularly obvious for the set

ofmock-infected samples (first 14 bars), and lor the 13h slides (last 7 bars). Abenant

data sets can also be identified, for example viral signals ìn third ,,5h2,' slide have

been skewed by application of mean Lucidea normalization because the signals from

both Lucidea and viral probes in this data set were unusually small, suggesting a

problem with that anay.

5.2. Analysis of simplexvirus immediate-early gene expression

Viral gene expressìon kinetics of SA8 infection in vitro were analyzed by microarray

analysis as described in section 5.1.5.3. cycloheximide (cHX) is an inhibitor of protein

synthesis, which prevents progression of productive infection by preventing the synthesis

ofthe early gene products responsible for DNA replication and other non-structural viral

functions. Treatment with cI{X was used to distinguìsh the immediate-early from early

classes ofviral gene expression. SA8 gene expression was compared to that of HSV-1.

5.2.1. Microarray analysis of HSV-I c-gene expression

Previous microarray analysis lrom our laboratory in the study of HSV,1 infection in

Mrc-5 cells in the presence and absence of cycloheximide illustrates the predicted pattem

of HSV-1 IE gene expression (figure 6). The five imnediate-early genes, RL02, RSO1,

USO1, US12, and UL54 are not significanrly inhibited by cycloheximide and, except for
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Figure 6 - IISV-I tnicroatray signal inlensity in the presence and absence of cyclohexirnide. DNA oligonucleolide micr.¡auay
analysis of vilal geue expressiou with and without cyclohexirnide lreatment foliowi¡g inlection of Mr.c-5 cells witli HSV-I a1 an MOI
of 5. Retloval of outliels was petformed manually, and probe intensilies frorn a moclk-infecled sarnple rvere subtracled fi.orn infected-
cell siguals. Values presettted are the avetage ofall leplicale plobes for each gcne. Genes arc listed i¡ tlreir genomc order.
Thanks to Slevetr Ilan'inglon and Joame tliebert.
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UL54, they show elevated signal in the presence of cycloheximide, probably due to a lack

offeedback inhibition oftranscription by the IE gene products. NotethatUS10,US1l,

and US12 display "immediate-early" kinetics due to their existence as a coterminal

transcript, in which US12 is the largest member. The US12 mRNA would therefore

hybridize to the probes ofUS 10 and US 1 1.

5.2.2. Microarray analysis of SA8 a-gene expression

Experiments #1-3: Th¡ee independent experiments were performed to study the

effect of cycloheximide (CHX) at 50 ¡rg/ml (experiment #2) and 100 pg/ml

(experiments #1 and 3) on SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells. Cells were infected in the

presence and absence of CFIX and harvested at 5 or 8 hours post-infection (hpi).

In comparison to the HSV-1 c-gene expression pattern shown in figure 6, our SAg

microarray data shows that only the expression ofRL02 is maintained in the presence of

cycloheximìde (figure 7). Alrhough the US04 probes show relatively srrong signal, it is

reduced considerably inthe presence ofCHX. Other than RL02, all SA8 genes are

inhibited by treatment with cHX. This surprising finding prompted fuither investigation

of SA8 IE gene expression.

5.2.3. Validation by RT-PCR of SA8 o-gene expression

Experiments #I,2, 4, 5 and 6: Four independent experiments were performed to

study the effect of cycloheximide (CHX) at 50 pg/ml (experiment #2) and 100 ¡rg/ml

(experiments #r, 5, 6) on SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells. Three independent experiments

were performed to study the effect of acyclovir (ACV) ãIl0 V"glmL (experiments #3, 5,

6). Cells were infected in the presence and absence of CHX and harvested at 5 hours
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Figure 7 SA8 rnìcroarray signal inlerisity in the presence and absence of cycloheximide. DNA oligonucleotide microarray a¡alysis
of SA8 I'iral getie expt'essiolt itt 1he presence and absence of 100 pg/ml cycloheximide treatlnent at 5ipi followi'g i'fection of Mrc-5
cells wilh SA8 at MOI of -5. Microarrays were hybridized as clescribed ir, the rnelhods, and 1he data analysis protãcol oullined in the
results sectiotl was applied. Reptesenlative dala from one experinenl is shown and genes are lisled in their.genome order. Values are
mean normalized inlensity ofall dala points in both Cy3 and Cy5 channels acLoss several slides. Fo¡each gðne, the value of the pro6e
wilh the besl qualily scor.e is shown.
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post-infection (hpi). cells treated with ACV were harwested at later times post-infection,

either 9 or 27hpi.

In o¡der to confirm the microarray results, we performed quantitative reverse

transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) of four of the five SA8 genes with immediate-early

homologues in HSV-1. Relative as well as specific quantification of 
'RNA abundance

fol RL02, RSOl, USO1 and US12 was calculared as described in the methods.

only three of the five genes expressed with immediate-early kinetics in HSV-1 have a

specific poly(A) signal (i.e. are nor coreÍminal): RL02, USO1, and RSO1. US12 (ICp47)

can be detected by amplifring a specific region ofthe gene, as it is the first gene in a

coterminal series of th¡ee (with US 10 and US1l, both tegurnent proteins). The mean

relative expression ofRL02 from a sample 5hpi in the presence of cycloheximide (cHX)

showed nearly a 4-fold increase in the amount ofRNA detected. Table 4 presents the

mean values from all data sets. In contrast, RSO1, usO1 and uS12 were considerably

inhibited in the presence ofCHX, showing fold-reductions in expression of2g, 17, a¡d

34, respectively. This supports the conclusion drawn from the microarray data, that

Rl02 is the only "immediate-early" gene in SA8 which truly displays this kinetic pattern

in the presence of CHX.

RS01 presented the same challenges for qRT-pcR analysis as it did for microarray

analysis, given thar detection ofthis transcript is difñcult due to its limited abundance.

RNA samples for RSO1 analysis had to be 'enriched' by performing reverse transcription

using oligo(dr) primers rather than random hexamers, in order to achieve reliable RT-

PCR results. This is consistent with the obseruation by microanay analysis that RSO1

has very weak signals compared to other viral genes.
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Table 4 Expression of SA8 geues analysed by qRT-PCR. Relative expression, fold-change ili relalive expr.ession, and percenlage
char.rge in the nurnber ofgene copies per sample for s.4.8 (and HSV-1) gànes arc presented.

Genc

SA8 RI-02

SA8 RSOI

SA8 USOI

SA8 USO6

SA8 USI2

Relative exprcssion,
5h

Mcan

Genc

HSV-I US12

NB: Relative expression aud percelrtage change in quanlified expression were calculated as described in the tex1. Values presenled
are I'Dean and standald devialion (in parentheses) for SA8 genes. Values from a single are pr.esented for IISV-1. Folcl cha¡ge
illuslrates the n.raguitude ofchange in signal in lreated compared 10 untlealed sarnples at the saule tinre post-infeclion, thercfore
ncgative fold-change values indicate a reduction in signal. RSO1 qRT-PCR was cànducted using otigoidt;,prirner.s in order 1o
achieve leliable signal, wheleas random primers were used for other genes.

+ All changes in the liumber ofgene copies per rriclogram oflotal RNÂ are significantly different fro6 no cha¡ge a1 p<0.05.

Relative cxpression,
5h+cHx

Mcan (SD)

Rclative cxpression,
4h

3.83 (1.s4)

0.06 (0.04)

0.05 (0.01)

0.0r (0.02)

0.03 (0.01)

Relativc expression,
4h+CHX

Fold-change,
5h*cI{x

3.83

-28.25

-16.63

-525.71

-34.12

0.21

Change in copy nunrbcr,
5h+CHX

Mean (SD) %" *

FoId-change,
4h+CHX

126.22 (67.24)

-87.0s (6.92)

-92.49 (1.06)

-8e.43 (7 .e6)

-e6.17 (0.88)

-4.69
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The conclusion that uS12 follows early or leakylate gene kinetics is also consistent

with data from our lab on the kinetics ofthe us10-12 coterminal transcriprs. as analyzed

by norlhem blot (fi gure 8). The ORFs US 12, US 1 1, and US 1 0 share a rermination site

from which US12 is the most distal ORF and therefore generates the longest mRNA.

Figure 8 shows the relative size of the three transcripts. In addition, norlhem blot data

has been gathered in our lab for the coterminal transcript group oftJL52-54 (hgure 9),

and this gene also appears to have early, and not immediate-early, kinetics in sAg. uL54

shares a termination site with both UL52 and UL53. UL54 is closest to the poly(A)

signal, and is therefore represented by the srnallest ofthe RNA fragments seen in figure

9. RL02 expression was also analysed by northern blot, and consistent with the

microarray and qRT-PCR results, it displays sustained expression in the presence of

cycloheximide (data not shown). These tests confirm that RL02 is the only gene

expressed with immediate-early kinetics in SA8.

The relative expression of HSV-1 US 12 was also analysed by qRT-pCR in order to

compare the gene expression of SA8 with that ofthe prototype simplexvirus. Although

some reduction in transcript aburdance is obserwed in the CHX-treated sample, the

change in expression (4-fold) is not as large as that seen with sA8 us12 (34-fold). These

results do not refute the belief that HSV-1 US12 is expressed with immediate-early

kinetics, and they support the proposal that there is a signif,rcant difference in relative

transcript abundance of US12 between HSV-1 a¡d SA8. Further experiments to

investigate the abundance ofother IE transcripts ofHSV-1 by qRT-pCR are planned.

Amplification of a dilution series of SA8 gDNA in order to produce a standard curve

allowed conversion of the CT values into gene copìes per microgram oftotal RNA.
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Figure 8 - Northem blot analysis of SA8 uS12. Briefly: vero cells were infected with
SA8 at MOI of 5 PFU/cell; 5 pg of total RNA from each sample was separated in a 1o%
formaldehyde gel; and capillary transfer on to nylon membrane was performed ovemight.
A PCR product was generated as a probe for the cotermínal transcript of US 10_ 1 1 .

Briefly, SA8 genomic DNA was amplified using the primer pairs déscribed for qRT-pcR
(Table 3); DIG-labelled durP was incorporated during the pcR reaction; and the blot
was developed using the DIG chemiluminescent detection system.

Thanks to Ravinder Singh a:rd Tim Dumonceaux.
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Figure 9 -Norlhern blot analysis of SA8 uL54. Briefly: vero cells were infected with
SA8 at MOI of 5 PFU/cell; 5 ¡rg of total RNA from each sample was separate in a 1o%

formaldehyde gel: and capillary transfer on to nylon membrane was performed overnight
A PCR product was generated as a probe for the coterminal transcript UL52-54. Briefly,
SA8 genomic DNA was amplihed using the primer pairs described for qRT-pCR (Table
3); DlG-labelled dUTP was incorporared during the PCR reaction; and the blot was
developed using the DIG chemiluminescent detection system. The bands of higher
molecular weight than UL54 are the other coterminal transcripts, UL52 and UL53.

Thanks to Ravinder Singh and Tim Dumonceaux.
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Differences in the level of absolute expression between experiments were normalized

by calculating the mean percentage change in the number of cDNA copies under different

conditions. The relative expression, quantitatìve expression (number of gene copies per

microgram oftotal RNA), and percentage change in gene copy number is summarized in

table 4- Results for each of the five data sets analysed can be found in appendix B.

5.2.4. Analysis of the sequences of SA8 cr,-gene promoters

Promoter sequences ofSAS genes RL02, RSO1, USO1, US12, and UL54 were

compared to those of HSV- 1, in order to assess the presence ofthe critical IE promoter

consensus site, TAATGARAT and any other features of HSV-1 IE promoters. The SAg

RL02 promoter has at least one sequence similar to the TAATGARAT at approximately

the same distance from the TATA-box and the start olthe coding region as is obsen¿ed in

HSV-1. The sequence is TGATTGAGAT. located from -484 to -475, and is also

preceded by the ATGC Ocrl-binding enhancer sequence found in HSV-1, lending

credence to its role in transcriptional activation.

In the promoter of the RSO1 gene of SA8, two sites similar to TAATGARAT are

observed, slightly more proximal to the starl codon than in HSV-1. The pair of

TAATGCGAT sequences are found at -351 to -342 and -312 to -303. each preceded by

the ATGC sequence, which ¡emains ofpotential interest even though this enhancer

region is not found in the ICP4 gene of HSV-1.

The analysis of the USO1 and US12 promoter regions is complicated somewhat by

sequence of the origin of replication OriS within the RS repeats. Nevertheless, the

modifred TAATGARAT sequence seen in the RS01 promoter (TAATGCGAT) is found
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in tandem repeats upstream ofUS12. No similar sequence is observed in the US01

promoter.

5.3. Analysis ofSAS early & late gene expression

Viral gene expression kinetics of SA8 infection in vitro were analyzed using the

microarray analysis protocol described in section 5.1.5.3. Acyclovir (ACV) is an

inhibitor of viral DNA replication. Apart f¡om the intenuption of DNA synthesis, ACV

prevents progression of l¡ic infection by preventing the expression ofthe late gene

products encoding many structural viral proteins. Treatment with ACV was used to

distinguish early from late classes ofviral gene expression. In addition, the strength of

inhibition by ACV identihes genes whose expression may be .leaky-late' (y1). SAg gene

expression was compared to the prototype for simplexvirus expression kinetics, HSV-1.

5.3.1. Microarray analysis ofSAS B- and y-gene expression

Experiment #4: One experiment was performed to study the effect of 10 ¡rglml

acyclovir (ACV) on SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells. This concentration of ACV exceeds the

K; value for HSV-1 polymerase (45). cells were infected in the presence and absence of

ACV and harvested at thpi.

Signal intensity in the presence and absence ofACV shows that all SA8 genes are

inhibited by ACV to some extent (hgure 10). It is difficult to determine whether genes

with predicted early kinetics based on their HSV-1 homologues are more tolerant of ACV

treaünent than other genes. Further analysis is required for intelpretation ofthese results.

Despite ambiguity of the microarray results, at least one SA8 transcript is confirmed

to have late gene kinetics. The US06 gene encoding SA8 glycoprotein D was analysed
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by qRT-PCR in order to establish the reliability of this method to detect different kinetic

classes ofexpression. Analysis ofuS06 showed a 341-fold reduction in expression in

the presence ofACV. As expected for a structural gene, the transcript abundance

increases, 57-fold, between early and late times during SA8 infection (appendix B).

5.3.2. Temporal kinetics of SA8 gene expression

Ëxperiment #5 - Additional comparisons were conducted using data collected during

SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells in experiments 1 and 3. pairs of time points: 5hpi and ghpi

(figure 11), and 5hpi and 13hpi (figure 12), were compared in order ro determine relative

changes in viral gene expression.

The gene kinetics of simplexviruses are defined prirnarily by their response to CHX

and ACV. The temporal cascade of transcription is really a continuum of expression

throughout infection. Therefore the complex patterns of gene expression observed in

frgures 1 1 and 12 are not surprising. Methods of analysis that identify patterns of similar

gene expression would facilitate the intelpretation ofthese data.

5,4. Alternate analysis protocol for viral gene expression microarrays

5.4.1. .A.nalysis protocol for the expression ofviral genes

As illustrated by the variability of microanay signal intensity in the presence and

absence ofCHX (figure 7) and especially ACV (frgure 10), it is difficulr to derermine

which differences in gene expression truly represent inhibition. The rnethod of ranking

signal intensity data, previously described for the analysis HSV-1 oligonucleotide

microarray data (158), was not used in this study due to a global inhibition ofviral signal

intensities in treated (cycloheximide or acyclovir) compared
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Figurc 12 SA8 nricroanay irltensity sigr.rals at 5hpi (light bars) and l3hpi (dark bars) follou'i¡g i¡fectio' of Mr.c-5 cclls with SAg at
MOI of 5. Values ate the norrlalized tnean intetrsity of values in both Cy3 and Cy5 óhannels across several slides. For.eacl1 ger.re, lhe
value of1he probe with the best quality score is shown. Genes are listed in their ge¡orne order.
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to untreated samples. In order ro identify pattems in the magnitude of inhibition

observed in different gene signals, we developed a novel protocol to identifl' genes with

similar kinetic profiles. A combination of cluster and classification analysis was used in

order to provide an obj ective method for analysis of viral gene expression. Briefly,

transcripts havìng only a single kinetic patteÍn (i.e. non-coteminal, non-overlapping

genes) were selected for cluster analysis. cluster analysis divided these transcripts into

groups with similar characteristics of microarray signal intensity. The intent was to

identi$r characteristic kinetic patterns, based on the expression of transcripts encoding a

single oRF. In order to establish criteria by which all remaining transcripts (those having

more than one kinetic pattem) could be assigned to one ofthe identified clusters,

classification analysis was performed. Finally, sA8 transcript kinetics were compared to

those of their HSV-1 homologues.

5.4.1.I. Selection ofnon-coterminal. non-overlappingtranscripts

The presence of coterminal and overlapping transcripts in SAg rnakes it difficult

to identifli pattems that may be representative of different kinetic classes. In

particular, coterminal groups such as UL52-54 and US10-12 contain genes with

different predicted kinetics. For this reason, SA8 genes were divided into two

categories: "4" genes are non-coterminal, non-overlapping transcripts, while other

genes whose transcripts are overlapping or coterminal are designated ,,8,'genes.

"4" gene signals were used for cluster analysis, based on the principle that theìr

kinetic behaviour would be specific to one kinetic class.
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5.4-I.2. Relative difference of sisnal between experimental conditions

The variation in signal intensity among genes makes it necessary to consider the

reÌative strength ofthe untreated signal intensity of a gene when interpreting its

inhibitor-treated signal. For example, very small signals from cHX-treated cells do

not automatically mean that a gene is inhibited by CHX if its untreated signal is

equally small. For example, if gene X has a signal intensity of 1000 at 5hpi, and a

signal intensity of750 at 5hpi in the presence of cycloheximide, the percentage of

signal change illustrates a reduction in signal of ( 1000-750)/1000, which equals 25yo.

Similarly, gene Y with a much smaller signal in both samples, but influenced to the

same degree by CHX, may have a percentage change calculation of F: (100-75y100

- a <o/

The percentage change in signal intensity (F) between inhibitor-treated and

untreated samples, was calculated for each "4" gene using the formula:

F = (r-ri)/r (e)

where F is the percentage of mean signal change for a gene between a sample treated

with an inhibitor, and a non-inhibited sample at the same time post-infection; T is the

mean net intensity from an infected-cell sample; and ri is the mean net intensity from

an infected-cell sample treated with an inhibitor.

Simply put, F is the percentage change in signal in the treated sample compared to

the untreated. It is equal To jyo if rhe signal intensity of the gene is the same in both

treated and untreafed samples, and it approaches 100% as the signal intensity in the

inhibitor-treated sample becomes negligible compared to that of the untreated sample.
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Formula 9 can also be applied to time course data in order to measure the change in

signal at early and late times during infection.

5.4.1.3. Clusterins (k-means)

Cluster analysis is often used in microaruay analysis to identifiu differences in the

pattems of gene expression between different samples (e.g. cells undergoing

malignant transformation versus normal cells). However, in this protocol. we already

know that the sampLes are dilferent (treated with inhibitors or harvested at different

times during ìnfection). Our aim is to identifl, differences in viral gene expression

between the genes within these samples (e.g. genes that maintain their expression in

the presence of cycloheximide while others are inhibited).

Similar cha¡acteristics among "A" genes were identified by k-means clustering

based on their signal intensity in the presence of an inhibitor, and their percentage

change value (F).

5.4.1.4. Classilìcarionanalvsis

We used classihcation analysis as a tool to identify threshold values of signal

intensity and percentage change (F) which characterize the clusters previously

identified so that "B" genes (coterminal or overlapping transcripts) could be assigned

to the same clusters as "4" genes based on their kinetic behaviour in the presence of

inhìbitors.

Classification is a'supervised'method ofanalysis, which requires identification

of "classes" within the data. The algorithms separate these classes according to the

variables provided a¡d aim to identify features common to each class. Each..A" gene
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was given a cluster number as it's "class", and classification was performed using the

same variables as were used for cluster analysis. This results in identical grouping of

the "4" genes, but additional information about the cluster characteristics is provided

by the classihcation algorithm.

5.4.1.5. Analvsis p,Iqlleçe]-lot the exp_lqÊsien of coterminal viral eenes

Despite their potentially complex kinetic pattems ',8,, genes were grouped into

the same clusters as "4" genes using the threshold values provided by classification

analysis. Genes in the same cluster have similar expression kinetics. The cluster

characteristics may shed light on whether the expression of these genes is similar to

their HSV-1 homologues. clusters containing genes with diflerent predicted kinetics

provides a starting point for fudher analysis of SA8 gene expression.

5.4.1.6. Interpretation

Forx values for each probe were assigned to clusters according to their intensity

and percentage change (F) values. When multiple probes for the same gene are

located in different clusters, the probe with the highest quality score (see Results

section 5.1.3) is the one that defrned the cluster of the gene. coterminal transcripts

were assigned to a cluster ofthe 'best' probe ofall the probes for all the oRFs in that

coterminal transcription unit.

Microarray analysis of SA8 o-gene expression

Experiments # 1-3: Three independent experirnents were performed to study the

effect of cycloheximide (cHX, 50 and 100 pg/rnl-) on SAB infection in Mrc-5 cells. cells

were infected in the presence and absence of cHX and harvested at 5 or g hours post-

5.4-2.
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ínfection (hpÐ. a summary of the cluster membership of each gene and each transcript,

as well as mean signal intensity values in the presence and absence ofCHX, are

presented in appendix DA (experiments 1 and 2), and DB (experiment 3).

The clusters identified by analysis of "4" gene kinetics in experiment 1 are illustrated in

the scatterplot in figure 13. Mean signal intensity in the presence of cycloheximide

(5h+CHX) is plotted on the Y axis, and the percentage change between inhibited and

uninhibited signals is plotted on the X axis. In this way, clusters ofgenes that are

strongly inhibited by CHX are near the bottom-right corner of the graph. These genes

have weak signal in the presence of CHX, and the signal intensity from CHX-treated

cells is negligible compared to the untreated signal, resulting in a percentage change

value very close to 100%. In contrast, genes which have greater intensity signal in the

presence ofCHX have negative percentage change values. and this often also

corresponds to significant cHX signal intensity, resulting in clusters which are located in

the upper left section ofthe graph. The clusters containing the five predicted IE genes

are labelled accordingly on each graph.

classification was used to determine values of signal intensity and percentage change

which are characteristic of the clusters. Figure 14 shows a representative classification

tree from experiment 1. Each box highlights a division ofthe data. For example, in

experiment 1, the "A" gene signals are best distinguished at box 1 based on whether their

signal intensity at shpi+cHx is greater or smaller than 808.45. probes that have greater

signal are further distinguished based on whether their value ofpercentage change is

greater or smaller than -25.37%. These two criteria separate clusters 3 (hgure 14,
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Figure 13 - SA8 microarray clusters in the presence of cycloheximide treatment.
Clusters in experiment 1 were identified using signal intensity of .,A,'genes (y axis) in
the presence of 100 pglml- cycloheximide treatment at 5hpi compared to the difference
between feated a¡d untreated samples (X axis). This difference is expressed as a
percentage ofuntreated intensity, therefore 0% indicates equality of treated and untreated
signal intensities and 100% indicates minimal signal after cycloheximide treatment
compared to the signal in an untreated sample.
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Figure 14 - Classificatiou tree based on SA8 gene expression in the presence of cyclohexirnide. Signal intensity at 5hpi +CIIX alld
the percetrlage ofsignal change belween CHX{realed and unlreated sarnples (Ir) lòr "4" genes were used for classificálion
(expelirnent #1 dala shown). 'l'he coloured bars represent the distribution olprobe values û.om differ.enl clusters in ¿iffer.enl nodes.
Clustet colours, I (red) thlough 8 (gley) can be identified sequentially in the upperrnost node and the sequence ofcolours is
tnainlained throughout 1he ttee. Nole thal telninal nocle (TN) 1 contains values fi'om clusters 4 (or.ange) and 7 (pink), while TN 2
contains values flom cluster 1 (r.ed).
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"lerminal node 9") and 8 (figure 14, "terminal node 8") from the other clusters as well as

from each other.

Figure 15 shows the clusters identif'red in experiment 2 (50 pg/ml CHX), and

experiment 3 shows analysis of CFIX treah¡ent at both 5hpi (figure l6) and ghpi (figure

17).

The results of experiment 1 show that the predicted "immediate-early" (IE) genes ofSAg

do not function ìn the same u'ay as their homologues in HSV-1. The hypothesis that SAg

genes have the same pattem ofexpression as their HSV-1 homologues is contradicted by

these results. All four data sets show different behaviour in the presence of

cycloheximide of the three non-coterminal IE genes: RL02, RSO1, and USOl. Only

RL02 (ICPO) clearly shows the anticipated pattern of IE gene kinetics characrerized by

strong signal intensity in both feated and untreated samples, demonstrating the resistance

of RL02 expression to inhibirion by CHX. ln fact, RL02 consistently gives a higher

signal in samples treated with cHX. This conhrms the data presented in figure 10, where

RL02 is the only gene not inhibited by CHX.

USO1 (ICP22) on rhe other hand, is strongly inhibited by CHX trearment, suggesting

early gene kinetics. RS01 (ICP4) provides a mixed kinetic picture during cHX teatment

as it is located in a cluster between RL02 and RSO1. In all samples, RSO1 expression is

reduced following cHX treatment, and the signal obtained from treated samples is small,

suggesting limited expression. However the percentage of signal change in cHX-treated

samples is not substantially less compared to untreated samples, suggesting limited effect

of the inhibitor. The low signal intensity observed from RSO1 makes it difficult to
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Figure 15 - SA8 microarray clusters in the presence of cycloheximide treatment.
Clusters in experiment 2 were ìdentified using signal intensity of ..A,'genes in the
presence of50 pg/ml cycloherimide treatment at 5hpi (Y axis) compared to the
difference between treated and untreated samples (X axis). This difference is expressed
as a percentage ofuntreated intensity, therefore 0% indicates equality oftreated and
untreated signal intensities and 100%o indicates minimal signal after cycloheximide
treatment compared to the signal in an untreated sample.
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Figure 16 - SAB microarray clusters in the presence of cycloheximide treatment.
Clusters in experiment 3A identified using signal intensity of ,,A,,genes in the presence
of 100 pg/ml cycloheximide treatment at 5hpi (Y axis) compared to the difference
between treated and untreated samples (X axis). This difference is expressed as a
percentage of untreated intensity, therefore 0% indicates equality of treated and untreated
signal intensities and 100% indicates minimal signal after cycloheximide treatment
compared to the signal in an untreated sample.
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Figure 17 SA8 microarray clusters in the presence of cycloheximide treatment.
Clusters from experiment 3B identified using signal intensity of ,,A,'genes in the
presence of 100 pglml- cycloheximide featment at Shpi (y a-xis) compared to the
difference between treated and uìtreated samples (x axis). This difference is expressed
as a percentage of untreated intensity, therefore 0% indicates equality oftreated and
untreated signal intensities and 100v" indicates minimal signal after cycloheximide
treatment compared to the signal in an untreated sample.
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determine if RSOl displays the kinetic pattem of an immediate-early gene during SA8

infection.

Although US12 belongs to a coterminal group, it is the ORF most distal from the

poly(A) signal, and the genome location ofthe probes for US12 suggests that the results

should be specific for this transcript as they do not overlap the anticipated staú site of

US 1 1 . In all comparisons at 5hpi, the US 10- 12 transcripr displays a signal in rhe

presence ofCHX almost as strong as that ofRL02. However, its expression is reduced

much more than that of RL02 by CHX treatment. Data set 38, comparing expression at

Shpi + CHX, seems to contradict this conclusion as US 10-11 and US12 are all present in

the same cluster as RL02 and the cluster characteristics suggest that this transcript is

upregulated in the presence of CHX. Looking at the mean intensity values of the non-

coterminal "IE" genes in the presence and absence of CHX (hgure 1 8). we see the true

picture ofUS12 expression. lndeed it presents a strong signal but is it substantially

reduced by CHX. The location of US10-12 in the same cluster as RL02 in data set 3B is

due to the similarly 'extreme' values ofthese genes compared to others in the presence of

CHX rather than any relationship in their degree of inhibition by CHX. If the dara had

been separated into more clusters, the kinetics ofthese genes may have been more clearly

defined. A minimum number of clusters were chosen based on the percentage variation

between the sum of squares (see methods section 4.9.6) in order to maintain broad

clusters which would contain multiple transcripts.
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Microarray analysis of SA8 p-gene expression

Experiment #4: One experiment was perlormed to study the effect of acyclovir

(ACV, 10 pg/ml) on SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells. Cells were ínfected in the presence and

absence ofACV and harvested at thpi.

The mean signal intensity in the presence of inhibitors and the percentage change (F)

between inhibited and unínhibited signals for each probe replicate are presented in figure

19. A summary of the genes in each cluster illustrated in hgure 19 by their predicted

kinetic class is outlined in table 5. cluster membership of each gene and/or transcript as

well as mean signal intensity values in the presence and absence ofcHX are presented in

appendix E.

The results of experiment 4 (figure 1 9) show that the predicted ,.early', genes of SA8

do not function entirely in the same way as their homologues in HSV-1. Of the five non-

coterminal "early" (E) genes, UL23 (thymidine kinase) is least affected by treatment with

acyclovir, as illustrated by a less dramatic reduction in its signal intensity in the ACV-

treated sample compared to the other E genes.

UL29 ønd UL42 belong to a cluster illustrating a slightly greater inlibition by ACV,

but with stronger signal intensity in the ACV-treated sample compared to UL23. This

cluster (cluster 4) also contains two coterminal transcript groups of which one member is

proposed to be expressed with early kinetics, ULO1-02 (glycoprotein L, and uracil DNA

glycosylase), and UL52-54 (helicase/primase protein, glycoprorein K. ICp27). In fact,

based on the transcription pattern ofUL54 observed in experiments #l -3, the latter

coterminal transcript contains two genes with early kinetics.

5.4.3.
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Figure 19 - SA8 microarray gene clusters in the presence ofacyclovir treatment.
Clusters from experiment 4 were identified using signal intensity of .,A,,genes in the
presence of 10 ¡rg/ml acyclovir treatment at thpi (y axis) compared to the difference
between treated and untreated samples (X axis). This difference is expressed as a
percentage of untreated intensity, therefore 0% indicates equality oftreated and untreated
signal intensities and 100% indicates minimal signal after acyclovir treatment compared
to the signal in an untreated sample.
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Table 5 - Cluster membership of SA8 genes in the presence of acyclovir (experiment 4),
grouped according to the kinetic class predicted by their HSV-1 homologues.

NB: Transcripts are divided based on their predicted kinetics: Ip / E : imrtrejiate-early
or early; Partial E : Coterminal transcript group in which one or more ORFs is predicted
to have early kinetics; L : late; Unknown = probes for which no transcript has been
predicted for SA8.
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Neighbouring cluster 8 is characterized by a similar reduction in transcript abundance

in the presence of ACV but even greater signal intensity in the ACV-treated sample

compared to cluster 4. Cluster 8 contains a coterminal pair of ',early', genes, UL39-40

(ribonucleotide reductase, large and small subLrnits). This transcript shares cluster

membership with two immediate-early tuanscripts, USO1 and US 12, as well as two

coterminal transcript groups of which one member gene is anticipated to display early

kinetics, ULII-I4 and US03-05 (if one adopts rhe notion that the US03 kinase is

expressed as a B gene as suggested by Wagner (172)). These transcript groups may be in

this cluster, distinguished by considerable signal intensity in the presence ofACV,

primarily due to the influence of their'early' oRF. Their substantial inhibition with

ACV may be due to the contribution of their 'late' gene ORFs which create a vast

difference in signal intensity between samples with and without ACV.

UL30 (DNA polymerase) has the smallest rnean signal intensity of the non-

coterminal E genes, in both the ACV-treated and untreated samples. The weak signal

intensity, coupled with a substantial reduction in signal in the presence ofACV makes

uncertain the inclusion of UL30 in the list of SA8 ',early,, genes.

There is a coterminal pair of p transcripts, UL08 and UL09, encoding a protein ofthe

helicase-prirnase complex, and the origin-binding protein, respectively. This transcript

shows slíghtly more inhibition with acyclovir treatment than is observed for uL30, and

relatively small signal intensity.

Both uL30 and uL08-09 share rheir respective clusters wirh RL02 and RSO1 as well

as a number of genes anticipated to be expressed with late kinetics. Clusters 3, 5, 6, and
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7 have similar characteristics, so it may be logical to conclude that genes in these clusters

are not expressed with early kinetics in SA8.

Conclusive data was not available for UL50 (dUTPase) in this experiment, as its

cluster membership is mixed equally between cluster 2 (containing several .early' genes),

and cluster 3 (mainly'late' genes) in figure 19.

5.4.4. Similarities in expression kinetics of SAB genes

Microanay analysis always generates more data than just fhe answer to the initial

question, and this is one of the advantages ofusing such a broad analysis tool. Additional

observations can be made of similarities in kinetic behaviour in the presence of inhibitors

beyond the differentiation of immediate-early and early transcripts. ofparticular interest

is any detection of transcripts from probes in the region of SA8 conesponding to the

location of the RL1 (ICP34.5) in HSV-1 since no oRF has been predicted in this region

of SA8.

5.4.4.1. Microarra)¡ analvsis of gene expression in the presence of cycloheximide

Grouping transcripts located in clusters with similar kinetic behaviour may

provide information on similarities ofregulation or abundance ofthese transcripts.

Multiple clusters are identifred when the transcripts are located in different (often

adjacent) clusters. Cluster characteristics are illustrated in hgures 13, 15, 16, and 17.

Table 6 summarizes the composition of the 'similarity' groups A through J, including

the cluster membership ofeach group in the experiments #1 through 3.

Three groups of SA8 transcripts with similar kinetic characteristics in the

presence of cycloheximide (see figures 13, 15, 16, and 17) are noted below.
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Table 6 - Groups of SA8 transcripts with similar expression in the presence of
cvcloheximide.

NB: Probes indicated in italics were present in experiments #1 and 2, but,rot #3

Group Transcripts with similar kinetics

RL1-anti-a, -anti-e, -c, -b
LATCDS3, RL1-d, -E

uL1 1-14, UL27 -28, US03-05,
US12
us02, us08-09. uL30
UL15, UL37, UL38, UL43
UL41,UL23,UL29,UL36
uL10, uL18-20,UL46-47
ul0i. 0+-05. 0ó-07. 22. jj-i5,
3q-40. 44-45. 49-49A. 52-54, 55,
us01, us08-09
UL5O, UL51

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
H

Cluster

Exp I
7
4
3

7 &4
5

7,2, &.6
1

6

6

Cluster

Exp 2
2
1

4

3

3 &.5
2&8
6&8
7

8

Cluster

Exp 3A
2
6

5

8

4&8
r &.3
J

1&3

J

Cluster

Exp 3B
8

4

8,2&5
4, 6 &,7
4,6&s
5

8&5
3 &.5

3 &.5



Additional groups are described in appendix C. The latter consist mainly ofgenes

predicted to have late kinetics, and are generally located in clusters inhibitsd by CHX,

which supports this kinetic prediction. These groupings may provide preliminary

information for further analysis ofregulation of SA8 transcription or levels ofviral

protein synthesis.

Group A - RL1-anti-a, -anti-e, -c, -b

Both sense and antisense probes were designed in the region of the SA8 genome

upstream of RL02, u'ithin the region ascribed in HSV-1 to RL1 (ICp34.5) in order to

determine if any transcripts are generated from this region. Several ofthese probes

have cluster membership in an adjacent cluster to RL02: RL1-anti -a, -an!i-e, -c, and -

b. RL1-b and -c probes are located 179 bp and 550 bp upstream ofthe staft codon of

RL02 and may detect the leader sequence of this transcript, thus explaining the

similarity oftheir signal. RLl,anti-a and -anti-e probes are located in a region

upstream of RL02 which better approximates the location of the HSV-1 RL1 gene.

However, being on the antisense strand, a transcript in this region would correspond

to either ORF O or ORF P in HSV-1 (92), which have not been deleted in the SA8

genome (166).

Group B - LAT CDS3, RLl-d and -e

In experiments #1 and,2, in which these probes were included, they are found in a

cluster with low signal intensity in a CHX-treated sample, and little difference

between CHX-treated and untreated samples. Given that these probes were not

designed for a known transcript, and given the error in strand-selectivity ofLAT

CDS3, it is likely that no transcripts are specifically detected by these probes. These
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transcripts are located 90lbp (RL1-e) and 1843bp (RL1-d) upsrream ofthe RL02

coding region, approaching the genomic 'a' sequence. Given that RL1-anti-e may

represent expression of an ORF P-like transcript, RL1-e (its complementary

sequence) does not appear to detect an RL1-like transcript in this region of SA8.

Group C - ULl f-14,UL27-28, US03-05, US 12 (IE protein ICP47)

Certain "late" genes in SA8 demonstrate kinetics expected from immediate-early

genes, a strong signal in the presence ofCHX, and a small difference in signal

between CHX-treated and untreated cells. The coterminal series IJLI l-i4

(membrane-associated protein, alkaline exonuclease, protein kinase, tegumenf

protein), UL27 -28 (glycoprotein B, capsid-associated protein), and US03-05 (protein

kinase, glycoproteins G and J) consistently give stronger signals than other genes

with predominantly late kinetics in the presence of CHX at 5hpi. However, the

percentage of signal reduction compared to that of untreated samples varies between

experiments (mean reduction of 40%). In addition, rranscripts US10-11 & IJL0I-02

share a cluster distinct from that of Group C in experiments # I a¡d 2, although these

genes are all present in one cluster in experiment #34, suggesting some similarity of

expression.

5.4.4.2. Comparison of microarrav results from 5h and 8h following

cvcloheximide treatment

It is interesting to note that the cluster results from experiment #38 (8hpi + CHX)

often deviate from those of the experiments performed at 5hpi. This may provide

insight into the changing dynamics oftra:rscript synthesis and accumulation when the

inhibition of protein synthesis continues for a longer period of time. For example, in
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the Shpi + CHX comparison, the similarity ofbehaviour noted at 5hpi has dissipated

among transcripts UL11-14, UL2l-28, US03-05, and US10-12. Ar 8hpi, US03-05

and US 10- 12 cluster with RL02. These two genes have much larger signals in the

presence ofCHX compared to other genes at 8hpi, and these signals are larger than

the signal intensity at 8hpi without cHX (resulting in a negative mean difference for

this cluster). This may be the result ofaltered expression ofone of the coterminal

ORFs, such as increased expression of US12 after prolonged exposùre to CHX and

increased expression ofthe US03 kinase, for example. Unforlunately, microarray

analysis does not allow us to determine which transcript may have altered the kinetics

of the group.

5.4.4.3. Microarra)' analvsis of gene exoression in the presence of acJ'clovir

The late transcripts UL18-20 (capsid proteins VP23 and Vp5, and membrane

protein), UL24-26.5 (membrane protein, capsid protein, polyprotein (protease), and

capsid-associated protein ICP35), UL27 -28 (glycoprotein B, capsid-associated

protein), UL33-35 (capsid/packaging, membrane-associated, and capsid Vp26

proteins), UL48 (tegument protein VP16), UL49-49A (tegument proteinyp22, and, a

membrane-associated protein), and US08-09 (glycoprotein E, and a tegument protein)

share cluster membership in clusrers 8 and 4 in experiment 4 (figure 19). These two

clusters also contain a number ofthe early transcripts, and partially early coterminal

groups mentioned in section 5.4.3. Given no apparent explanation for the altered

kinetics of so many late transcripts, these ORFs may be interesting targets for further

investigation in order to clarify these preliminary results.
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The behaviour of two transcripts in the RL1 region ofSA8 is also ofinterest

following treatment with acyclovir (ACV). Probes RL1-a and -e share membership

in cluster 1 (frgure 19), which demonsfates the lowest level of inhibition by ACV of

all clusters (24% reduction), although their signal in the presence ofacyclovir is not

very strong. These probes are antisense to those noted to hybridize in the presence

and absence of cycloheximide treatment. This combination ofresults may therefore

suggest a RL1-like transcript in SA8 which is expressed later in infection, following

expression ofan ORF P-like transcript from the opposite strand ofthe same region.

5.4.5. Temporal kinetics ofSAS gene expression

Experiment #3 - Additional comparisons were conducted using data collected during

SA8 infection in Mrc-5 cells in experiments #1 and 3. Pairs of time points: 5hpi and 8hpi

(experiment #3), and 5hpi and 13hpi (experiment #1), were compared in order to

determine relative changes in viral gene expression. Gene expression at 5h represents

early gene transcription, and both 8h and 13h illustrate late gene expression.

The mean signal intensity at the later time point (8h or 13h) and the percentage

change between signals (F) are presented in figure 20 for the 5hpi vs 8hpi comparison,

and in hgure 21 for comparison of5hpi and 13þi. Tables 7 (s-Shpi) and 8 (5-13hpi) list

all transcripts in each cluster, categorized by their predicted function (structural or non-

sfuctural, mixed, or unknown) based on their HSV-1 homologues. The differences in

signal intensity at 8h and 13h cannot be directly compared since these data were derived

from different experiments. The larger variation ofvalues within each cluster observed

in the comparison of 5h and 8h signals may stem from these experimental differences.
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Figure 20 - SA8 microarray gene clusters at 5h and 8hpi. Clusters in experiment #3
were identified using signal intensity of"A" genes at Shpi (y axis) compared to the
difference between 8hpi and 5hpi signal intensity (X axis). This difference is expressed
as a percentage of untreated intensity, therefore 0% índicates equality ofsignal intensities
at the two time points and 80Yo índicates minimal signal at 5hpi compared to ghpi.
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Figure 21 - SA8 microarray gene clusters at 5h and 13hpi. Clusters in experiment 1

were identified using signal intensìty of "4" genes at 13hpi (y a_xis) compared to the
difference between 13hpi and 5hpi signal intensity (X axis). This difference is expressed
as a percentage of untreated intensity, therefore 0% indicates equality ofsignal intensities
at the two time points and 100%o indicates minimal signal at 5hpi compared to 13hpi.
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Tablc 7 - Clustets of Sz\8 lrauscripts at 5h and Shpi
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Tablc 8 Clustels of SA8 transcr.ipts at 5h and I 3hpi
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Since the difference of intensity values between 5h and 13h samples is greater than

between 5h and 8h signals, the data is spread across a wider range ofX axis valùes in

figure 21 .

Comparison ofboth 5hpi and Shpi and 5hpi and 13hpi reveals that UL23 shows

greater abundance at 5hpi than at either 8h or 13h post-infection. The predicted early

transcript UL50 (dUTPase), and early or partially early cotenninal series UL08-09

(helicase/primase, origin-binding protein), and UL04-05 (structural protein,

helicase/primase protein) are present in an adj acent cluster to UL23 in experiment #1.

These transcripts have substantial expression at 8hpi, which changes little in comparison

to their expression at shpi. Transcripts uL04-05 and uL08-09 also maintain this relative

equality of expression when comparing transcdpt abundance at 5hpi and 1 3hpi. UL50 is

expressed at a slightly lower level at 5hpi compared to l3h. and it shares this

characteristic with genes UL55 and UL56 (both nuclear proteins).

UL30 (DNA polymerase) belongs to the same cluster (clusrer 2) as UL15 (capsid-

associated protein) which also share or abuts the cluster containing UL55 and UL56.

cluster 2 is dehned by moderate signal intensity at 8hpi and greater intensity at this Iater

time point. Having approximately the same difference in expression between 5h and

8hpi, UL29 (ssDNA-binding protein) is found in a nearby cluster (cluster 11) which is

differentiated from cluster 2 by stronger signal intensity at 8hpi.

Early genes that are expressed to a greater degree at Shpi compared to 5hpi include

UL42, and, UL39-40 as well as the four coterminal transcript groups containing at least

one 'early' gene member: ULO1-02, UL11-14, UL52-54, US03-05. Interestingly, UL11-

14 and US03-05 share a cluster with USO1 and USi0-12, as they did in experiment #2.
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Consistent with their strong signal in the presence ofacyclovir at thpi, the two clusters to

which all these genes belong display some ofthe brightest signals at 8hpi.

In the comparison ofgene expression both at 5 vs. 8hpi, and 5 vs. 13hpi, these early

and 'partially early' coterminal groups are joined by many other'late'transcripts in the

three clusters ofeach data set which display the largest signal intensiry, and the most

dominance of signal from the later time point over that of 5hpi. Since many of these

genes encode structural viral proteins, their expression at high levels at later times post-

infection is consistent with the kinetics of their HSV-1 homologues.

5.5. Summar¡ of SA8 gene expression

Microarray analysis of SA8 viral gene expression revealed a surprising difference

between SA8 and HSV-1. SA8 expresses only one of the five HSV-1 ',immediate-early"

(IE) regulatory proteins during infection in a human cell line. It was conñrmed by qRT-

PCR and norlhem blot in several independent experiments that the SA8 RL02 gene is

expressed with IE kinetics while RSO1, USO1, USi2, and UL54 are all expressed with

early or leakyJate kinetics. A combination of techniques were used to study the gene

expression kinetics ofSAS and all assays suppoft the unexpected conclusion that the

transcription of IË genes during SA8 differs from that in HSV-1.

Development of a novel analysis technique for viral gene expression micr oarray dafa

allowed us to draw preliminary conclusions on the expression of SA8 early and late gene

expression. A summary of SA8 gene kinetics in comparison to those of HSV-1 is

presented in table 9. The most striking difference is between the HSV-1 IE genes and

their SA8 homologues. Transcripts from the region ofthe SA8 genome corresponding to

HSV-1 RL1 seem to demonstrate different kinetics than those in HSV-1. but fuither
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analysis is required. Microarray analysis ofSAS early and late gene expression shows

that the majority of SA8 genes have similar kinetics to their HSV-1 homologues. Two

notable exceptions are UL08-09, UL30, and these transcripts may be useful targets for

fufiher studv.
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Table 9 - Summary of SA8 gene kinetics based on microarray, qRT-PCR and northern
blot analysis, compared to the kinetics oftheir HSV-1 homologues (143,172).

Transcript names in parentheses belong to coterminal units, but their expression has
been analyzed by specific methods, so their kinetics are listed separately. o SA8 genes
with yet uìdetermined expression are noted "?", " Pre-lE kinetics are described for ORF
O and P in HSV-1, although these rranscripts are inhibited by the producrion ofICp4
(RS01).

TranscriDtu
SA8
Exnression

HSV
Exnression TranscriÞt

SA8
Ernressinn

HSV
Rvnrescinn

RLO2 IE IE UL3O L E
RI, A E L tJL31 -32 L2 L]. L]
RI, b 1D unknown IlL33-35 EorLl LL.L2
RL c ? unknown ULJ6 L L2.L2
RL d 1 unknown UL37 L2 L1
RL E L UL38 I. L2,L2
RL ani-a TE pre-IEc uL39-40 EorLl E,E
RL anf b 1 none UL41 L t.2
RL ant I none UL42 EorLl F
RL anti-d I none UL43 L2 T,

RL anti-e IE nre-TE uL44-4s L L2-L
RSOl E IE uL46-41 L2 L. L1
uLO1-02 EorLl L.E IJI,48 EorLl L
ULO3 L L uL49-49A EorLl L2.L
uL04-05 L TE UL5O 1 E
Ur.06-0'7 L L.L UL5I L L
uLO8-09 L E.E uL52-54 EorLl E. L. IE
UL 0 L2 L (uL54) E IE
UL T-14 E, or L1 E.L,L2 UL55 L L1
UL 5 T, L UL56 E L2
UL 6-17 L2 L,L USOi E IF,
UL 8-20 EorLl L1, L1, L US02 L L2
UL21, L I,] us03-05 EorLl L,L,L
UL22 L I, us06-07 L L.L
UL23 E E us08-09 Eor L1 L.L.L
uL24-26.s EorLl L. L]. L. L USl0-r2 EorLl L1. L2. IE
uL27-28 EorLl L lus12) E IE
UL29 EorLl E



6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Comparison of SA8 IE gene kinetics with HSV-I homologues

DNA rnicroarray, as well as qRT-PCR and northern blot analysis of the SAg

homologues of HSV-l immediate-early genes revealed a unique transcription pattem in

this simian herpesvirus. RL02 (ICPO) was the only gene expressed with immediate-early

kinetics during SA8 infectìon ofa human cell line, compared to the five IE genes

expressed during HSV-1 infection. The expression of SA8 USO1 (ICp22), RSO1 (ICp4),

uL54 (rcP2l), and uS12 (ICP47) is consistent with early gene kinetics in that their

expression is greatly reduced in the presence of the protein synthesis inhibitor,

cycloheximide.

RL02 (ICP0) is conserwed to varying degrees among a number of members of the

alphaherpesviridae subfamily (26, 162, 182). HSV-2 ICPO differs somewhat from thar of

HSV-1 in that intron 1 is shorter (a:rd lacks regulatory sequences), and there is sequence

divelgence in the N-terminal portion ofthe protein (105).

The choice ofcell line can significantly influence HSV transcription (15g) which

might lead to speculation on whether this has ìnfluenced the differences observed in SAg

viral IE gene expression. Mrc-5 cells were previously used in our lab to study viral and

cellular expression during HSV-1 and HSV-2 infection and the expected pattern of IE

gene expression was obserwed, so these cells clearly suppoft typical HSV transcription.

However, it is possible that human cells lack transcription factors required for the

efficient expression ofRSO1, us01, us12, and uL54 in the absence ofde novo protein

synthesis ofother viral factors, but SA8 infection may proceed in cell culture by other yet

unknown mechanisms. Preliminary data ftom our laboratory show that RL02 is still the
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only immediate-early gene expressed by SA8 in culture in a green monkey cell lines

(Vero cells), which suggests that the unique expression ofRL02 prior to viral protein

synthesis is not the result ofrestrictive conditions in human cells.

Furlher investigation of gene expression and phenotypes of SA8 deletion rnutants irz

vlvo will provide more insight into the mechanisms of simplexvirus pathogenesis. It has

been observed that sorne viral genes are critical for replication in the presence of an intact

interferon response which are dispensable for replication in cell culture (143). For

example, the localization ofdifferent isoforms of Sp100 within the cell have been

implicated in the antiviral interferon response and repression ofICp0 (1 18). This may

explain the non-virulent phenotype of SA8 in humans although lytic infection can occur

in a human-derived cell line.

Both ICPO and ICP4 increase transcription ofearly genes during HSV-1 infection

(148). However, some genes depend more heavily on one transactivator over the other.

For example, ICP6 is almost entirely rransactivated by ICPO (37). It is possible that SAg

infection in human cells is inefficient, crippled by the delayed transcription ofthe

"immediate-early" proteins, or alternatively, SA8 genes may rely more heavily on the

general transactivation by ICP0 (and presumably VP16).

Analysis of the transcriptional prohle of cells infected with an HSV-I mutant virus

which expresses only ICP0 reveals p53-independent cell cycle arrest as well as the

induction of a subset of cellular genes involved in cell-cycle regulation, including p21,

gadd45 and mdm-2 (68). These mutant viruses display high levels of gene expression,

but suffer the arrest of cellular DNA synthesis and eventually die (1 83). Similarly, ICp4-

mutant HSV-1 viruses are clfotoxic (74). sA8 may surwive the negative effects obserwed
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during infection with HSV- 1 IE deletion mutants because it is capable of eventual

expression ofICP4, and the other essential IE genes. Further exploration ofpromoter

usage and transcription factors required during SA8 infection may provide new avenues

for the creation of HSV-1 mutant viruses for use in gene therapy.

Interestingly, the Gadd45 protein is able to alter nucleosome structure (19),

suggesting that its induction by ICPO may facilitate the protection ofviral DNA f¡om

cellular silencing (68). Combined with the activiry of ICPO in preventing the

accumulation of histones on viral DNA, as well as its other activities, it may be possible

that SA8 completes all the necessary functions for initiation of the lytic cycle in the

absence of immediate expression of ICP4 and the other "IE" genes.

Beta-gene expression down-regulates HSV-1 a,-gene transcription (54). In particular,

ICPS (UL29) represses expression of all viral IE transcripts. Given the impoftance of the

"immediate-early" transcripts, especially ICP.+ (RS01), SA8 may have developed

mechanisms to allow the continued transcription ofthese key regulatory proteins in the

presence of orher B-gene expression.

Preliminary analysis of SA8 promoters of RL02, RSO1, US01, UL54 and US12 did

not reveal an obvious association with the expressìon kinetics observed. A clear

TAATGARAT site was not found in the RL02 promoter. Modified TAATGARAT-Iike

sequences are found in the RL02, and RSOl promoters of SA8, liowever it is not clear if

these motifs are functional transcription enhancer binding sites.

6.2. Analysis of SA8 IE gene expression by qRT-PCR

Microarray gene expression results for the 3 non-coterminal immediate-early SAB

genes âs well as US 1 2 have been confirmed by qRT-PCR. Expression of UL 54 (ICp27 )
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was not analyzed by qRT-PCR because it would not yield meaningful results on the

kinetics ofthis gene, since UL54 is in a coterminal series, downstream ofUL52

(helicase/primase protein) and UL53 (glycoprotein K). However, northern blot data from

our lab shows thaIUL54 is also strongly inliibited by CHX. Relative quantifrcation of

gene expression during SA8 infection with and without cycloheximide treatment reveals

that only RL02 has sustained transcription in the presence of cycloheximide and is thus

the only SA8 gene with "iÍìmediate-early" kinetics. Consistent with the obse¡vation that

IE transcript abundance is increased following inhibition of de noyo protein synthesis

(58), greater expression ofRL02 is observed in CHX-treated samples by microarray as

well as qRT-PCR analysis.

Although their kinetics differ from that ofHSV-1, increased expression ofthese four

SA8 genes between 5hpi and thpi is consistent with previous literature on the kinetics of

their HSV-1 homologues. RL02 (ICPO) sustains relatively high levels of transcription at

late times, while RSO1 (ICP4) is expressed at low levels (5S). eRT-pCR analysis of SA8

RL02 indicates 5-fold more expression at th than at 5h. By way of comparison, SA8

US06 (glycoprotein D) is expressed wirh lare kinetics (strongly inhibited by ACV), and

inc¡eases in abundance 57-fold between early and late times post-infection.

6.3. Comparison of SA8 E and L gene kinetics with HSV-I homologues

Analysis ofearly and late gene expression was performed using cluster analysis. The

maj ority ofpredicted 'early' genes in SA8 show kinetic characteristics compatible with

this description, but the degree of inhibition by ACV and the strength of signal observed

in the presence of ACV vary considerably. UL23 (thymidine kinase), UL29 (ssDNA-

binding protein), UL42 (dsDNA -binding protein), and UL39-40 (small and large
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subunits of the ribonucleotide reductase) are clearly expressed with early gene kinetics.

The presence of coterminal transcript groups ULO1-02, UL11-14, UL52-54 and US03-05

in these clusters lends evidence to one or more of their member genes having early

kinetics, presumably ORFs UL02 (uracil DNA glycosylase), UL12 (alkaline nuclease),

UL52 (helicase/primase) and US03 (protein kinase), based on literarure regarding HSV-1

transcription.

The early gene kinetics of UL29 (ssDNA-biriding prorein, ICpS) is consisrent with

the kinetics of its HSV-1 homologue which is implicated in, and required for efficient

late gene transcription (107). The involvement ofproteins used in DNA replication for

activation of late gene transcription is also seen in bacteriophage T4 (63, 163).

Analysis of transcripf abundance between two time points during SA8 infection

supports the hypothesis that the expression of SA8 genes is similar to that oftheir HSV- 1

homologues. Many early (and'partially early' coterminal transcription units) are found

in clusters with moderate signal intensity, and less dramatic decline in expression at later

times. The majority of structural genes have considerable signal intensity at later times

poslinfection, and this couesponds to huge increases in signal intensity compared to the

earlier time point. Further analysis of SA8 gene expression following the time course of

infection would clarify these findings and highlight specific transcripts whose kinetics

vary from those of HSV-1. Tirne limitations did not permit this additional analysis for

this thesis.

UL30 (DNA polymerase) and UL08-09 (helicase/primase, and origin binding-

protein) share their kinetic properties with several late genes. HSV-1 UL30 has been
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described as having early or late kinetics (143), so this result may be consistenr with HSV

kinetics.

Reduced expression ofuL23 at later time points is consistent with the literature on

HSV-1 which suggests that rhymidine kinase gene expression is tumed off a few hours

after infection (97).

Further analysis of"late" genes that share cluster membership with .,early,' genes

observed in experiment #2 may be due to misclassification ofthe kinetics ofthese genes

in HSV- 1 . Although they were designated as late genes, some discrepancy exists in the

literature on their HSV-1 homologues as to the precise kinetics. In contrast, a number of

ôther genes also described as "late" in HSV-1 have kinetic behaviour more characteristic

of late gene expression by microanay analysis, and these may in fact be the true

complement oflate genes expressed by SA8. The analysis of early and late gene

expression in SA8 by DNA microarray and cluster analysis is based on a single

experiment, and the statistical significance ofthese results could not be tested. Therefore,

these results should be confirmed by further experinents, including qRT-pCR.

Changes in transcription kinetics can play a significant role in viral fitness. For

example, Tran et al. observed that changing the 'leakylate' (y1) kinetics of virion protein

5 (vP5, uL18) in HSV-1 resulted in a reduction in virulence as well as viral yield in vivo

(164), while studies in cell culture revealed no reduction in replication (97).

These data suggest that SA8 has different gene kinetics than HSV-1, and suggests a

number ofgenes which may prove to be interesting targets for furlher analysis.
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6.4. Presence of transcripts in the RLl region ofSA8

The possible identihcation ofORF O and/or P upsrream (anrisense) ofRL02 in SA8

is very interesting as these transcripts are expressed in HSV-1 only in the absence of

ICP4 due to repression of transcription ar rhe ORF P promoter by ICp4 binding (191).

These transcripts are designed pre-cr as their transcription is induced by Vp16 but

inhibited following expression of the lE proteins (91). Lagtnoff et al. have shown that

overexpression of ORF P leads to productive infection, and that the expression of ORF p

does not require de novo prolein synthesis (91). Similarly the subsequent detection ofa

transcript from the sense strand later in infection (and showing limited reduction in

expression in the presence of cycloheximide) might suggest an RL1-like transcript which

would be expressed following the "early" kinetic control over ICP4. However, the signal

intensities measured by microarray analysis are relatively small. As well as the

difficulties in differentiating low signals from experimental "noise", the measurement of

"percentage of signal change" used for interpretation of the level of expression under

different conditions is highly susceptible to fluctuations of low intensity values.

Although this technique is useful for the analysis of low-level genes which are known to

be transcribed, it may be misleading for the interpretation of "unknown,, transcripts.

Further analysis ofthis region is warranted before conclusions can be drawn on the

existence ofORFs in this region, but the locations identihed by the RL1-a and -e probes

may provide useful targets for analysis.

6.5. Challenges presented by microarray analysis of herpesvirus gene expression

There are a number of challenges for microarray analysis of herpesvirus expression

which affect experimental design to different degrees. First, host-transcription is shut-off
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by simplexvirus infection, whìch limits the use ofuninfected cells as a baseline for

cellular gene transcription. In addition, for analysis ofviral gene expression, an

appropriate control condition is necessary in order to accurately compare array results

among replicate data sets. The small number of data points available for statistical

analysis ofviral gene expression (due to a limited number of oRFs) presents yet another

hurdle for analysis. Many common protocols for microanay analysis nust be applied to

data sets containing tens of thousands of largely indistinguishable signals. we believe

that normalization ofdata sets using the exogenous Lucidea control is the most reliable

way to compare viral gene data.

Recent developments in the held of microarray analysis of limited time-course

experiments provide alternatives to the protocol presented here, such as the quadratic

regression analysis by Liu et al. (98). In order to apply this technique to SA8 gene

expression, additional time points would have to be selected as the quadratic regression

protocol is designed for 4 to 10 time points. ANovA-based methods are still suggested

for fewer time points. other methods that treat the variable of time as continuous, such

as B spline-based methods are best applied to a large series of time points (98). During

furlher analysis of SAS (or other simian simplexvirus) gene expression, it may be

valuable to compare these methods to the protocol presented here.

Coterminal and overlapping viral genes makes interpretation of microaruay results

difficult as probe signals may be due to the aburdance of multiple different transcripts.

This obstacle was overcome by applying cluster analysis only to gene signals from non-

coterminal, non-overlapping genes, classifying the remaining genes into the same
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clusters, and subsequently interpreting the kinetic behaviour based on the best quality

probe of the multiple ORFs within each transcript.

7. REVIEWOFOBJECTIVES

A gene expression DNA microarray was developed for SA8, containing probes for

both cellular and viral genes. A number of challenges were presented by the microarray

format and features ofherpesvirus transcription. As such, analysis was only completed

for viral gene expression in SA8. However, this revealed a fascinating difference

between this simian herpesvirus and the prototype simplexvirus HSV-I. Although HSV-

1 expresses 5 genes with immediate-early kinetics, SA8 expresses only one. The

remaining "immediate-early" genes are expressed with early or leaky-late kinetics. In

addition to this contribution to the knowledge of herpesvirus transcription, a novel

protocol was developed for the analysis ofviral gene expression micr oatray d,ala.

8. FURTHERWORK

Analysis of the "immediate-early" gene expression of other simian simplexviruses

such as B virus and HVP-2 will reveal whether the differences obserued between SAg

and HSV- 1 are characteristic of simian viruses or whether the gene expression of SAg

relates to its inability to produce productive infection in humans. qRT-pCR analysis of

"IE" gene expression during simplexvirus infections of both human cell lines and

monkey-derived cells lines will contribute to answering this question.

Investigation of a selection of SA8 p and y genes by qRT-PCR as well as noÉhem

blot analysis ofother coterminal transcript groups would confirm the kinetics observed

by microaruay analysis. This remains the simplest technique used to distinguish the
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kinetics of many viral genes, particularly genes which share a transcription termination

site but which are expressed under different conditions during infection. In addition, a

more comprehensive analysis of SA8 promoter structure as well as cellular transcription

factors required for expression in both human and simian cells will complete our

understanding of transcriptional regulation in SA8.

Following these targeted approaches to simian simplexvirus gene expression,

microarray analysis may be used to complete the global picture ofviral gene regulation.

As suggested by Stingley et al. in2000, microarray analysis of cellular or tissue

transcriptional responses to herpesvirus infection are of great value in the study of anti-

viral and cell cycle regulatory pathways in both human and animal model systems (158).

Further analysis ofboth viral and cellular gene expression during simian simplexvirus

infection will clarify the relationship of transcríptional regulation to pathogenicity in

different hosts.



9. APPENDICES

9.1. Appcndix A - DNA Oligonucleolide rnicroatray probes for SÀg viral genes

Probe
name Pos. Sequencc
RL1o821GCCTGCGATCCTGGGGTGAGTCGGTGGTTTTGGGGTCGGTGGI,Cm
RLlb 1999 CATATAACGCCGGGGACACCATCGGCACCCCAGCCAGTCGCCGTCGGACC 83.3 68 36.7RLlc 1628 TGATTAAAAAATCGATGCGCCCGCCCAGCGGGGAGAGCCCGGA,,\GATCCC 80.8 60 10.0]IL]d 335 CAGCGTCCGCGCGCT'CGCC.4.CCCTCACTC'I'CGGCCGCCGTCGGTCTCTCT 86.4 74 I7.5RL]C 1277 GCCGAGGGGGAGGCGCCCGGCGGAAGCCCGGATATGCTGATGCGCCCC'ì]C 87.3 16 15.0]I.L]ANIi-A 821 GGGAACGACCACCGACCCCAAAACCACCGACTCACCCCAGGATCGCAGGC 82.5 66 29.2RLIANIi-b 1999 GGTCCGACGGCGACTGGC'TGGGGTGCCGATGGI'GTCCCCGGCGTTATATG 83.3 68 2O.ORL]ANIi-C 1628 GGGATCTT'CCGGGCTCTCCCCGCTGGGCGGGCGCAI'CGATI-TTTT'AÁTCA 80.8 60 18.3RL]ONIi-d 335 AGAGAGACCGACGGCGGCCG,,\GAGT'GAGGGTGGCGAGCGCGCGGACGCTG 86.4 74 27,7RLIANI|-C 1277 GAGSGGCGCATCAGCATATCCGGGCTTCCGCCGGGCGCCTCCCCCTCGGC 87.3 7(¡ 15.0RL02a 4343
RL02b 4611
RL02c 4490
I,IT
CDSIa 5135
LAT

I2{&_ I!!2 _çq4 GGGAAGGGGGTCGCGGGGAAGGCGGGGAAGGCGGCCGAGGGGAAGG 81.7
LAT
CDS2a 2801 CTA-I'CTCA
I,AT

CTCAACA,AGACCGTCACGGGCGACTGCCTGCCGGTC
GCAGCTTCCAC,,\GCCTGGACI'CGCGCCACCCCTGGACCCCCGCCGAGGGC 87.3 ]6 39.2
CTCCCCGAGGCCGCCCCCGGGTGCGTGTCCCCGCCCGAGTACCCGGGAGA Rg RO ?O R

CDS2b 4339 C'IACC'ICAACAAGACCGTC.ACGGGCGACTGCCTGCCGGTCCT'CGACATGG

CCAGAGCGACGGGGGACCGAGGCCCGGCCAGAGACACAGGGGACAGAGGC 85.5

CDS3a 6740 .TTCGAGCTGÂGGTAGACGTGTTGTCGI.GTGCTGTGTGTTGTGTGTCGTTC

'I'CGTGGGCGTGAAGCCCGACGGCTCGT¡,CAGCACC,,\TCCCGG

Tm
GC
n/n Score

74

81.r

81.2

78

15.8

6.7

64

76.9

64

47.5

46.7

52 16.7
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T,,'47

CDS3b
RSO

IISO
RSO

RSO

a
b

Ra
I{b

ULOla
u[.011)
UL02a
llL02tr
UL02c

14866] CGCCGACACGCTGCTCGCCGACGCCGAGGACGCCGCCGCCCTGGAGCTGG 89 80 20.8
148014 CACGT'CTACCTGCCCTGCGCCGTGCTGCCCGCCGCGCAGTGCGACGTCCG 81.5 76 25.0
148647 GTGCGCTGGGCCGCCGGCCGCGCCGACACGCTGCTCGCCGACGCCGAGGAC 90.8 82.4 20.O
148741 CCCTGGGGGGCGCGACCCCGGACTGGGACCCGGACGGCGAGCCGGCGGCC 91 .6 86 26.7

GAGGAACCTACCTGTCCCGCCGGGCGTCTCGGTGGCTCTCTCGGGCCGGG

OIO5 GATCGCAAGCCCCGACCGAAGCCCAGAAGAAACTCCACCGAGCCCTCCCG
9940 GTCAGCTCTGÂGTACTCl'CGGACGCGGCGGTGTCTTGGCAGAGACACGCC
O9O8 CCTTCGGCTCCTGTCGCCATTTCTGCCTCGCGAACC,,\GTACCTCCGGGAG
01 69 GTCGTCCGTCGGCTCGCCGCATCGCGCCCCGGTTTGGTCT1'TATGCTCTG
O6I8 CAACTGCTGTCCGGAGGCGACGATGAGCGGCCACGGGTGTCTGGAAAAGTG

UL03a
UL03lt
UL04a
ut-04b
UL04c
UL05a
ULO5b

164 GCACGTCCACCCGCCTCGCCGATCCCGCC.AGTGAAGACCC,,\TGGCAATAA 82.6
6I8 CTCGCGCAÂGCCGCGCAAATACTACACGCGCTCCTCCGACGGACGCATCTC 82.5

UL06a
ULO6b
UL07a
UL07h

1929 GGCGGCGGCGG,\CCTGCTGGTGGAGGTGAT'GAAGGAGATCCAACTGAGCC 82.4
2087 GTGGI'GTGGGGCGAGGACTCCA'I'CTACATCACGGTCACCGTCI'ACGGCAG ]9.9
2245 GTCGGACGGAGTTCTGCGCCTACCGGTTCG'IGGGCCGGTCGGAGCGCCAG 85
2561 C,4.CGAGCGCGATGATGTCATCAGCGGGC,\CATACTGTCGGCCCTCCG'I'GA 81.3
2823 CTTCATGTCGGTCGTCAACACCAACGTGAGCGAGTTCGTGGAGTCCGTGG 78.1

UL08a
ULOsb
ULO8c
UL09a
ULO9t)

6965 GTGCAGACTTACCTGACAGACCTGGCCGCCCTCTTCGTCGCCGACGTCCG
6803 CGCGAGACGGCCATCTTCTACTCCAGCGGGGCCAI'CGCCCTGTTCGTGGC
777 8 CCTGCCCCACTGGTG'I,,\TGGCCCGCTACCTCC'TGGATCACAACCCGCCCC.]981 CGTCGGACGCCCCCAAGACCCAGACGGCCGCGCTCTTC]ACCGCTTCGTC

ULIOa 24342 CATCCAACACCACCCCCGGAGGGTCGAGGAGCCCATCTACGAGACCGTGG 81.6
ULIOb 24205 CCCGTCGAGCCCGTGTACGCCGAGATCAGGTACGCCGGGGAGTCTGACGT 83.I

8263 CTTCGCGTATCCCTTCGAGGAGCGATTCCTCTTCCTGTTCGATCCCAGCG
8397 GTGCCGATCGACCTCTACCCCCGCCCCCTCGTCCTGCCCCCCATCG,4CTG
8550 GACGCCGAGTACTGGGCGGTCGCGGAGGGCCCGTCCGACCCCGGAGACAC
,07 I 5 CACGCACCGGCAGCTCTACGCGCTGCTCATGGCGCACAAGAGGGACT]'CG
,0544 CGGAGGCCTGGCCCATGACGCACGGCGCGCTCGACTTCAGCAGGCTATAA

Ul,l Ia ¿4849
ul-l lb 24728

U I CCCGCC'I'CGGACCCTGCTGTTGCAGACGGAACGTCCl'CGTGACCGA,CC
TTCTACATCTCCCCGGAGCTGCGGGTG GTGACGCAGCCCCCGAGCCAGCC

8s.3 74

82.3
81

81.2
82.8
8l .s

l3 3

66
64
64
66

41.7
5 8.3
46.1
63.3
46.762

64
64.7

7

66
62
12
62
58

s1.7
46.7

82 66
83.4 68
83.2 68
84 10

20.0
46.7
43.3

34.2
45.8

78.2
84.s
86.4
82.9
83.4

44.2
36.1
53.3
37.5

s8
12
t6
66
66

36.7
10.0

19.2
32.5
36.7

82.9 68
84.9 70

66
68

47s
5lr. /
46.1
66.7
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UL12a 24921 GTCTACG,,\CCTGATCCGCCGC,/\ACAGCCGCCTGGCCTTCGACGAG,,\CGCTC
uLt2b 25078
UL12c 25201
UL13a 26730
ull3b 26902
ULl3cRa 26813
UI-l3cRb 26702
Ul.,14a 28204
uLt4b 28019

GAGCCCATCTTCGCCAACCCCCGCCACCCCAACTTCAAGCAGATCCTGGT
CACCGCACGCCCGACGAGGAGGGGCTGAGCCTGCGCCTGGGGGACGCCCC
CTGAGGCCGCTGCTGATCCTGGTGTCCCGCCTCTGTCACGCCAACCCGTC
CCTCTl'CGTGAACTCGGTCGAGACCAACGCCCACGGCCCGCCC'I'GCGACG
CTCC,A,GCGCCACTTCGCCGGGCAGTATAAGAACTACCAGCGC,,\CCCACGAG
GCCTCTGTC,ACGCCAACCCGTCCGCGCGCCACGCCCAGTI-CCAAG-I-GTGA
GAGGACGGATGGATGAGCGCCGAGGACÁGCGACCTGCTGATCATGTGGCAG

uLl5a 34388 cccc'lcccACcACCTCATGcrcccccrc,,\TCATGGCCGTC'fAC:Ctrccc{ìc s3ULl5b 34266 GTCTCGGI'CACCATGCGCCTCCAGACGGACCCGGTCGAGTATC'IGACGGC 81.7

uì-16b 30213
UL17a 31203
ur.17b 31361
ULl8a 34855
ut.l8b 34642
ULl9a 35758
ul-l9b 3s950
UL20a 40057
ul20b 40230

GACCCAGCTTCCG,,\GAGCGACTGCGGGCCGGGTTCTCGCGGTGGCGAC.I-G

CGCTCTCGTCCTACGCGAGCCGTCTCTTCGCCACCAGCTGCCCGACGATC
CTGCGAGACGTGCGTCCCGTCGGCCCACGCG GACTCGGTCAACGCCC'I'GTG
GTACCTGCCGGGGGAGAGCTACGCCTACCTCTGCCTGGGGTTCAACCGCC

üL27a 42746

CACTACGCTTTCGACTAC]'AC,,\GCACCGGCGGGGCGACCGTGCGGACGAC

ul,2lb 4

CGC,,\GGACGGCTACGTGAACACGCTGCTGCAG,\TGCAGAGCGCGACGCGG
CCGCGG'I'CGTGCGGTCGGGGGACCT'GGCCCCGGTCATCCGATACCACT,{A
CCGAGACGCACTTCATGCAGTACCTCATCTACGACGCATCTCCGCTGCGG
CTCAI'CGTGGAGACGGGCTCTGCGGTGTCAACGGCGACGGCGACCAGCGAC
CTGGCTCGC'TTCTGGGCCAGGACCATCCTAAACGCGCCCGTGGCCTTTTAG

uL23b 4s867
U

43200
43332

UL,24b
UL24c
UL25a

GGCCGCGCAGGAGACGTTTGGGGCGGACGGCGTCTTTCGCCl-CGTGGCCG

CCTCCCCGGCCCACGCCACCTTCGTCGGGGCGTTCGCGGAACTGGTGläC
GAGGGGCCGGACGTCTTCTCCAGCGACGTGCCCTCCACCGCGCTCCTGCTG S'5 72J 46J

47589
41285
41417
49500

CAGAGACGCGCCGCGACCTGGGGCTCGTGGGGGCGGTG]TTATGCGGTAC 84.4 7O 4O.O

AAG,4.CGTGA,,\CCGCC.I.GTCGGCCTTCG,,\CCGCGGG

ACCC'I'GGTCACGACCCC
GACGCTCGACCTGCTGGCCG

GAGGCGGG GTACTCCAGAAGATCGCCGCGC'I-CTTCTGCGTCCCCGTC'ICÍ
CACCGCACCCTCT ACCTGTGTCCGGTCCTGCTGTTCGTCTCGCAGAAGAC
CTGT'CGACG'TACGCCGTGCCCC'TCGCGGCGACGAAGACGCGCAG.A.GGGCG
GCG TTTAACGTCGGC,,\GCGACTACGACCTGT'I'GTACTI'CCTGTGTCTGGG

82.9 66.1 41 7
8l .7 62 87.5
89 80 36.7
83.3 68 60.0
84.2 t0 ss.8
81.2 62.1 37.5
84.7 68 34.2
81.1 62.7 3s.0
85.1 12 36.7

TTGACAGTGCTGCGC
CTGCGGTCCA

82.8
8s.8
82.8
82.2

68
66
68 4t.l
72.s 37.5
68 47.5
66 32.5

30.0
36.7

83.9 68 48.3
84.s 70 70.8
19.4 60 65.8
83.9 68.6 46.1
81.6 62.7 46.7
86.1 74 31 .7

85.5 72 36.7
85.3 72 30.0

84.5 10 53.3

80.1 62
86 74

77.7 56

27.5
3 8.3
5.0

28.3
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UL25b 49350 GAGCTCATCAACCGCACCCGCGCGAACACGACCCCGGTCGGCGAGGTCATC
UL26.5a
uL26.5b
UL26a

UI"27a 52096
uL27b s1943
tJL29a 54788
ul-28b 54664
UL28c 54955

261)

sr518
51330
s1518
s1330

GACGTTGACGTCGGCCGGGCGGCAGACCTGTTI'GTGTCGCAGATGATGGG
CCCACCCGCAGCCGTACGCGACTCCGGCCAACGCCCCCCTCGTTI-CCGGG
GACGT'TGACGTCGGCCGGGCGGCAGACC]]GTTTGTGTCGCAGATGAT'GGG

lL29a 5758s cTccccGAGGCGTTCGACTTCGGGGCGTT@
UL29b 57122 GACGAGTACCTCGGCGAGGAGAI'GATGGCGTTCACCGCCCGCGCCCTGG,/\G 83.5

CCCACCCGCAGCCGTACGCGACTCCGGCCAACGCCCCCCTCGTTTCCGGG
GACTI'TGACGAGGCCAAGC.I.GGCGCAGGCGCGGM 8Iß 62.

ul,30b 6s126
UL30c 65376

CCCGGCCCCGGTACTCTCCCCTCCGCGACACGGACGAGGAGGAAC'I'GTAG 83 7O
GGTCTCTÂCCGCTACCCGCCGGGCG'I'CTACCTCACC'TACGACTCCGACTG 8I 66
GACGl'CTTCTCCATCCTCTACTCGGTCCTGCAGCACCTGGCCCCCAAGCTC 80.6 62.1

UL31a 65414
uL3lb 65656
UL32a 66297
uL32b 66468

TTTCAAAAGTTTTACTCGI'TTGACGGCA'TTTCCGGCATAACGCCCACCCAG 75.9 47,

uL33a 68252 GGTCTTTCCCACCACGGACGCCAAGCffi

'TCAAGGCCCTGTTTGGGAA.IäACGCCAAGATAACGGAAA,4TCM 
375

UL33IT 68416 GTCGG,TTCGCGGCGGTCATCAACCGCTTCcTCGACCTGCACC,AGATCCTG
uI-34a 69275 ccc'rccrccrcccccccGCGCTcrACTcccrGGTCGGCCTCcccccATAA
UL34b 68950 GACCCGCGCCCGATGATGGCCAGCATGTGGATCCACTGCTTCGTCCGCATG
UL35a 69713 CCGCGTTCGGTCTCCGGCGAACCTACCTGCCGTTTCTGGcCGCCCCCGCC
UL35b 69453 GGTCCCGCAGTTCCACCGGCCCGACACCCTCCACCCCGAGCGCGTGCAGG

CGAGCCCAAGCGGCGCAGGCTGCTGAI'CTCGGAGCTGGCCGAGGACCCGG 86.2 74 36.7
GCGGGCGCCGGCGTCACGGAGGCGGAAACTCGTCA,AAGGCTGCGTACAGC 84.g 1O 36.7
ATCAACTTCGACGGGGGG CTCATGCTAGAGTATCAAAGGC'ICTAC¡ CACC
C]'CTTC'IACCCGGACCCCACCTACGGCGGCCACA'IGCTG'IACGTCATCCTC
CACTCGATCTCGCTCCTGTCGCTCG,,\GCACACCCTCAGC,,\CCTATGI-A TG

UL35RA 69631 GACATGTGTCGCGCGCACGCGAACCACACGCTGGCGCTGCAGCCGATGTTC
UL35Rd 69700 GACTGGCTGCGCCCCGCGTTCGGTCTCCGGCG,,\ACCl.ACCTGCCGTTTCTG

ul-36b 10248
IJL36c 701 I 5

AGCTGCl'CCTG'I ACAAGGCCCGGCTGGCCTGCGGCAACGAGI'I'CGG

CACGCGCTCATCGATCGCAGCGAAGCGGTACTGAC
CCGGACGACACCGAGGGGTCGGACGACACCGAGGACTCGGACGAA'TCCTC 82.1 68 3O.O
cACTTCGGACCCCccccccrcrccccCAACGCGGCCCTCTCccccccct',,\c 87.5 76.s 28.388 CCCGGCCCCGGA

84.1 68.6
82 64
81-2 76
82 64
87.2 76

3s.8
71.1
56.1

72.s

]CCCGAGG

55

s6.7
52.5
66.7
73.3
39.2

71.4 54 37.5
80.5 62.7 53.3
78 58 52.5
83.6 68 30.0
80.6 62
81 .6 64
8s.8 72
82.8 64.7
86.4 74
87.2 76
84.3 66.7

GATGCTGCTGT

46.7
80.0
40.0
52.5
s6.7
20.0
40.0
s5.8
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UL37b 79583 TCATGCTGGGGATGGACTGGCTGCTGATG,AACGÂGATGCTGCAGGTGACG 79.6 58 I8.3'-ffi
UL38b 84501 CTGGAG'ICGGCCCTCGAGCGGG.TGTTTGGGCGCCTGCGGACCACCAACAC 84.1 70 19.2UI'39a680ó7CA,|.^TAAGCGGGGCCTGAAGACGGGCATGTACTACTGCAA661ffi
UI-39b 87907 CGGTTC,,\AGACGGCCTTCGACTACGACCAGGAGCTGCTGATCGACCTCTG 79 60 68.3UL4OA 89I28 CTGAGCCTGATGTCCACCGAGA,,\GCACACC,{ACTTCTTTGAGTGCCGCAG 78.1 56 8O.OUI-4Ob 88939 CTG'TTCCGCGAGGCCGI'CGAGATCGAGATCGGCTTCATCCGGTCGCAGGC P.,1 (.¡(.¡ 667UL41a89592GAGCTCGTGGAGC.l-GAGGTACG.l.CAAGTACG.IC.{400
UL4Ib 894II AGCTGTGGACGACCGTGCCCGCTCCTCCCCCGCCCTACCAGACCGTGCTG 85.6 72 23.3UL4lC 89738 G,AGATCCTCACCCCTCCGGAGCTCGTGACCGT'CCCGGÂCGCGCAGCTCG'I'C 84 10.6 21.5uL4¿^9¿4/./Gl.A(]GCCCGATACTTCCCCGACCCGCCCATCCTCCGCGGGCCCCTG1m
UL 2IJ 92326 CCGA,4GCGACCGACGCGCCCGCCCGCAAGA,,\GGCCCCGG,,\AGACCCCGTC 87.2 16 23,3UL42RA 92477 GTACGCCCGATACTTCCCCGACCCGCCCAI'CCTCCGCGGGCCCCTGT]'CTC 84.4 70.6 62.5UL42RC 92192 CCCGAACTCGGTCTCGGCCGTGTTCCTGCTGG,ACCCCCGGAGCACCGACG 84.S ]?. 767UL43a 93789 GTCC(ìGGGCCTCTTCC]'CGCGcTcf
UL43b 9362I CACGCC'I'GCCTCCTGCTCGCGATCCACCTCGTC'I'GGTI-CTTCGCCCCCGG 84.1 ]O 34.2UL44A 95243 GA(}(]ACAGCGAGTACACCTGCCGGCTCGTCGGCTACCCCGCGACXGTCCC S+8 ]2 2NUL44b 95II9 GGTCGAGCTGCGGTGGCTGCTGGGCGCCG.,\CCCCGCGCCCGCGGAAAACG 88.8 78 36,7UI'45A 96058 G]'CGGGCGCGTACTGGTGGGTCAACGGCGACGGCATCAAGGCCTGCCTGC 84.g ]O 36.7q!4lb 96192 GGTTCGTGACCTTCGTCCI'CGGCGCCCGCGACGCGCTGGGGCTGCCGT,AG 8(1.2 74 48.3UI'4IJA 96429 (J(J(ì(]CA'I'GC'I'CACCA,AGCTCAGGCACGACGGAGGACACCACAGCCGCTGA 83I 66 561UI'46b 96721 GTCTACGAGGACCT'CAGCGACTCGGAGGAGCCCGT'CTACGAGGAGATCCC ]g.6 64 65.8UL47A 98814 CCGGGACCGTGGCCCCGCGGTTCCTGCTGGAGCAGTCCGAGCACT'ICCCC 86.I 74 42.5UL4lb 98686 C'I-CCTCATGGGCGACGAGGAGGCGGCCGCGCTCCGGGCGCACGTGTCCGG 87.g 78 28.3tILlZq 

- 9q9J! G4qqçCGCCGTGGGCGCCTACACCCCGCI'GCGG'TACGCGTGCGTGCTCCG 88.3 18 23.3uL48a toizoo 
ãã.sUL48b 101352 GACCGTCCCGCGCACGGACGTGAGTCTGGGCGACGAGCTATGTCTCGACG 82.7 ótI 4O.OUI.'I+YA IUJU /4 OG(ì(]L]ACL]AACA]'CCGCATCATCGTT'IGCGAGGGCCTGAACCTGGTCCCG

uL49Aa 104214 crccrcccrrrrTATCTCccrATGGCGTCACTGccccTtrcrcrccccAc
UL49Ab 104348 A]'GGGTGCGCGCGTGCTCTTCTTCTGGCTCCTGGCGCTCTGCGTCGTCG,,\C

82.1 64
71.8 s6
84.1 66.7

3s.0
45.0

t38



ul-49b 103264
UL50a 105433
ul,50b 105247
UL50c 105126

UL52a 109449
ul-52b 109199
UL53a 110459
ul-s3b 110242
UL54a 112273

10s 8 85

105678

CGTCTGGTCTTC,,\CCGCCGAGT1-CGACGcCGAAGCCCCGCC.ffi
GTCCACAAC,ATCACGGACGCCCCGG'TCTTCCTGGAGCCCGGCTCGAAGGTG 82.9 66.7 53.3

ul-54b 112031

CGTGCTGCTGGCGGCCGGGGGCGCGGAGGCCTACTACGTCCTGGGACGC'I 87.1 76 15.8
CAGCATGGCGGAGAGCGACG]TGTCATGGAGGACGTGGCCA-'GõC]GAGC- 82J

CTGCACTTCAGCACCGCCCCCACCAGCCCGAC

L55fl
L55lt

CGTT'ICGGGCCGGTCCAGGACCCCGGTTACCGATCGCCCGCTTCT'TCTGG 83.2
CCA GCAAATGCGACAGCAACC GGCTCCGGACCCTGT'ICACCGTTC'1\CC,CC

UL56A 113344 GGGI'CCTGCTCCTCGTCGTGGTGI'TTCTTCTGGTG--"TGTGGCGC'IAC
UL56b 113552 GTCGTCTTTGAGGATGACCGCGACGGCCCCGATCCCCCGACCCAAGCCTC
UL56c 1I3675 GACTCCGGTCGTCGCGCCGAGGACTCCACCGAGTCGTCTTCGTCGTCGCC

GTCGCCTGTCTGGAGACGCACTTTCCCGAGCACGCCCACGAGTACCAGTC
TGGI'GGTGGCCTTCCGGTACGAGCAGGAGATCC,4,GCGGCGCATCTTTGAC
AT'GTTCCTCAACATCATCACGTGGTGCl'TCACCTCCGCCATCC'I'GCTCGC
CCCCGCTGTACGTGCACGGGA,AATACTTTTAI'TGCAATTCCCTGTT]'TGA

ll30l0Gl.ACGCGCTGC,,\CGGCGTCGTCTACCACTGCCÂCTG
II2888 CTGCCGCCGGTGCTGCGCGAGA]'GCGCGACAAGGCCAAGGGACGGGTGCTG 86.6 72.5 40,O

US01al31304GAGAAACCGGCGGCTGTCGGAGGATGCGCTr-M

GCGCCGCCTGTCGGACATC,AGGGAGATCGCGTCCTTCGTCTTCG'TCACGC

US02a13l653GA,AGCGAGGCCGGAGTACGCG.Ì.GGGACTCGG@
USO2b i3I9I4 GCCCACAACCACCCACTGGCGGCGCTGTTCGGGGCCTACGAGTACCGG1'A 84

us03b 1339s4
US04a 135952
us04b 136079
US04c 135133
US05a 136505
us05b 136339

I3I158 CTCCG-I'GGCCTCCAGGCTGCGGCGGGAGTT]'GTCGCGTTCGACTGGACCC 84.4

US06a 137921
us06b 13119'7

CTGGACGCGCTACTACAAGCTGAACCl.GGACGTGGAGTACC"IC,C,TCTC,C-C- 79
GCATCA'ICCAGCAGGCGCAGGTGCACCCGG,ACGAGTTTCCGCAGCACGCG 84.3'I'TTCCGTTCCTCACCGCCTCGCCCGGCCTCGACTTCATC'TTCCTGCTCAG 

8I.1
CGCGCCAAGCGCGAGTTCGGTACGCGCGGCTGGCGACCTCCGAGGCGTGA 87.1
G,AGGAGGGGGAGGGGGCCGGGGACGGCGAGCTGCCTCCGGACGAGATTCC 86.3
GTTI'CTCCÂGACGGACCGCGCCCTGCCCCTGGTGATCGGGGGCCTCTGCG 85.2
CTC'TCCCGCTCGTCGTCGGCGCCTGGGCGGCCGCGCTGGTGACCAACCTC 87. ]
CAGCTGC CGCCCAACTGGCACGTCCCGGAGGCCGAC GACCTCACCATC{AG

GAC 85.3 70.6 s3.3

GACC,4,CGAGCACCCTGCTCCCGCCCGAGGTGACGGAGACGGCCAACGGCAC

82-4
81.2
81 .4

78.9
74.8
82.3

66
68
64
b4
62
56
46
66

35.0
49.2

3 8.3
52.5
50.0
48.3

70.8

79.4

83.1
83.4

60
68
70

15.0

23.3
20.0

62
70
68
68

8I.7
17.5

60
68
62
74
76
72
76

33.3
32.s
65.0
52.s
73.3
28.3
36-7
60.0
s3.3

85 70.6 40.8
85.7 72.5 46.1
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USOTa 139485 CTGACCGCGATCTCGGAGGAGTCCGAGGCCCCCGCGATCCCGGAACTCTC

lJS08al4l338GGCACGGACCGGCCTCCGAAGCGGGGCTCCcm
USOSAa 141694 CGCTCGGGCTGGGCGCCGTGCTGTGTGGGGTCGCGTATT,ACATGACGTCG
USOSAb 141534 GACGTTCCCATCGGCGTCGCCGAAGACCTGCGGGCCCTCGCAA'TGACGTG
TJSOSARa 141711 GTGCTGTGTGGGGTCGCGTAT.IACATGACGTCGGCGCCCCGCGGCGCATAA
USOSb 141214 AAAGCGGGACCCGGGAACGCAGACTTAC,\TTCGCCTGGCGGACGACG,/IGC
USO9a 141923 GCAGACCCAGAGCGCCGAGGCGTACTACACGGAGAGCGACGACGAGACGG

139204

USO9b 14201] C'fCATCTCGGGCGGCC'fGGGGGCCCI'CGTGI'GCTGGATGGCCCTCCGCTG

CCTCCCGGTACGAGCTGACGGCCACGCGGA'TAGTGCAGATCGCCATCCCG

uSl0a 142624 c{CcrccrccrccccccccATcTATTcm
USIOb 142794 GAAACI'GGCCCATAACCAGTGGCTGCGCGCCAACAGAGACGCCGCCATCTG
USIIa 143456 GGACATAAAGCCGCGCGAGGAGC'TTCCTTGCCACAGAGCCGCGGGTATCGusllb 143210 ccccACCccACcrccrrAccrAcz\ccccccccccccACGCG.,\cccccccc
USIIc 143335 CGTGGAGATGCGCGTCTATCGCCGGCGCCCTCGCGCGCCCCTCGCGAGCC
usl2a 143769 TCA'lccrrAläTTTGcccACGGTCGACGccTTccTACGGAATccccAc¡.c
US12b 143627 GACCGGCCCCTGCTCGCCCCTCCTTCCGCACCGCCCAACCACTCGCACCTC
USI2CRA I43585 CTCGCACCTCGCGGCCCGCGAGACCGCGCCTCCTCCCGCCGCG,4CGCCA'TAA
tJSl2cRc 146378 cATACcccc,ACGAccAGCccccAcAGGCCGCGAAGcccATCccccATccc

u Probc nautes in ilalic ale desigr.red fot putative ORF scquences; Probc names in bold are ",4" genes, as describcd in 1hc texl; lJoxes
indicate the rnultiple probes for a gene or a gtoup ofcoterrlinal llanscl'ipts; b Plobe localion is descl.ibed as 1he 5, end of1he probe
accot'ding to nunrbcring on the sensc sfland ofthe SÂ8 genome, regardless ofthe dircctiolt of the probe. " probe sequence is 5,-3,,
complementary 1o tlre applopliale strand of the SA8 viral DNA. d Calculation olthe plobe quality score is describeå i' thc tex1.
Plobes highlighted in grey are the 'best'probe fol each ORF; Scole values in bold indicare rire best (or only) probe for each ge¡e or
cotel'minal lranscript gloup.

82.9
70
68

83.6 68 70.0
83.7 68 46.7
83.4 64.7 72.5
82.4 64 46.1
82.s 68 46.7
86.1 74 73.3

45.8
59.2

82.1 64 90.0
82.1 62.1 83.3
81.8 64 46.7
87.9 78 60.0
88.r 18 35.0
77.1 s4 90.0
86.8 74.s 74.2
88.8 76.9 28.3
85 72 36.1
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9.2. Appendix B - qRT-PCR results of SA8 gene expression analysis. Gene expression
was analysed at different times post-infection in the presence and absence of
cycloheximide (CHX) and acyclovir (ACV).
A: Relative levels of SA8 gene expression compared to expression at 5hpi.
RL02 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp#2 / 4 u Mean SD

Mock Undet. ' Undet. Undet. Undet.
2hr 0. 10
5 hr 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
5 hr+CHX 5.13 2.26 5.19 2.'/6 3.83 1.54
Lare hr b 3.64 1 .52 7 .46 I .17 4.g5 2.87
Late hr+ACV 0.12 0.i 1 0.80 0.61 0.26

RS01 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #1 F;xp #2 / 1 Mean SD
Mock Undet. Undet. Undet. Undet. : . . .. . '

0.00 , ':,.
r.00 t.00 1.00 L00 0.00
0.05 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.04
8.43 Undet. 11.77 1071.30 1838.04
0.13 1.97 120.66 207.18

Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp #2 / 4 Mean SD
0.01 Undet. Under.
0.01 ,, '. I . ....

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
0.06 0.03 0.05 0.0s 0.0l
3.06 14.10 16.13 64.71 107.38
0.38 : 2.67 11.50 17.31

Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp #2 / 4 Mean SD
0.00 Undet. Undet.
0.01 ' r... , ,. ., . ,., ., , ,,' ',;.':, :'

I .00 1 .00 1.00 1.00 0.00
0.00 Undet. 0.00 0.01 0.02

37.s4 59.18 5.95 57.36 s1.17
0.08 ,, : 0.i3 0.18 0.14

Exp #6 Ðxp #1 Exp #2 / 4 Mean SD
0.00 Under. Under.

2 l1T

5 hI 1.00
5 h+cHX 0.01
Late hr 3 193.68
Late h+ACV 359.89

US01 Exp #5
Mock 0.18
2lir
5 hr 1.00
5 hr+CHX Undet.
Late hr 225 .56
Late h+ACV 31.45

US06 Exp #5
Mock Undet.
2hT
5 hr 1.00
5 h+cHX 0.03
Late hr 1 26 .7 7

Late h+ACV 0.34
US12 Exp #5

Mock Undet.
,/ nr
5lu
5 h+CHX

Late hr+ACV

1.00
0.04

0.61 0.35

t.00 0.00

0.08
1.00
0.04
1.42

1.00
0.02
2.40

1.00
0.03
4.20
1 .53

0.03 0.01
Late hr 3.11 2.78 1.11

0.62
" Data from experiments (Exp) #2 and 4 are presented together since in the former, cells
were harvested at an early time post-infection (shpi), and in the latter, a late tirne (9hpi);b RNA samples were harvested-a different "laæ" iime points post-infèction. In
experiments #4 and 6, cells were haiwested at thpi. In experiment #5,27hpi was used.
Treatment with ACV was not performed in experiment #1, but cells were harvested at the
"late" tirne of 13hpi; ' Undet. : value undeteimined (below threshold of detection).
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Appendix B (continued)

B: Quantitative levels ofSA8 gene expression, expressed in gene copies per microgram
of total RNA.
RI02 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp#2 / 4 " Mean SD

Mock Undet. " Undet. Undet. Undet.
2hr 137304
5 llr 172389 888211 239406 300582 400147 329561
5 h+cHX 430591 1389320 739232 510790 782483 423778
Late h¡ b 847816 1243rrs 1r774r0 959859 1057050 184690
Late hr+ACV 203416 338550 196183 246050 80189

RS01 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #t Exp#2 I 4 Mean SD
Mock Undet. Undet. Undet. Undet.
2hr 414 , I ': ,

5 1rr 132932 101960 673450 704863 403301 330568
5 h+cHX 5255 11694 133761 11642t 66783 67750
Latehr 169404 480408 Undet. 3266502 1305438 \705435
Late hr+ACV 26458 20547 . , 860007 302337 482965

US01 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp#2 / 4 Mean SD
Mock 11847 13728 Under. Under.
,/ nÎ t4326
5 I1r 69142 871942 249504 \71629 342054 364814
5 h+CHX Undet. '72858 15723 13622 34067 33610
Late hr 1740421 2336804 2814717 1334489 2056623 651859
Late hr+ACV 236181 324769 278\14 27ggïg 44021

US06 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #t Exp #2 / 4 Mean SD
Mock Undet. 47209 Undet. Undet. .. ' ' ., ' .', ',

2 I1r 10i s07
5 lll 284788 835313 1315399 1284226 929931 482795
5 h+CHX 55571 66151 Under. 54865 58863 6322
Late hr 2811220 4f92698 8903353 246972i 4594250 2g6i73g
Late hr+ACV 172930 243874 444895 28i233 141072

USf 2 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp #2 / 4 Mean SD
Mock Undet. 89 Undet. Under.
21-v 264242
5 l1I 820744 4067525 1319006
5 k+cHX 34889 192594 35565
Lâte hr 4196218 5982287 3849429
Late hr-ACV 627567 126030+

(See footnotes of appendix BA.)

137'/139 1896103 1468994
49859 78227 76557

3914538 4485618 1009065
1413918 1100597 416794
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Appendix B (continued)

C: Percentage change in number of SA8 gene copies per microgram oftotal RNA

5hr 0% 0% 0% 0% O% O%
5 hr+CHX 150% 56% 209% 90% 126% 67%
Larehr b 222% 40% 3g2% 2rgyo 218% 144%
Latehr+ACV -23% -62% -35% -40% 20%

RS01 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #t Exp #2 I 4 Mean SD
Mock Undet. Undet. Undet. Undet.
2bT
5hr 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
5 h+cHX -96% -89% _80% _83% _87% 7%
Lateh¡ 38654% 37IYo lJndet. 363% 13130% 22105%
Latehr+ACV 5953% -80% , ' 22% 1965% 3454%

US01 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #l Exp#2 / 4 Mean SD
Mock -83% -98% Undet. Ijndet.
2hr 85%
shl 0% 0% 0% o% o% 0%
5hr+CHX Undet. -92% -94% -92% -92% r%
Late hr 11885% 166% 1028% 678% 3439% 5642%
Latehr+ACV 1531% -63% 62% 510% 8g6%

US06 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #l Exp#2 / 4 Mean SD
Mock Undet. -94%o ¡Jndef. Undet.
2bl 8sv"

RL02
Mock
2YÍ

5hr 0% 0% 0%
5 hr+CHX -80% -92%o ÌJndet.
Latehr 887% 402% 57i%
Late hrr ACV -390 à -77on

US12 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #l
Mock Undet. - 100% Undet.

Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #1 Exp #2 I 4 u Mean SD
Undet. " Undet. Under. L'nder.

859 o

85%

2nÍ
5hr
5 h+CHX
Late hr

85%
0% 0% 0%

-96% -95% -97%
305% 4l% 192%

0% 0% 0%
-96% -89% 8%
92% 490% 332%
-65% -58% 17%

Exp #2 I 4 Mean SD
Undet.

0% 0% 0%
-96% -96% r%
184% t82% 106%

3% -35% 36%Late h+ACV -39% -69%
(See footnotes of appendix BA.)
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9.3. Appendix C - Additional observations of similar kinetic characteristics among SA8

transcripts following treatment with cycloheximide (CHX).

Experiments #1,2, and 3(A) provide comparison of signal intensities at 5hpi + CHX.

Data set B from experiment #3 repofts the influence of CHX at 8hpi. Cluster

characteristics are illustrated inthe scatter plot offigures 13, 15, 16, and 17. Signal

intensity and cluster membership data for each víral transcript is listed in appendix D.

Treatment with CHX identified a single "immediate-early" gene in SA8, RL02 (see

Results. section IL). Additional observations of the RL1 putative transcripts (Groups A

and B), and select late transcripts with cluster membership more characteristic of

immediate-early genes (Group C) are outlined in Results section 5.4.4.1.

The following groups of SA8 transcripts were also identified as having similar kinetic

characteristics following treatment with CHX by their shared or similar cluster

membership across multiple experiments. Further analysis is required to assess whether

the differences between clusters are statistically significant, but these observations

provide preliminary data for further investigations. Table 6 summarizes the cluster

membership of groups A through I for experiments #1 through 3.

Group D - UL08-09, UL30, US02

ULO8-09 (helicase-primase, origin-binding protein), UL30 (DNA polymerase), US02

(tegument nuclear protein) share cluster membership in experiments #2 and3A,

characterized of relatively low CHX-treated signal intensity and significant inhibition by

CHX. In experiment #1 these genes are split into two clusters with stronger pattems of

CFÌX-inhibition, and they are not ciustered together in experiment #38.
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GroupE UL15, UL37,UL38,UL43

These four single-ORF transcripts are often paired witli (or in an adjacent cluster to)

those of Group D. UL15 (capsid-associated protein), UL37 (tegument proreirr), UL38

(capsid protein VP19C), UL43 (membrane-associated protein) maintain cluster

membership in all 5hpi + CHX experiment (#1, 2, and 3A). They show weak but

variable signal (mean 333), and approximately 500% reduction in abundance, in fhe

presence of CHX.

Group F UL23,UL29, UL36, UL41

UL23 (thymidine kinase), UL29 (ssDNA binding protein), UL36 (tegumenr prorein),

UL41 (tegument VHS) are found in the same or adjoining clusters in experiment #34 and

38, demonstrating low CHX-treated signal intensity but considerable inhibition in the

presence of CHX. However, it is interesting to note that in experiments #1 and 2,IJL4\

is upregulated following treatment with cycloheximide, sharing cluster membership with

Group A. Confirmation of the kinetics of this transcript may require analysis by qRT-

PCR,

Group G - UL1 8-20, UL46-47, UL10

UL18-20 (c4psid proteins VP23 and VP5, and membrane protein), UL46-47

(tegument proteins VP1 1/12 and VP13/14), UL10 (glycoprotein M) are clustered togerher

in experiment #1 and 3A, and two ofthe three transcripts share a cluster in experiments

#2 and3B. However, the cluster mean values for both CHX-treated signal intensity and

percentage of signal change between CHX-treated and -untreated samples are quite

different between experiments, suggesting that these genes may not have sfong similarity

in their kinetic behaviour.
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Group H - UL03, UL04-05, UL06-07, UL22,UL33-35,UL39-40, UL44-45, UL49-49A.

uL52-54, UL55, US01, US08-09

ULO3 (membrane associated protein), UL04-05 (structural protein, helicase-primase),

UL06-07 (both capsid proteins), UL22 (glycoprotein H), UL33-35 (rwo capsid/packaging

proteins and one membrane associated protein), UL39-40 (small and large subunits of the

ribonucleotide reductase), UL44-45 (glycoprotein C and a membrane protein), UL49-

494 (tegument protein VP22, and a membrane-associated protein), UL52-54 (helicase-

primase protein, glycoprotein K, and IE protein iCP27), UL55 (nuclear protein), USO1

(IE protein ICP22), US08-09 (glycoprotein E, and a regument protein) share a cluster (or

pair of neighbouring clusters) in all three experiments conducted at 5hpi + CHX. The

transcript abundance ofthese genes is characterized by low signal in the presence of

CIIX, and strong ìnhibition (76 fo 92% reducrion) by CHX. Since many of the genes in

these transcripts are predícted to have late kinetics, this is not an unexpected pattem of

expression.

Group I - UL50 and UL51

The transcripts of Group H often also share cluster membership with UL50

(dUTPase) & UL51 (unknown function). These two transcriprs have somewhat lower

CllX-treated signal intensity compared to Group H but a similar level ofinhibition of

expression by CHX. Since the clusters to which Group H and Group I belong are

probabÌy not statistically significantly different, these groups could be amalgamated.
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9.4. .Appendix D -Microatt'ay signal irrtensily and clustel rnerlbership of SAB lranscripls in the prcsence of cyclohexinride (CI.ÌX)

A lvlealì slglìal Inlenslty, alld gene and transcript cluslet' membership in experilneffs #l and 2.

!ily. !ïï '-.n '-shcHx .",ï:, 'Ë,ï:::I, r_r ,
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Appendix D (continued)

B -Mean si
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9.5. Appendix E - Mean microaray signal intensity and cluster membership of SA8
transcripts in the presence of acyclovir (experiment #4).
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